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1 INTRODUCTION 
The problem of distribution function estimation appears when we are interested in 
knowing the population proportion of values of a variable that are less than or equal 
to a certain value, or set of values. Soil scientists may be interested in estimating the 
distribution of clay percent in the soil. Nutritionists may want to know the proportion 
of the population that consumes 30% or more of their calorie intake from saturated 
fat. Certain functions of the distribution function are also of interest, such as quantiles 
and functions of quantiles. A method of distribution function estimation similar to the 
one presented in this work is being applied to the estimation of Soil Components in 
the "Major Land Resource Area 107 Soil Survey Pilot Project" as described in Abbitt, 
Goyeneche and Schumi (1998). 
In many situations auxiliary information is available. There are different types of 
auxiliary information. The values of auxiliary variables may be known for each element 
in the population, or for a large sample of the population. In other cases, only the 
population means of the auxlHary variables are known. 
In this work, an estimator of the cumulative distribution fimction is presented that 
uses auxiliary information and local smoothing of the conditional distribution function, 
conditional on the auxiliary information. The notation and models used, and a review 
of the literature axe presented in Chapter 2. The properties of the estimator are studied 
in Chapter 3. Monte Carlo results imder different superpopulation models are presented 
in Chapter 4. Conclusions are presented in Chapter 5. 
2 
2 PREVIOUS WORK 
2.1 Framework and Models 
2.1.1 Notation 
A finite population is a finite collection of elements or units. The number of elements 
in the population is denoted by N and is called the population size. Assume that the 
units of the finite population are identifiable and that a label is assigned to each unit. 
The set containing the iV labels for the population elements is called the sampling frame 
and denoted by U. Without loss of generality, assume that U = {1,2,., N}. When 
referring to the "unit of the population with label f, the shorter expression "unit f is 
normally used. 
Associated with each unit j  in the population, there is a vector y j  of characteristics. 
Let = {yi,... ,yjv} be the entire set of N vectors. Sometimes, there is another 
vector Xj of auxiliary information associated with unit j. Let Tx = {xi,..., xjv} be the 
set contziining the auxiliary information for the N units in the finite population. 
A sample is a subset of units of the finite population. Let A denote the subset of 
labels from HJ that are in the sample. The values for the vectors yy, j € A, are observed. 
Often we refer to the set A as the sample, with the understanding that A is the set 
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of labels of the units in the sample. The complement of the sample with respect to 
the finite population, the set of units that are not selected, is denoted by = U — A 
(formally, A*^ is the set of labels of the nonselected units). The number of elements in 
A, denoted by n, is called the sample size. Let A be the set of all possible samples from 
U. The sample design is a function p(-) : A —)• [0, l] such that p(a) = P(A = a) for any 
a 6 >4, where p{a) is the probability that the sample with labels in the set a is selected. 
The probability that unit j is selected in the sample is called the first order inclusion 
probability, or just inclusion probability, and is denoted by nj, where 
TTj = P(i e A) = ^ p(a), 
and the sum is taken over all samples that contain unit j. Similarly, higher order 
inclusion probabiUties can be defined. For instance, the second order inclusion probability 
is 
T^ik = p(i 6 A n Ar e A) = ^ p(a), 
a^A:j,k^a 
where the sum includes all samples that contain both j and k. 
The indicator function /(•) is widely used in sampling, and is defined as 
1 if / is true 
/(/) = < 
0 if / is false 
where I is some logical expression. A particular use of the indicator function is in defining 
the indicator variable [j as: Ij = I{j € A). That is, Ij = 1 when unit j has been selected 
and Ij = 0 otherwise. 
A finite population parameter 9 is some function of !Fy and Tx, B = 9{!Fy.,Tj:). An 
estimator 5 of 0 is some function of the observed information. If is known, that is, 
Xj is known for adl j € U, then 
^=^({yi,ieA},:Fj. (2.1.1) 
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More details about different types of auxiliary information are given in Section 2.1.3. 
Let us assume that y is scalar, or that we concentrate our attention on just one 
characteristic, y. The finite population distribution function for the variable y is 
for 1/ € 3?. Unless othemise noted, the terms distribution function and finite population 
distribution function will be used as synonyms. Assume Tx is known. An estimator of 
the distribution function expressed as a function of the observed y information and of 
Tx is 
2.1.2 Asymptotic considerations 
Since the population under study is intrinsically finite (of size iV), asymptotic calcu­
lations are based on a sequence of populations and samples with increasing sample size, 
n, and increasing population size, iV (see Isaki and Fuller, 1982). A sequence of finite 
populations, which implies sequences of Uiv, and n^v are defined for 
AT = 1,2, The asymptotic properties of an estimator di\r are then defined in terms 
of this sequence. 
We may treat :FyN as a set of fixed quantities, or consider it to be a particular 
realization of N random vectors Yj. The set of conditions that determines the joint 
distribution of Yi,..., Y^v is called the superpopulation model. See Cassel et al. (1993, 
page 80). The set !Fxn of auxiliary information is considered fixed in our discussion. It 
may be the case that is a part of the superpopulation model, but unless otherwise 
stated, the auxiliary mformation will be considered fixed. 
(2.1.2) 
?jv(j) = { H j J  £  A}, (2.1.3) 
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Note that in the superpopulation context, 
• when referring to a particular finite population, the population includes a set 
of units with their labels Uat, the auxiliary information J^xN^ and a particular 
outcome for Yi,... , Y^v. We will sometimes use to denote a particular finite 
population, where = {U^r, 
• treating as a set of fixed quantities is equivalent to considering a superpopu­
lation model, but restricting our interest to a particular realization of the model, 
the realization that produced We may, then, use the superpopulation model 
approach in general, and condition on when interested in a particular finite 
population. 
When we assume that the finite population is a realization from the superpopula­
tion and assume the sample is selected according to a sampling design, the probability 
structure contains both the sampling probability and the superpopulation model. 
The properties of an estimator can be considered with respect to a particular finite 
population. The estimator is design unbiased for the finite population parameter 
if 
E{&N I ^N) = 
where the notation denotes conditioning on the particular finite population. Hence, 
the expectation is taken with respect to the sample design. For each sample a G 
9[^a is based on the information from those units contained in the sample a, and the 
expectation is 
1 ^n) = ^ p(a)-
aSAif 
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The estimator 6^ is asymptotically design unbiased for the finite population parameter 
Off if 
lim E{0n — On \ ^n) = 0 
The estimator 0^ is design consistent for the finite population parameter On if 
lim P(|0AA — ^Ar| > e J^n) = 0 
for every e > 0. 
The properties of an estimator can also be considered under the superpopulation 
model, for a particular sample An- The estimator On is model unbiased for the super-
population parameter 0 if 
E{Oi^ I A/v) = 0 
where the expectation is with respect to the model that generates Yj, and On is a 
>»s, 
function of Y j ,  for j G A^v- The estimator On is asymptotically model unbiased for the 
superpopulation parameter 0 if 
lim E( O N  — 0 I Ajv) — 0. N-KX> ' 
The estimator Oi^ is model consistent for the superpopulation parameter 0 if 
lim P(|0iv — ^1 > e I Aiv) = 0 N-*oo ' 
for every e > 0. 
2.1.3 Auxiliary information 
Use of auxiliary information, either at the design stage or at the estimation stage, 
to improve the precision of estimates is very common in survey sampling. Auxiliary 
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information can take diflferent forms. The following is a nonexhaustive list of possi­
ble situations where the auxiliary information in the form of an auxiliary vector x is 
available: 
• for each unit in the population the value of the auxiliary vector x is known. 
• for multiphase samples, the value of x is observed for a large sample. 
• summary information is known for x in the form of a histogram or frequency count 
for the finite population. 
• only the population mean or total of x is known. 
Usually, multiple sources of information are available for the auxiliary variables that 
form the vector x. For instance, the values for a subgroup of the auxiliary variables are 
available for all units in the population, while the values for the rest of the auxiliary 
variables are only known for units in a sample larger than A. 
2.1.4 Superpopulation model 
Assume that the finite population is generated by a superpopulation model of 
the form 
n = 4)8 + h{Xk)Uk, A: = 1,2,..., iV, (2.1.4) 
where is an unknown parameter, h{-) > 0 is a known function that accounts for 
heteroescedasticity, and the Uk are independent identically distributed random variables 
with zero mean and distribution function G{u), We will use the shortcut notation hk = 
h{xk) sometimes. The set !Fxn is asstuned fixed. A realization of the superpopulation 
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model random variables, denoted by V'l, V2,... , VV, corresponds to a particular finite 
population TyN = {j/i, 1/2, • • •, 
The superpopulation distribution function of Y is 
F { y ) = P { Y ^ y )  = ^ P(V;. ^ y | x = x.) (2.1.5) 
i6U 
= iv->53E{/(yi^s) |x = x.}. 
i6U 
Note that 
p(y- ^ y) = P(V ^ y I :F,;v), 
since the set Txn is assumed fixed. The superpopulation distribution function (2.1.5) can 
be seen as the model expectation of the finite population distribution function defined 
in (2.1.2). 
2.2 Distribution Function Estimation without Auxiliary Infor­
mation 
The Horvitz-Thompson estimator of F,v(y) is 
F H T { y )  = ^ 
J6A J€A 
where ttj is the inclusion probability for unit j. Estimator (2.2.1) is the ratio of the 
Horvitz-Thompson estimator of the proportion of imits in the finite population that 
have values of y less than or equal to y, { ^ y) }> to the Horvitz-Thompson 
estimator of the population size, In some designs the denominator part 
is equal to N for any sample in the sample space A. Note that the Horvitz-Thompson 
estimator (2.2.1) of the distribution function does not use auxiliary concomitant variables 
at the estimation stage. Sometimes auxiliary information is used at the design stage of 
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a sampling survey, and for such designs, the auxiliary information may be implicit in 
the inclusion probabilities wj that appear in (2.2.1). 
Francisco and Fuller (1991) considered the problem of distribution function and quan-
tile estimation for complex designs. Restrictions on the sampling design are specified and 
limiting results for the estimator (2.2.1) are established for stratified cluster sampling. A 
method for constructing confidence intervals for superpopulation quantiles based on test 
inversion of the distribution function is presented. An expression for the joint limiting 
distribution of a vector of sample quantiles is given. 
2.3 Distribution Function Estimation using Auxiliary Informa-
Chambers and Dunstan (1986) introduced a model based method to incorporate 
auxiliary information from a variable x when its value is known for all units in the 
population. Chambers and Dunstan assumed a superpopulation model of the form of 
model (2.1.4), with h{x) = x'/-. The resulting model, 
corresponds to the customjiry "ratio" model in survey sampling. The distribution of the 
random vciriables Yk and Uk are specified in the superpopulation model for A: € U. A 
realization of the Uk generates iV pjirticular values for the residuals that are denoted 
by ui,u2,... a set of N residuals ui,u2,... .Ujv and the auxiliary information 
xi, X2,... ,xi\f generate a set of values of y, that is, a particuleir finite population 
The distribution function fV(y) defined in (2.1.2) can be written as 
tion 




where the unknowns in formula (2.3.2) axe in the last term of the sum. Letting hi = 
Chambers and Dunstan estimate the last term of (2.3.2) by observing that under model 
(2.3.1) 
E[l{Yi ^ y) I X = X,] = P[V;- ^ y I X = x.] = G{h-'[y - x./?]) 
(2.3.3) 
where G'(-) is the distribution function of U defined in (2.1.4). An estimator of the term 
I2feA<= ^ y) derived by estimating ~ ^i0\)- Chambers and 
Dunstan presented the following estimator; 
FcD{y) = N-'[Y,nyiiy) + (2.3.4) 
j€A .'eA' 
where 
H H } jSA j€A j6A i6A 
is an estimator of and Ct„ is a sample-based estimator of the distribution function of 
U in (2.3.1). The G'„ is a function of the sample residuals, uj = Vj — Xj6„, and is equal 
to 
Je\ 
= H ^i^ibn + hihJ^[Yj - Xj6„] ^ y). 
i6A 
The Chambers and Dunstan Monte Carlo study, done with a population of 338 
sugar cane farms that seems to follow model (2.3.1), shows that the estimator Fcd can 
be considerably more efficient thein the design based estimator (2.2.1) when the model 
is true. 
Model based asymptotic results for Fcd are based on Randies (1982). Chambers 
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and Dunstan study the estimation error for Fcd under model (2.3.1), where the error is 
FcdH) - Fnii) = /V-' G„(/.r'[» - "^iM) - Z 'W « !()]• 
•6A' ieA" (2.3.5) 
Note that the first term on the right hand side of (2.3.5) depends on the Y random 
variables of the sample, 
ie\' «6Ac j6A 
while the second term on the right hand side of (2.3.5) depends on the Y of the nonsample 
units. If we condition on A, the sample indices, the two terms in (2.3.5) are independent 
under the model. Let 
F;(2/,6„) = (iV-n)-^5^G„(/ir'[y-x.-6„]) (2.3.6) 
«6A= 
and 
F r ( y )  =  (/V - n)-' /(K ^ i ) ,  (2.3.7) 
ieA-: 
where F ' { y , b n )  is the part of the estimation error that depends on the sample, and 
Fr{y) is the proportion of nonselected units with Yi less than or equal to y. Both 
random quantities, F'{y,bn) and Fr(y), are restricted to be between 0 and 1. Then, 
the estimation error Fcoiy) ~ ^iv(y) can be seen as a difference between two random 
v a r i a b l e s  t h a t  a r e  c o n d i t i o n a l l y  i n d e p e n d e n t  u n d e r  t h e  m o d e l  m u l t i p l i e d  b y  N ~ ^ { N  —  n ) ,  
FcdOi) - F^iy) = N-\N - n)[F;(t/,6„) - F,(y)]. 
The conditional variance of the estimation error (2.3.5) is then 
V{FcDm - I A) = {jV-i(iV - n)}'{K(F;(!iA) | A) + V(f,(») | A) } 
= {l-niV-'}'{v(f;(!)A) |A)+r ( f , f e )  I A)}, 
(2.3.8) 
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because F'{y ,bn)  and Fr(t/) are conditionally independent given A. Chambers and 
Dunstan denote the first variance on the right hand side of (2.3.8) as W"(jf,/?) and the 
second variance on the right hand side of (2.3.8) as Wr(i/,/5), that is, 
= V ( F : { y X )  
and 
W r i y , 0 )  =  V { F r { y )  
Based on Theorem 2.13 in Randies (1982), Chambers and Dunstan write the first vari­
ance on the right hand side of (2.3.8) as 
V { F ; { y , b ^ )  I A) = W;(j/,/3) = D r { y , f 3 )  V ' { y , l 3 )  
where Dr{y,0) is the row vector 
Dr(y, ^ ) = (l, n-\N - «)-^ ^ - h'^^i]g{h-^[y - x./?])}) 
jeA ieA= 
and ' V ' { y , f 3 )  is the conditional variajice matrix of the vector [ F ' { y , / 3 ) ,  6„)', 
V(!i,/3) = V[{F:(: i ,0) ,  K) '  I A] = (v;*). 
The elements of V'(y,/3) are 
I/- =  n - \ N - n ) - -  G {  min { h ~ ^ [ y  - Xi/ S ] ,  - x^^^])} 
•6A' ArSA*: 
i6A' 
14- = Vol = [ ~ 5m ^ 
j6A j&k iefi" 
X£'[A-'K - ly/S] I ( x i B  + /•(AJ'K - Ij/J] ^ !/) I A] 
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The second variance on the right hand side of (2.3.8) is 
V(F,(<i) |A)=W,te,;a) 
= E 'W « j] 
ieA' 
ieA' 
=  ( N  -  n ) - ^  Y ^ G ( h f ^ l y  -  x./3]){l - G(/i~^[y - x./3])}, 
ieA' 
since the Yj are conditionally independent given A, V(/[Vf ^ y] | A) = \/(/[V; ^ i/]) = 
P(V;- ^ y)[l - P(V^- ^ y)] and P(V;- ^ y) = G(h-'ly - x./3]). 
Chambers and Dunstan use the following set of assumptions to find the limiting 
distribution of the estimation error (2.3.5). The notation of Section 2.1.2 is used. 
(CD.l) lim/v-Koo nisfN'^ = c, where c 6 (0,1), 
(CD.2) G'(u), the distribution function of U in model (2.3.1), is difFerentiable, with 
d e r i v a t i v e  g { u ) ,  
(CD.3) there exist A/x, A/2 < 00, such that jxtl < and hk < M2 for all N and all 
k £ UiVi 
(CD.4) for arbitrary 6, 0 < limAf-foo < 1' where F ' { y , b )  is defined in (2.3.6), 
(CD.5) bn is asymptotically normal under (2.3.1), that is, [V(6n)]~'^^[6n —/?] converges 
in distribution to a standard normal distribution as AT -> 00. 
If conditions (CD.l) through (CD.5) hold, the Chambers and Dunstan result is that 
{(l-niV-^)2[w;(y,/?) + W,(y,^)]}"'^'{FcD(y)-Fiv(y) 1A} -^N(0,1) 
(2.3.9) 
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in distribution. Note that there axe no direct assumptions on the sample design, only 
on the properties of the sample. 
Chambers and Dunstan consider the possibility of misspecification of the model when 
the mean part of (2.3.1) holds but the variance function is ha{x) ^ h{x). In general, 
Fcoiy) - ^Niy) is still asymptotically normal but with nonzero mean. The asymptotic 
bias is close to zero if the sample is such that [/i(xj)/ia(x,)][/i(x,)/ia(xj)]"' is approxi­
mately one for all j 6 . 
Dunstan and Chambers (1989) extend the model based approach to the case when 
only histogram summary information is known for the auxiliary variable. The distri­
bution function estimator and an estimator of its variance are adapted to the case of 
"limited information". Dunstan and Chambers' Monte Carlo results suggest that the 
"limited information" estimator is almost as efficient cis the corresponding "full infor­
mation" one, and that the confidence intervals generated by either of these model based 
methods have better coverage properties than confidence intervals for the design based 
estimator (2.2.1). 
Rao, Kovar and Mantel (1990) suggested design based ratio and difference estima­
tors of the distribution function that also meike use of the auxiliary information at the 
estimation stage. Rao, Kovar and Mantel emphasize that the Chambers and Dunstan 
estimator is not design unbiased and that it is not robust against model misspecification. 
The variable /(x,/? ^ y) is used as an auxiliary variable for /(y,- ^ y). The customary 
ratio and difference estimators are then defined as: 
frkmriy) = ^ y)}{ J^7r-^/(xj^^ y)} {^/(x.-^^ ^  y)} 
i6A je\ i"6U 
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and 
FfiKMdiy) = ^ y) + [51 ^ ~ 5Z^ y)]} 
jea i6u j€a (2.3.11) 
where 0 = EjgA''"7^'^7^2/i®j]EjeA'''7''^7^^j]"^- ^^en the variance function h{x) 
is specified to be h{x) = /? = Ej-g^ Estimator (2.3.11) 
is design unbiased, and estimator (2.3.10) is approximately design unbiased. The to­
tal variation of the n quantities xiji is in general smaller than the total variation of 
t/j. Estimators (2.3.10) and (2.3.11) are not model unbiased. If model (2.3.1) holds 
E[Yi\ = x,/3, but E[I{Yi ^ y)] = P(V;- l{E[Yi] ^ y) = I{xi0 ^ y). Therefore 
E[FRKMr{i/) -  I A] 0 and E[FRKMd{y) - FnUi) | A] ^ 0. Also, 
^ y) 7^ lini Fiviy), 
n,N-*<x> n,N-*<x> i€vn 
unless model (2.3.1) fits exactly with V{[/) = 0. 
An asymptotically design unbiased, model unbiased estimator is based on the distri­
bution of u. Assume that for f 6 tU we know the quantities 
Gi = iV"^ -  ^kbn] ^ h~^[y - X.6„]), 
fceu 
that is, the finite population distribution function of u evaluated at h~^[y — x,6n]. A 
design unbiased, asymptotically model unbiased estimator of F^{y) is then 
= + {Eg.-ET'".})-
ieA t'eu i6A (2.3.12) 
Estimator (2.3.12) is a difference estimator that uses the auxiUary variable Gi, hence, 
estimator (2.3.12) is design unbiased. If model (2.3.1) holds, 
« j) I A«) = 
i6A i6A 
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thus, estimator (2.3.12) is model unbiased. The G,- can not be computed, since /3 is 
unknown, and we only know yj for j 6 A. A feasible estimator of is constructed by 
using 
5.- = { 5^ ^ i{hihj^yj -  xj^) + xi0 ^  1/)} 
j6A i6A 
as an design consistent estimator of G,- and 
Gic = { 5^(7r,j/7r,)-^} { 5^(7r,j/7r,)-^/(/i,/i-^(t/j -  Xj/3) + Xi0 ^ y) |  
jeA jSA 
as a design consistent estimator of G',-, conditional on i 6 A, where Tr.j/Tr, is the con­
ditional probability of selecting units i and j given that unit i has been selected. The 
estimator, 
i6A i6U j6A (2.3.13) 
is design consistent and asymptotically model unbiased. 
Rao, Kovar and Mantel used two populations in a Monte Carlo study: the "Chambers 
and Dunstan" population, the population with 338 sugar cane farms that seems to follow 
(2.3.1), and the "Hansen, Madow and Tepping" population generated by the model 
Yk = 0.40 + 0.25xjfc + (2.3.14) 
where the Uk are independent and identically distributed with zero mean. This model 
"was designed to make it not distinguishable from model (2.3.1)" (see Hansen et al., 
1983). When evaluated at the 25th, 50th and 75th population quantiles (i/a : F,v(yo) = 
Q, Q = 0.25,0.50,0.75), estimator (2.3.13) performs better than estimators (2.3.10) 
and (2.3.11) in both populations. The Chambers and Dunstan estimator (2.3.4) shows 
larger bias than estimator (2.3.13) (even in the first population). The mean square 
error for the Chambers and Dimstan estimator is smaller for the first population, but 
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estimator (2.3.13) has smaller mean square error for a = 0.25 and a = 0.75 in the second 
population. The designs used in the Monte Carlo study were simple random sampling 
and stratified with proportional allocation for the "Chambers and Dunstan" population 
and a stratified design with ten strata and equal sample size in each stratum for the 
"Hansen, Madow and Tepping" population. The strata for the "Hansen, Madow and 
Tepping" population were created such that sum of x is approximately equal for each 
stratum. 
The three estimators presented by Rao, Kovar and Mantel are functions of Horvitz-
Thompson estimators of totals. Although the estimators involve the estimated param­
eter f3, standard Horvitz-Thompson estimators of the variance can be applied. The 
variance estimator for estimator (2.3.13), FnKMdmiy)^ requires computation of third or­
der inclusion probabilities Tr.jfc, which may be cumbersome to compute for some designs. 
For quantile estimation, Rao, Kovar and Mantel use ratio and difference estimators 
that make use of the sample and population quantiles for the x variable in order to 
improve precision over the sample quantiles for y. Note that F/iA\Wrfm(y) and Fn^Mdiy) 
may not be monotone increasing. Rao, Kovar and Mantel do not present quantile esti­
mators that rely on inversion of the estimated distribution function. 
Dorfinan (1993) discusses estimators (2.3.4) and (2.3.13), and proposes a modified 
version of (2.3.13) that is less dependent on design based ingredients and does not need 
computation of second order probabilities. Dor&nan observes that the estimator (2.3.4) 
is preferable when "reasonably careful modeling" analysis has been conducted. 
Rao and Liu (1992) distinguish four different approaches for the use of auxiliary 
information at the estimation stage. With respect to distribution function estimation, 
the four approaches are: 
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• design bzised approach, which leads to estimators like (2.2.1), that do not use 
auxiliary information, and estimators (2.3.10) and (2.3.11), that use auxihary in­
formation. Rao and Liu note that in general "the correlation between I{yj ^ y) 
and l{xj(3 ^ y) appears to be weaker than the correlation between yj and xj." 
• prediction approach, which includes the model based estimator (2.3.4). 
• model assisted approach, which leads to the estimator (2.3.13). 
• conditional approach, where the estimator is constructed relying only on the knowl­
edge of [ij;, and not on all values of xj, j 6 U. 
An interesting comparison of the properties of the estimators (2.3.4) and (2.3.13) is 
given in Chambers, Dorfman and Hall (1992). The large-sample mean square errors of 
both estimators are considered from a theoretical point of view. None of the estimators 
dominates the others for all y £ 5R. Chambers, Dorfman and Hall consider the model 
Vfc = a + bxk + Uki 
where the design points Xk are the realization of a random variable with expected vaiue 
fix, variance r^, and design density d{x). The design density i/(x) used by Chambers, 
Dorfman and Hall (1992) is the limiting probabihty density function of the x in the su-
perpopulation model. The parameters a and 6 are unknown, and the Uk are independent 
identically distributed with mean zero and density g{u). Chambers, Dorfman and Hall 
(1992) show that the difference 
V{FRKMdm{y) — ^iv(y)} - V{FcD{y) — ^v(y)} (2.3.15) 
is positive when g{u) is synunetric about zero and d{x) is symmetric about fix, and 
the model used to construct FftKMdm and Fcd is true. The difference (2.3.15) can be 
negative under different specifications of £r(«) and d{x). For instance, under the following 
conditions, 
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• g{u) bounded on a compact support, with the exception of a pole at uq , where 
g{u) oc |u — as tx —> uo, 
• the design points have a density bounded on a compact support, with the exception 
of a pole at xqi where d{x) cx |x — as x xq, 
• /^r = 0, 
• 2/0 = a + 6x0 + uq, 
the difference (2.3.15) becomes negative for y = y^. Even though the previously de­
scribed situation is very extreme, it shows that from a theoretical viewpoint there are 
situations where FRSMdm outperforms Fcd even when the model used in the construc­
tion of both estimators is correctly specified. 
Wang and Dorfman (1996) combine estimators Fcd and FfmMdm in a weighted 
average: 
Fwoiy)  = WyFcDi i l )  + (1 - Wy)Ff iKMdm{y)  (2.3.16) 
The weight w,j is estimated from the sample in order to minimize the asymptotic mean 
square error. Wang and Dorfman show that estimators (2.3.4) and (2.3.13) have some 
components that are negatively correlated. Wang and Dorfman take advantage of this 
negative correlation in the method for selecting WY. An estimator of the variance of FWD 
is given. This variance estimator uses quantities that are calculated in the computation 
of the optimima wy. An interesting byproduct of the computation of estimator (2.3.16) 
is the value that Wy assumes for each value of y. These values of Wy give "an idea of the 
relative position of Fwd between Fcd a^id FnKMdm • Small values of wy indicate that 
>«•. 
FRKMdm is preferred over FWD in the construction of FWD- Values of WY close to one, 
on the other hand, indicate that FWD is preferred over FnKMdm in the construction of 
estimator (2.3.16). 
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Wang and Dorfman claim that the new estimator Fwd is preferable to both the 
Chambers and Dunstan and the Rao, Kovar and Mantel estimators, in the sense that 
"losses of efficiency in the worst cases are marginal and gains can be appreciable." 
2.4 Nonparametric Estimation 
This section refers to the group of techniques for nonparametric estimation of func­
tions known as kernel smoothing. Kernel smoothing permits one to explore relationships 
in data sets without imposing a full parametric model. 
Let 7(xit) = E{Yk I Xk = Xk) be the conditional expectation of Y given Xk- The 
conditional expectation 7(x) is usually called the regression of Y on x. The regression 
function minimizes the mean square error E[Yk — ^(x/t)]" over all functions £(x). The 
approach used in nonparametric regression is to approximate 7(x) by a function m(x) 
that is not restricted to belong to a fixed finite parameter family. 
The method of local polynomial kernel estimators estimates the regression function at 
a point xo by fitting a pth degree polynomial to the data using weighted least squares. 
The weights are computed using the kernel function. The kernel function is usually 
selected to be a density symmetric about xq with a scaling parameter 6 called the band­
width. The weights used in the least squares fitting are 
w{xk) = 6"^A'(6~^[xo - xjk]) (2.4.1) 
where K is the kernel function. Let Kf, denote the rescaled kernel function 
K i,{xq — x) = 6~^A'(6"^[xo — x]). 
Normally K is selected to be a symmetric imimodal density that assigns larger weights 
to points close to xq. Points closer to xq then have more influence on the estimation of 
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m(xo) than points that are farther from xq . The relative distance between xq and other 
points is controlled by the bandwidth. For small 6, m(xo) depends more heavily on the 
points closest to xq and the regression curve is a more wiggly, undersmoothed estimate. 
As 6 -)• 0, m(x) tends to an interpolation between the points (yj,Xj),j G A . When 
6 is large an oversmoothed estimate is produced, the weights tend to be approximately 
equal and the estimate tends towards the ordinary least squares fit (Wand and Jones, 
1995, page 117). The terms "small" and "large" 6 are relative to some optimum b. If 
we select a value of 6 smaller than the optimum 6 we have a undersmoothed estimate. 
If we select a value of b larger than the optimum b we have a oversmoothed estimate. 
The local polynomial kernel smoothing method is carried out eis follows. Consider a 
pth degree polynomial 
00 + l3i{xk - xo) + ... + /5p(xjk - xo)'' 
on the values of x centered at XQ. Let ^ = (/?oi/?ii • • • i/??)' be the weighted least squares 
estimator of 13, using the weights w{xk) defined in (2.4.1). Since the independent variable 
is centered at xq, 
m{xo) — i3q. 
Recall that m(xo) is also a function of b and K. A simple formula for m(xo) is available 
when p = 0 
^(^o) = [5^ Kb{xQ - xy)] Kb{xQ - Xj) (2.4.2) 
i6A j6A 
Estimator (2.4.2) is known as the Nadaraya-Watson estimator. 
In the finite population setting the sample weights are used by some authors to 
obtain consistent estimators of the finite population regression fit. The weights used in 
the weighted least squares estimator of ^ are then ir^^i0(xfc), where is the first order 
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probability for unit k and w{xk) is defined in (2.4.1). The formula for the Nadaraya-
Watson estimator (2.4.2) is then 
^{xq) = [5^ 7rJ^A'6(xo - Xj)] [ ^  7r-^A6(xo - Xj) V}] (2.4.3) 
ieA i6A 
if sampling weights are used. 
A measure of performance of the kernel smoothing estimator is the mean square error 
MSE{m{xQ)) = E[m{xQ) — m(xo)]^ (2.4.4) 
for the point xq. The mean square error (2.4.4) is conditional on the x values, that is, 
considering the x fixed. A consolidated error measure for the whole range of x is the 
weighted mean integrated square error 
MISE[m) = J[m(x) — m{x)]~d{x) dx|, (2.4.5) 
where d{x) is the design density defined in Section 2.3. Assume that "6" corresponds 
to the value of the nth term of a sequence of bandwidths. Asymptotic considerations 
usually assume that 
lim 6=0 
n—•OO 
lim nb = oo. 
n-¥oo 
The meein square error can be decomposed into two terms 
A/5E(m(xo)) = V(m(xo)) + (£[m(xo)] — m(xo))^ (2.4.6) 
The bias part in (2.4.6), £[m(xo)] — m(xo), increases with 6, so we need 6 small to 
have small bieis contribution to the mejin square error. On the other hand, the variance 
part in equation (2.4.6) is C)((n6)~^) therefore reducing b will increase the variance 
contribution to MSE[fh{xo)). Section 5.3 of Wand and Jones (1995) considers this 
variance-bias trade-off pvohlem in determining the value of 6 for the linear case, p = 1. 
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Choosing a particular kernel function A' and an appropriate bandwidth 6 are some 
of the central issues in kernel smoothing. The selection of the bandwidth has a much 
larger effect on the performance of the estimator than the selection of K. The methods 
of selection of the bandwidth based on the data are called bandwidth selectors. One 
bandwidth selector often used chooses b to minimize the MISE{rh), 
^MisE = min {MISE{m)). 
b 
The weighted mean integrated square error is unknown, for it depends on m(x). An 
estimator of bi\,risE is used in practice. 
Another point of concern is the performance of m(-) near the boundaries of the x 
values, that is, close to € A) and max(xj, j £ A), where the kernel window may 
be partially empty of data. The problem of estimating m(-) near the boundaries is known 
as the boundary bias problem. The boundary bias problem deals with the difference in 
the orders of magnitude of the bias in an interior point and near the boundary of the x 
data. 
2.5 Nonparametric Estimation of the Distribution Function 
Kuo (1988) and Kuk (1993) use nonpareunetric estimators of the joint distribution 
function of x and y, as instruments for estimating the distribution function of y. Kuo 
proposed £in estimator of the joint distribution function 
Fkuo^n{x, y) = AT-i I  ^  /{xj ^ X, yj ^ y) + ^  ^ x, yj ^ y)| 
j'ea ica' j6a (2.5.1) 
where the weights Wij can be computed using one of the following methods: 
1. naive estimator: Wij = [/(|x,- — Xj\ < c)] [HjgA ^(l^« "" ^il 
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2. kernel method: Wij = { (x,- — Xj)]} { ~ ®j)]} \ some func­
tion A' such that f h'(x)dx = 1. 
3. k nearest neighbors method: Wij = k~^ if Xj is one of the k nearest neighbors of 
X,', Wij =0 otherwise. 
Kuo does not discuss methods to select optimal e or Ar, and refers the reader to Silverman 
(1985) for the selection of 6. Estimator (2.5.1) uses the y values in the sample to impute 
for the unobserved y. Note that ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
iy,j/(x,- ^ ^ y) is a quantity between 0 and 1 that tries to predict the 
unknown I{xi ^ i, j/,- ^ y). Special care in selecting e and 6 is required to avoid undefined 
weights in methods 1 and 2. The estimator of the finite population distribution function 
of y is the corresponding marginal of (2.5.1); 
FkuM = 'V-' { ^  liVi ^ y) + Xi E « ">} P-5-2) 
j€A iSA' i6A 
A Monte Carlo study comparing estimators (2.5.1), (2.5.2) and (2.2.1) is presented for 
three populations and three sampling designs. Estimator (2.5.2) does not perform much 
better that the Horvitz-Thompson estimator (2.2.1) in the Monte Carlo study. 
Kuk estimates the joint distribution function using kernel smoothing to obtain 
FK-ufc,xj,iv(x,y) = I 5^7r-^iy[6-^(i - xj)]w[b-\if  -  yj)]} 
i6A i6A (2.5.3) 
where W{u)  = e"(l + e")~^ is the standjird logistic distribution function. The estimator 
of the bivariate density corresponding to (2.5.3) is 
fKuk^ii,y) = -j/i)l} 
i6A j'eA 
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where w{u) = e"(l + e") A smoothed estimator of the conditional distribution of y 
given X is 
h-uk,y\x{if I ^) = { 7r-^u;[6-'(x - Xj)]} I irj^w[b-\x - xj)]W[b-\y - t/j)]} 
j6A 
Since the distribution function of x, denoted by Fxi^{-), is assumed to be known, the 
estimator of the distribution function of y can be computed as 
t^Kukiy) — f P'Kuk,y\x{y |  ^)dJ^xJv(x) = F'l<Cuk,y\x{if\^i) (2.5.4) 
ieu 
Note that only one bandwidth paxameter b is used for both x and y. Kuk recommends 
pre-scaling of x and y to similar ranges. The value for the bandwidth parameter is 
selected as 6 = where Rx denotes the range of x: Rx = max{x,, t 6 U} -
min{xi, I 6 U}. An expression for the variance of (2.5.4) and a discussion on design 
consistency of FK^kiy) are provided. A Monte Carlo study (based on 200 samples) 
shows that estimator (2.5.4) is robust against misspecification of the model. Kuk states 
that based on empirical evidence, estimator (2.5.4) "is more efficient than the estimators 
suggested by Rao et al. (1990)." 
Chambers, Dorfman and Wehrly (1993) use nonparametric regression to estimate 
Fr{y), the distribution function of the unobserved units 
Fr{y) = (;V - n)-' ^  Hyi < y). (2.3.5) 
leA' 
Chambers, Dorfman and Wehrly assimae a working model with conditional expectation 
equal to 
^ y) I ^j] = (2.5.6) 
with the possibility that the conditional expectation of Y given x is proportional to x, 
that is 
E[Yj I Xj] = Xj/?, 
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as in the case of model (2.3.1). 
Chambers, Dorfman and Wehrly present two nonparametric estimators of (2.5.5). 
The Nadaraya-Watson estimator using a uniform kernel U (i,- — 6, x,- + b) is 
fcdwav) = ^ 
j6a 
where 
= {N - n)"^ ^ /(x.- - 6 ^  Xj ^ X,- + 6)| /(r,- - 6 ^  x^ ^ x,- + 6)| . 
ieA" /i;€A 
The other nonparametric estimator of Fr{-) is the Gasser-Muller kernel smoother. As­
sume that the population labels are ordered by increasing value of x: xi ^ xo ^ ... ^  x.v, 
and that ji < j2 < •-• < jn are the labels of the units in the sample. Define cq = -co; 
a( = 2~^(xj, + for £ = 1,... , n — 1: a„ = +oo. The Gasser-Muller estimator of 
(2.5.5) is 
f c D i r , f e ) - E ( 2 - 5 - 8 )  
i6A 
where 
mCM ^ - „)-! r Yi K[b-\xi - u)]d«. 
.6a« 
As a special example of (2.5.8), consider the kernel fimction 1). As 6 0, the 
weights go to (JV — n)~^ times the number of elements in the set {i E : a^.i < 
X, ^ Of}. That is, the weights are equal to the proportion of nonselected units with an x 
value "close" to xj for j G A. Estimators (2.5.7) and (2.5.8) can be incorporated as part 
of a distribution function estimator. An estimator of the distribution fimction based on 
the Nadaraya-Watson estimator (2.5.7) is 
F&(y) = N-' [E '(W « ») + (Af - . 
i6A. 
A similar estimator of the distribution fimction can be derived from the Gasser-Muller 
estimator (2.5.8). 
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Consider, in what follows, the Nadaraya-Watson estimator (2.5.7). Similar results 
apply to the Gasser-Miiller estimator (2.5.8). Under (2.5.6), the conditional prediction 
bias for the Nadaraya-Watson estimator of Fp(-) is 
e[f^dway) -  pr{y) I A^, ^- { n  -  n)-' //(xi), 
j€A iSA' (2.5.9) 
where //(x,) = E[I{Yi  ^  y)  \  x,]. Chambers, Dorfman and Wehrly suggest estimating 
(2.5.9) under model (2.3.1) to produce a calibrated version of estimator (2.5.7), 
^FcSwAv) - frfe) I -^A1) -
>6A jeA (2.5.10) 
where G'„ is defined in (2.3.4) as part of the Chambers and Dunstan estimator. Subtract­
ing the estimate of the bias (2.5.10) from estimator (2.5.7) we get the bias calibrated 
estimator, 
FcDWriy) = ^CDWriy) + ^ ^ J/) " Gn{hj^[y " a:j6„])] 
i€A (2.5.11) 
Chambers, Dorfman and Wehrly maintain that in the event that model (2.3.1) is ap­
proximately true FcDw-r should perform better than F^Swr-
A finite sample model based approach in the bandwidth selector is used by Chambers, 
Dorftnan and Wehrly. The summation in Fr(-) is already a form of smoothing, and using 
criteria that minimise the integrated square error would lead to oversmoothed results. 
The bandwidth b for estimator (2.5.7) is chosen to minimize an estimate of the mean 
square error of prediction under model (2.3.1): where 
V/ = - xjbn]) (1 - - xAl)} 
J€A .  
e, = ^  mf^Gn{hJ^[y  - Xjbn]) -  5^ Gn{h~^[y  -  Xi6„]). 
ieA tCA' 
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The bandwidth for estimator (2.5.11) is selected to minimize In practice, Chambers, 
Dorfman and Wehrly suggest to use a grid of potential bandwidth values and choose the 
b that minimizes V/ + for Fc^r minimizes for Fcowr-
Chambers, Dorfman and Wehrly study a total of 17 estimators in a Monte Carlo sim­
ulation involving a population of 430 farms with 50 or more beef cattle. Two models, 
one that fits the data poorly and one based on transformed x and y that has a better fit 
are used. Nonparametric regression estimators and bias calibrated estimators are com­
pared to estimators (2.2.1), (2.3.4) and (2.3.13). The performance, measured in mean 
square error, of the calibrated estimators is, in general, better than the corresponding 
nonparametric regression estimators. The best results, in terms of mean square error, 
are achieved by the Chambers and Dunstan estimator (2.3.4) under the better fitting 
model. 
The paper by Dorfman and Hall (1993) works on the large-sample theory for several 
estimators of the distribution function under simple random sampling without replace­
ment.  Three different  "schemes" are considered to describe the relat ionship between y  
and x; 
(1) y has a well defined relation to x, for instance, Yi=a + bxi -t- e,, where E{t i )  = 0, 
and all e, have a common distribution G, 
(2) y  has an ill defined but smooth relationship to x of the form Yi  = m(x,) -I- e,-, with 
ti as above, 
(3) the fimction /(y, ^ y)  is more closely related to x,- than j/,-. We may have, for 
instance, E{I{Yi  ^  y)  | x,} = H{xi) .  
The list of estimators studied under these three schemas includes 
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• Horvitz-Thompson estimator (2.2.1) 
• estimators (2.3.4), Fco, and (2.3.13), FnKMdm under schema (1) 
• nonpararaetric regression versions of Fcd and FfucMdm under schema (2) 
• estimator (2.5.2) proposed by Kuo under schema (3) 
• design adjusted Kuo estimator, an analogue to Rao, Kovar and Mantel estimator 
under schema (3), 





is defined in (2.5.1) and 
• nonparametric calibration estimator introduced by Dorfinan and Hall 
fdhh) = n-' [52 '(» $ j) + E C'-te - ® + C-o"] 
isA ieAc 
^ [I iVj ^  y) -  Gn{ i j  - a - 6x,)] 
ieK" jeA 
Expressions for the asymptotic model bias and model variance of these estimators 
are computed (see Dorfman and Hall, 1993, Table 1). Dorfinan and Hall observe that 
although some estimators perform better under certain conditions, there are no clear 
wiimers. The group of "bias-wdnerable" estimators includes Chambers and Dimstan's 
estimator (2.3.4), the naive estimator (2.2.1) and the Rao, Kovar and Mantel's estimator 
(2.3.13). The Rao, Kovar and Mantel's estimator (2.3.13) is also called bias-vulnerable 
because it is conditionally model bieised, conditional on the sample indexes. 
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2.6 Poststratified Estimation 
Nascimento-Silva and Skinner (1995) consider a poststratified estimator of the dis­
tribution function with poststrata defined by intervals of x. Poststratified estimation 
is a widely used method in survey sampling. Furthermore, poststratified estimation 
may be more robust than model based procedures because it does not depend on a 
specific model. Consider a partition of U into G groups Ui, ILJ2, • • • , Uc where i £ Uj if 
< Xi ^ x[o] = -00, X[o\ = +00 and X[i] < xp] < ... < X[g-i] are some fixed 
values. Let Ag = A n l}g,g = 1,2,..., G. Let ng be the number of elements in lU^, and 
let ng = iCisA, ^7^- Then the poststratified estimator of Fi^{y) is 
G G 
Fps t i )  =  .V-' ^ JVjiV-' « ») = E 
(2.6.1) 
where Fg{y)  = ^  v)-  practice, any poststrata without observa­
tions are combined with non-empty adjacent strata. 
The poststratified estimator Fps defined in (2.6.1) is compared theoretically and in a 
 ^ ^ >">. 
Monte Carlo study with estimators F//t, Fcd, FfiKMr, Frkmu , FnKMdm, F^uo and Ffcuk 
defined in (2.2.1), (2.3.4), (2.3.10), (2.3.11), (2.3.13), (2.5.2) and (2.5.4) respectively. Let 
F denote any of the estimators Fps, FHT, FCD-,  FnKMr, FnnMd-, FnKMdm, FKUO and FKUU 
mentioned above. The criteria used for the comparison are: 
• Is F monotone, with limy_^_oo F(y) = 0 and limj_>.+oo F{y)  = 1? The three esti­
mators proposed in Rao et al. (1990): FfucMr, FnKMd, and FfucMdm, fail to meet 
the monotonicity criterion. 
.1^  
• Does y  =  X imply F = Fjv? When y = x, estimator (2.6.1) is equal to the 
distribution function for  y  = x[£r] ,5 =  0,1, . . . ,  G,  but  not  for  general  values of  y .  
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The property holds for Fcd, FfiKMr, Frkma and FnKMdm- The estimators that 
do not  equal  the distr ibution function when y  =  x  axe  Fht- ,  Fkuo and Fn^k-
• Is there flexibility in the use of auxiliary information? The poststratified estima­
tor Fps only needs the Ng values to be known, that is, the number of units in 
the population with values of x in certain intervals. The Chambers and Dunstan 
estimator can be computed when summary information about the number of ele­
ments per interval of x is available, as shown in Dunstan and Chambers (1989). 
When more than one auxiliary variable is available, the estimators that can be 
<0.  ^
extended easily to include such variables are Fps-, Fcd, f^RKMd and Fn^Mdm- The 
extension of Ffn^Mr, F^uo and F^uk to include additional auxiliary variables is not 
straightforward. 
• Is the computation simple? Nascimento-Silva and Skinner adopt the convention 
that an estimator is simple to compute when the estimator can be written as 
^(y) ^ y) 
i6A 
where the Wj do not depend on yj or on y .  Only the estimators Fht, Fkuo and 
Fps have this property. Ease of computation may become an important issue if 
we want  to compute the distr ibution f imction for  several  values of  y .  
• Automatic definition of the estimator. The only estimators for which no mod-
els, bandwidths or scaling factors are necessary are Fht, ^RKMr and FjucMd-
The poststratified estimator (2.6.1) requires the definition of g and the = 
1,2,..., G — 1 values. 
• Bias. Asymptotic model unbiasedness for estimators Fqd and FnKMdm is shown 
in Chambers and Dvmstan (1986) and Rao et al. (1990) respectively. The post­
stratified estimator is design unbiased provided Ng>Q for all groups. 
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• Variance. An approximate expression for the variance of estimator (2.6.1) is 
y{^ps(ir)} = ^ "' - T.j)(a.'7rr^ " (2-6.2) 
i<j6U 
where a,- = /(t/,- ^ y) — fgiOf) and gi is the group to which unit i belongs. Note 
/N 
that the variance of fps is zero if all of the y values in each group are either below 
y or above y, indicating that it is not possible to have a single poststratification 
that minimizes (2.6.2) for all values of y. An estimator of (2.6.2) is 
V'{Fps(y)} = n-^ ~ -ajT"^)-. 
i<j€V 
^ ^ ^ ^ 
A Monte Carlo study of the performance of estimators Fht^ Fcd^ ^RA'Mn pRKMd, 
FRKMdm-, Fkuo, Fh'uk and Fps is presented in Nascimento-Silva and Skinner (1995). 
Two populations are used: the 338 sugar cane farms used in Chambers and Dunstan 
(1986) and the population of 430 beef cattle farms used in Chambers et al. (1993). 
The distribution function and the estimators listed are computed at eleven quantiles j/q , 
corresponding to a = 1/12, 2/12, ..., 11/12. The average bieis, average mean square 
error, aggregated average bias for the 11 quantiles, aggregated average mean square error 
for the 11 quantiles and maximum absolute deviation between each estimator and the 
finite population distribution function are computed. Simple random samples of size 30 
and 50 are selected. Three schema of poststratification are considered: 
• equal number of units in each poststrata, 
• equal aggregate square root of x in each poststrata, 
• equal aggregate of x in each poststrata. 
The performance of the poststratified estimator is not very good for samples of size 30 
and 50. As shown in other papers, the Chambers and Dunstan estimator outperforms the 
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others in terms of aggregate mean square error. The bias component has a relatively large 
contribution to the mean square error of FCD- Nascimento-Silva and Skinner observe 
that if the bias does not decrease at the same rate as the variance of the Chambers and 
Dunstan estimator, the relative contribution of the bias to the mean square error will be 
larger as the sample size increeises. In fact, for samples of size 300 from the beef cattle 
farms population, the performance of the poststratified estimator is roughly the same 
as the performance of the Chambers and Dunstan estimator. 
Fuller (1966) gives an alternative for collapsing empty poststrata with adjacent non­
empty poststrata that produces unbiased estimators. Suppose that the population is 
divided into two poststrata: Ui and Uo. A simple random sample is selected from the 
population. Let Aj = Ug n A, ^ = 1,2. After the sample is selected, two possible 
situations are considered: 
• case I. Both Ai and Ao are non-empty. 
• case II. One of the kg has no elements. 
The poststratified estimator of the population mean /Zy = N' yi for case I is 
?FP5 = N-'[Niyi + NoM (2.6.3) 
where Ng is the number of elements in Uj and yg is the sample mean for Ag, = 1,2, 
Vo = H Vi 
and Ug is the number of imits in kg. Estimator (2.6.3) is unbiased for Hy given that case 
I has occurred. If one of the strata is empty, estimator ^fps is based on the sample 
mean of the non-empty strata. 
Pfps = D\yi if A = Ai 
= Z?2y2 if A = Ao 
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where D\ and D2 are chosen such that 'JIfps is conditionally unbiased under case II; 
pi dxhyl + p2 d2lj.y2 = f^y 
where is the probability that Ag is non-empty given case II, and Hyg ~ N~^ 
g = 1,2. For Jifps to be conditionally unbieised given case II for all fiyi and iiy2, we 
need to have 
D, = PAp;r' 
where Pg = N'^Ng is the proportion of units in stratum g,g = 1,2. Fuller notes that it is 
unclear under which conditions estimator (2.6.3) will perform better than the customary 
poststratified estimator formed by collapsing empty strata. According to Fuller, if the 
procedure is generalized to more than two strata "it is very possible that the unbiased 
estimator would have a smaller mean square error than the biased collapsing estimator." 
Note that if Ni = A/2, under simple random sampling without replacement, Pf = 
P2 = 1/2. If iVi = IVo, estimator (2.6.3) and the biased collapsing estimator are the 
same. 
The extension of the procedure to more than two strata is done by repeatedly di­
viding the population into groups of two. In the example presented in Fuller (1966) the 
population is divided initially into two groups, 1 and 2. Group 1 is divided into strata 
11 and 12. Group 2 is divided into groups 21 and 22. Finally, group 22 is subdivided 
into strata 221 and 222. The five resulting strata are then identified as: 11, 12, 21, 221 
and 222. The method described in Fuller (1966) is then applied iteratively to sets of two 
strata. First, the two strata with 3 digit identification numbers are considered. Strata 
221 and 222 are then combuied to reconstruct "stratiun" 22. The method applied to 
strata 21 and 22 gives an estimation for stratiun 2, and the method applied to strata 
11 and 12 gives an estimation for stratimi 1. At each stage we are dealing with only 2 
strata so that an analogue of estimator (2.6.3) can be used for unbiased estimation. Es­
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timator (2.6.3) can be changed to an estimator of the distribution function by replacing 
the variable y with the function I{y ^ y). 
Wey (1966) presents two estimators for the population mean fj,y that use the ranks 
of the variable x as auxiliary information. The design used is simple random sampling 
with a sample of size n selected from a population of size N. In order to simplify 
notation, assume that the sample is sorted by some auxiliary variable x, and that A = 
{1,2,... ,n}. That is, the elements in the sample are labeled 1 to n, and xi < X2 < 
... < x„. Let Zj,j G A be the ranks in the population of elements in the sample. 
The first estimator is constructed using the x values in the sample to stratify the 
population into n strata with boundaries defined by [2~^(;,_i + r,), 2"'(5, + c,+i)] for 
i = 1,... ,n, where zq = I - and 4r„+i = 2N + 1 - z^. The number of elements 
in Stratum i is iVp' = 2~'(s,+i — 2,_i) for z = 2,... ,n — 1. The number of elements 
in stratum 1 is iV{^' = 2~^(ri + ::2 — 1) and the number of elements in stratum n is 
= 2~^{2N +1 — Zn — ~n-i)- Note that some of the stratum sizes may be noninteger. 
The sum of the stratum sizes is N. The are random variables that depend on the 
Zi^i = 1,... ,n. The pseudo-poststratified estimator of fiy for strata of size 1 is defined 
as 
n—1 
= n-'(iV + l)-'(n + 1){ E + CV + l)(n + +!/»)} 
(2.6.4) 
where the weight given to observations 1 and n has the purpose of reducing the bias in 
(2.6.4) as an estimator of fiy. Wey generalizes estimator by allowing each stratum 
to have r Scimple elements. Assiune n = mr and let the stratum boimdaries be defined 
by ^2 '• (-(A—l)r "I" -(A—l)r+l)» 2 (•Sftr "I" •^Ar+l)] — 1,... ,172 With -o 1 ~1 and -n+1 
2N + 1 — z„. The number of elements in stratima h is then = 2~^{zhr + s/ir+i — 
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-(h-i)r — '(/i-i)r+i)- The pseudo-poststratified estimator for strata of size r is defined as 
m—I 
=n-\N + + + + l)(n + + i^m)} 
1=2 
(2.6.5) 
where yh. is the sample mean of the hth stratum. Wey uses the following linear model 
to study the properties of /ip'^ 
j/,= A + Bzi + e,-, (2.6.6) 
where the e,- are uncorrected random variables given s,- with E[ei |ci] = 0 and |;,] = 
. An expression for the approximate variance of estimator (2.6.5) under model (2.6.6) 
is given. The optimum value for r can then be determined, under model (2.6.6), by 
minimizing the approximate variance of (Wey, 1966, page 86). 
An alternative unbiased estimator of fiy using the ranks of x as auxiliary information 
is constructed by averaging conditionally unbiased estimators. Assume that n = 2m +1 
for some m ^ 2. To construct an unbiased estimator of fiy, condition on the even 
numbered observations 2i, f = 1,..., m. If observation 2 is given, observation 1 can be 
seen as a simple random sample of size 1 from the set of observations with ranks of 
X in the set {1,2,... , — 1}- Given observations 2 and 4, the third observation can 
be seen as a simple random sample of size 1 from the set of observations with ranks 
in the set {22 + • • • , *4 — !}• Proceed similarly with the rest of the odd numbered 
observations. An unbiased estimator of the mean can be constructed by weighting 
observations 2z + 1, i = 2,... , m — 1 by the number of elements in the population that 
lie between the two contiguous even numbered observations: {z2i+2 — •221 — !)• The 
weights used for observations 1 and n are (22 — 1) and {N — 2„_i) respectively. The 
estimator 
m 
= + !;•&} (2.6.7) 
1=1 
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is conditionally unbiased for Hy given observations 2,4,..., 2m, where 
m—I 
= [(^^2 — l)yi + y^(^2i+2 — ^2i " l)j/2i+l + {N — 2„_i)j/n] • 
t=l 
Similarly, we can condition on the odd numbered observations 2i+l, i = 2,3,... , m — 
1 to construct another unbiased estimator of Hy. The first and last observations are not 
used in the conditioning operation. Given observation 3, the first two sample elements 
can be seen as a simple random sample of size two of the (23 — 1) elements with x < X3, 
that is, with ranks in the set {1,2,... ,23 - 1}. The last two observations can be 
viewed as a simple random sample of size 2 selected from the set of observations with 
ranks in the set {sn-2 + li •=n-2 + 2,... ,N}. The rest of the even numbered observations 
2i, i = 2,3,... , m — 1 are treated as samples of size 1 from the sets with (-21+1—-2i-1 — 1) 
observations whose values of x are between ar2«-i and X2,+i respectively. A second 
unbiased estimator of Hy is then 
m— 1 




Tw2 = [(•^S — l)2~^(t/l + J/2) + y^(~2»-H — ^2i-l — 1)2/21 + — 2n-2)2"^(t/n-l + 2/n)] • 
i=2 
Wey suggests to use the mean of estimators (2.6.7) and (2.6.8) as an estimator for fiy, 
—  2  ^ ( / i i J i  + ( 2 . 6 . 9 )  
where the superscript [2] denotes that estimator (2.6.9) is the mean of two conditionally 
imbiased estimators. Estimator (2.6.9) is design unbiased for fXy. 
Wey generalizes estimator (2.6.9) to the case where the unbiased estimator for fiy 
is constructed by averaging k conditionally imbiased poststratified estimators, where k 
may vary between 2 emd n. In the extreme case of Ar = n, for instance, each one of the 
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n unbiased estimators is constructed conditioning on just observation i^i = 1, 2 , . . .  , n. 
Assume that n = km + Ar — 1. One of the conditionally unbiased estimators is obtained 




k m k—l 
Tw\ - ~ 1) 51 yi + ~ - •Sfei-fc+l) j=l .=2 j=l 
k-2 
"t" (^ ~ 2) (A^ ^Aot»+I) ^ ] ykm+l+j 
j=l 
Similarly, a second conditionally unbiased estimator, ?jy2» is constructed by conditioning 
on observations ki,i = 1,... ,m. A third conditionally unbiased estimator, is 
constructed by conditioning on observations ki — 1,2 = 1 , . . .  ,m. The procedure is 
repeated until each observation, except the first and last, have been used once and only 
once in the conditioning set (Wey, 1966, page 62). The general unbiased estimator for 
fi,j is then constructed by averaging the as 
i=l 
An expression for the approximate variance of estimator (2.6.10) under model (2.6.6) is 
given. The optimum k can then be determined by minimizing the variance of with 
respect to k (Wey, 1966, page 98). Estimators for the variances of and are 
given in Section V of Wey (1966). 
2.7 Comments 
Some comments on the different articles described in this chapter, particularly those 
in Section 2.3, are possible. 
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• The Chambers and Dunstan estimator (2.3.4) outperforms the others when the 
model used to construct it closely describes the relation between y and x. This 
estimator does not recognize the sampling design, and performance breaks down 
when the model is incorrectly specified. 
• Model misspecification can occur for: (1) the mean function for y in terms of x, (2) 
the variance function of the residuals, V{h{xk)Uk} in (2.3.1), and (3) the specifica­
tion of a common distribution function. Correct specification of the variance may 
be more difficult to achieve than the correct specification of the mean function. 
• Intensive computations seem to be unavoidable in the estimation of the distribution 
function. The Chambers and Dunstan method requires the computation of n(iV — 
n) imputed values for the variable y as presented in (3.1.1). The n(iV — n) imputed 
values for the variable y may be used to estimate the distribution function at as 
many points as desired. 
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3 LOCAL-RESIDUALS ESTIMATOR 
3.1 Introduction 
The Chambers and Dunstan estimator (2.3.4) can be seen as a weighted average of 
n + n{N — n) indicator functions. The construction of the estimator is composed of 
several steps. First the regression coefficient 6„ is computed. Then for each element 
i 6 A"^, yi = x,6„ is computed. Then n new y values are created for each i 6 A' by 
adding to yi each of the n sample residuals rj = yj — Xj6„ multiplied by h{xi)h{xj)~^ for 
j G A. Thus, the new imputed values are 
yfj^ = Xibn + hihj\yj - xjbn) 
= Vi + hihJ^rj (3.1.1) 
for i € A, y 6 A"^, where /i, = h{xi). Estimator (2.3.4) can be computed as 
f c o i y )  =  f i v j  ^ y )  +  
i6A i6A<= j6A 
The same idea of an "imputed" population is used for the local-residuals estimator 
developed in this section. Instead of using the n residuals for each nonsampled unit i, 
only residuals from sampled units that are "close" to i are used. Assume that model 
(2.1.4) holds and that the value for an auxiliary variable, x, is available for each element 
in the population. For the units in the sample both y and x are available. For simplicity 
we will assimie that there are no duplicate x values. 
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Suppose that the sample is divided into B groups according to the sorted values of 
X and that k = n/B is an integer. Each group, denoted by ht, contains k elements of 
the sample such that ... , X(<jk) 6 £ = 1,... , fi, where X(j) denotes the jth 
sample order statistic of x, 
X(i), • . . , ^ (k)i ^{k+l)i • • • t ^{2k)i • • • 1 l]A:+l)i • • • ) ^(n) • (3.1.3) 
Group 1 Group 2 Group B 
Elements in the population are divided similarly into B bins, denoted by Uf. The 
boundary between bins U< and U^+i is (xf^tk) + ^{tk+i))/^, i = 1,.B — 1. For each 
i G U, let £,• be the index of the bin containing unit i. That is, for unit i, £,• = £ if 
^ [^(&) + ar{fc+i)]/2 for £ = 1 
^ (^([<-i]it)+-r([«-i]ik+i))/2 ^ X,- ^ [a:(;fc)+X{fjk+i)]/2 for 1 < £ < B 
(•r([s-i)A:) + ar([e-i]jt+i))/2 ^ X,- for £=5. 
Because we are assuming that x is a continuous variable, the inequalities that define 
the bins are strict inequalities. Similar definition for populations with ties are possible, 
but in such cases the number of sample elements in each bin will not necessarily be the 
same. 
The local-residuaJs estimator is defined as 
hi.y) = iV-' [53 /(v; ^y) + '£ Gw(Ar'K - ^:?])] (3.1.4) 
i6A I'eA' 
where 
[5^7r-^/i-2V^Xj][5^7r-^/i-2xj] , (3.L5) 
j6a j6a 
is the Horvitz-Thompson estimator of the finite population parameter /?„, where 
^» = [ S • 
«eu ieu 
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When we consider the finite population as a sample of size N from the superpopulation 
model, fiy can be regarded as an estimator of the parameter that appears in model 
(2.1.4). The estimator of the distribution function of U used in (3.1.4) is 
Gu,{h~^[y - Xifi]) = ~ ^ (3-1-6) 
i€A<. 




Each of the estimators Gu{-)i^ = - i B, uses k observations from the sample. The 
estimator G'„(-) of the distribution function of U, introduced in the Chambers and 
Dunstan estimator (2.3.4), uses ail n observations from the sample. When estimating 
1 G{h~ [y — Xi0\) for each i € estimator GLi{-) is expected to be more robust than 
estimator G'n(-) against model misspecifications since Qui-) only uses the k sampled 
observations that are close to unit i. 
Imputed values of y can be computed as in (3.1.1), 
Vij = + hihJ^lyj -  Xj0]. (3.1.8) 
Using yij, estimator (3.1.4) can be rewritten as 
h(y) =  f  E ' ( »  ^ + E  E  ^  
icA ieA' je\ti 
For each i £ k new yiy are imputed using the A: residuals from the sample points 
with J 6 A<.. A total of k{N — n) imputed values are computed. Note that if all ttj are 
equal, as in simple random sampling, = k~^. Furthermore, if A: = n, i.e., B = 1, 
estimators (3.1.2) and (3.1.9) are identical. 
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3.2 Limiting Distribution of Fiiy) — FNiv) Conditioning on the 
Sample 
We first study the sampling distribution of the local-residuals estimator conditional 
on Ajv under alternative superpopulation model assumptions. More precisely, since 
from a superpopulation perspective, both Fi{y) and Fi^{y) are random variables, we 
will study the distribution of the estimation error 
h{y) - (3.2.1) 
for a fixed y ,  where F[^{y)  is defined in (3.1.4) and Fiv(y) is defined in (2.1.2). In 
subsections 3.2.1 through 3.2.4 we will consider F[,{y) and F,v(y) to be functions of the 
random variables Vj , i € U. 
3.2.1 Case A: E{Yi) = Xi/3 and V'(Vi) = h{xi)-(T-; (3 and h{xi) known 
We first derive the limiting distribution of the estimation error under the assumption 
that the parameters of the superpopulation model are known. Theorem 3.2.1 presents the 
model mean and model variance of the estimation error Fi{y) — Fs{y) for a fixed point 
y. In Theorem 3.2.2 model consistency of Fi,{y) for Fiv(y) and the limiting distribution 
of FL{y) - Fj^{y) are shown. 
Theorem 3.2.1 Let A/^ be a sample of size n selected from the finite population HJiv o/ 
size N. Assume that the sample is divided into B groups, each of size k, as described in 
(3.1.3). Assume the superpopulation model 
Yi = Xi0-^h{xi)Ui (3.2.2) 
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for i 6 U, with h{x) known. Let hi = /i(x,). The Ui are independent and identically 
distributed with E{Ui) = 0, V{Ui) = (T^ and distribution function G(u). Let Fi0{y) be 
the estimator (3.1.4) with the true ^ used in (3.1.6). Then for a fixed point y, 
(a) Estimator is model unbiased for the finite population distribution function 
Eiwiy) defined in (2.1.2). 
(b) The model variance of the estimation error is 
V{FL0{y) - Fjv(^) I = V{Tl \ An) + V(Tiv | A.v) (3.2.3) 
where 
B 
V{TL \ AN)=N--J2Y1 Z u;.^,u;,-,,[G(minK,ty) 
<=l j€A< m,«26U<-A< 
and 
V{Tn 1 An) = iV-2 Y, G(u.)[l - G(u.)], 
I'eA' 
with Uij = irj^ Tlj'e\e ^7'^ defined in (3.1.7) and iii = h~^{y — Xi/3). 
Proof. Part (a). The error in the estimated distribution function is 
Fuii) - ffiiy) = N-'lYl Gu. (A.-'K -1 A) - E "y' ^  »)] • 
iSAc ISA' (3.2.4) 
where Gu, is defined in (3.1.6). Note that the first term depends only on the sample 
observations while the second term depends only on nonsEimpled observations. Under 
model (3.2.2), the Vi, i e U, are conditionally independent given A/v- Let the two terms 
in (3.2.4) be 






where the subindex L or iV denotes whether the term comes from the definition of 
or from the definition of respectively. 
The conditional expected value of (3.2.4) under model (3.2.2) is 
E [ F L 0 { y )  -  F t , { y )  I A,v] = E[T[, \ Aa^] - £[7^ \ Ayv]. (3.2.7) 
The second term in (3.2.7) is 
£[7'iv|A;v] = N - ' Y ^ E [ l { Y i ^ y ) \ k N ]  
i6A' 
iCA' 
since ^ j/)] does not depend on whether unit i belongs to the sample or not. 
Then 
E[T,v I Ayv] = N-'  E[l{h- ' [Yi  -r,/?] ^  k- ' [y  - x./?])] 
ieA' 
=  , V - ' ' £ £ [ / ( [ / ,  ^ u t ) ]  
i6A' 
= Ar-i^G(«.)- (3.2.8) 
ieAP 
The first term in (3.2.7) is 
£ [Ti I Aat]  = N- '^^E [Gu,  {h-^-  [y  -  x./3]) | A^] 
»6a<= 
= [/((/, $«.) IM 
«"6a>= i6a<, 
ieAc j6A/j 
= £ u'iiGfe) 
ieA' i6A<. 
= Ar-^^G(ti.) (3.2.9) 
«eA«= 
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since = 1 by construction and E[l{Uj ^ u,)] = E[l{Ui ^ u,)] = C?(u,) by 
model (3.2.2). Combining results (3.2.8) and (3.2.9) we have that the local-residuals 
estimator is conditionally unbiased for Fjv(y)> that is, 
E[h0{y) - Fr,iy) | Ayv] =0, (3.2.10) 
which proves part (a). In the survey sampling literature this property is called model 
unbiasedness. 
Part (b). Since Tl and defined in (3.2.5) and (3.2.6) are conditionally independent 
given A^v, the conditional variance of (3.2.4) under model (3.2.2) is 
V(Fw(y) - F^{y) I A^) = V{n I + V{T!, | AN) (3.2.11) 
which proves (3.2.3). The second variance in (3.2.11) is 




= .V-2^C(ui)[l-C(.i,)]. (3.2.12) 
ieA' 
The first term on the right hand side of (3.2.11) is 
K(rilA,v) = N - ' - V { ' ^ G u , { h T ' [ y - X i ^ ] ) \ A N )  
«6a= 




= N'^yi'E'L E $ii) IAiv) 
^=1 i6A< iSUf—At 
= Af-'EE^'( E IM. 
t=l j6A< i6U<—Af 
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because under model (3.2.2) the Uj are conditionally independent. The set Uf — A< = 
U< n contains the subindices of nonsampled elements in bin £. Then 
B 
V { n  I A;v) = Ui,ju;i,jCov[l{Uj ^ ^ iii,) I Ayv] 
^=1 j£A< iiit'sCUt— 
B 
= 'V-EE E 
f=l i6A< ii,«26U<-A< 
B 
f=l i€A< ii.i2€U<—A< 
(3.2.13) 
By combining (3.2.13) and (3.2.12) we have the result. • 
Theorem 3.2.1 shows that the local-residuals estimator (3.1.4) is model unbiased for 
the finite population distribution function and has model variance given by (3.2.3). No 
asymptotic assumptions are made in Theorem 3.2.1. In Theorem 3.2.2 we consider a 
sequence of samples and finite populations indexed by N as described in Section 2.1.2. 
The superpopulation model (3.2.14) assumed in Theorem 3.2.2 does not change with iV. 
Theorem 3.2.2 Let {A^v} be a sequence of samples selected from the sequence of finite 
populations {Ujv}. Assume that the sample Aiv is divided into groups, each of size 
kisf, as described in (3.1.3). Assume the superpopulation model 
Yi = Xi(3 + h{xi)Ui (3.2.14) 
fori 6 Uaa, with h{x) known. The Ui are independent and identically distributed with 
E{Ui) = 0, V{Ui) = <T" and distribution function G{u). Let if be a fixed point. Let 
hi = h(xi) and U{ = h~^[y —Xij3\. Assume 
A.la The number of indices in AiVj denoted by ns, is such that 
"Af+i ^ n.Vi 
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0 < lim N ' ^ r t f /  =  fc < 1. 
N-*oo 
A.2a The number of bins and the number of sample elements per bin satisfy 
BJ,' = 0{N-') 
it;;' = 0(Af-»-°l) 
where nj^i — and 0 < a < 1. 
A.3a There exist L\ and Lo such that the number of population elements per bin, Kjs/i, 
satisfy 
0 < Lik^ < I\Nt < < oo 
for a// £ = 1,and 
B f f  
YlKm = N. 
e=i 
A.4a There exist L\ and Lo such that 
0 ^ L^h^ ^ ^ ij ^ ^ 
for i e k%, j € ht,, where uJij = is defined in (3.1.7), and 
are the sample weights. 
A.5a The term |(A'' — Riv)"^ ^ie\% ~ ^'("»)]| positive for all N. 
A.6a The term |iV~^ YljsAa I  ^ positive for all iV, where 
V { Z j  I A,v) = [^'( > ".j]) - G  (u,-,) G (uij)], 
«i>'2€U<—A/ 
Zj = Yli&Je-Ae ^ "«) foi' 3 £ Aiv, £ is the bin that contains unit j, U; is 
the set of indices in bin i and kt = A^v H Uf. The subindex N has been omitted in 
Uf and A( to simplify notation. 
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Let Fig{y) be the estimator (3.1.4) true (3 used in (3.1.6). The subindex N has 
been omitted in to simplify notation. Then, 
(a) The estimator pLisiy) satisfies 
j\}irn P{\h0{y) - FN{y)\ > c | Ayv) = 0 
for all e > 0, where F!\!{y) is defined in (2.1.2). 
(b) The sequence 
{v { F u { y )  -  F MOI) 1 - fN(j)} 
converges in distribution to a N{0,1) random variable given Ayy, where V[FL0{y) — 
F;\f{y) I A/v) is given in Theorem 3.2.1 for a population of size N. 
Proof. Part (a). By Theorem 3.2.1 we have that 
E Fiiiiy) — F!sf{y) I Ayvj = 0. 
Then, to prove model consistency of FL0{y) — F,\f{y) we need to show that the model 
variance of Fcffiy) — F!<^(ij) given in (3.2.3) converges to zero as .V —>• oo. The two 
vaxiemces that appear in (3.2.3), | Ajvj and | , are given in (3.2.13) and 
(3.2.12) respectively. The second component of (3.2.3) is 
V [Tn I A^] = N-'  ^  G(ui) [1 - G(«.)] 
^ - n)4-^ = O(Ar-i), 
«eA<= 
(3.2.15) 
since G'("i) [l ~ G^("t)] ^ for all i € A*^ and the number of terms in is iV — n. 
The first term in (3.2.3), given in (3.2.13), is 
B 
v[Tl I A,v] = S Wijju;f,j[G(nain[<,ii.J) -G(«i,)6'(«.-,)]. 
'=1 j6A< ii,i2€Ur~A< 
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The factors G(min[u,•^, u,j]) - G(ii,jG(u,j) are the covariances between two indicator 
functions, I{Uj ^ ti,,) and I{Uj ^ ti.-j), then. 
|G(min[uij,u,J) - G(u.i)G(ti,-2) | ^  4"^ 
The model variance oiTi is then, 
B 
V\Tl I Aiv] = X) H [g(minfii.^, li.J) - G'(ti„)C(u.-,)J 
t=l 'I i«26U«—At 
B 
(=l j€Af iirh€Vt—A( 
^ I [g{ min[u.j, u.J) - 6'(«,-jG'(u.,) 
^=l jSAt ii.ijSUt—A< 
'=l i6A< ii,i2€U<—At 
E "oy (3-2.16) 
f=l j£At iSUf—At 
The sum ^X^igUt-At since by A.4a the w.j are 0{kj/-) and the number of 
summands is 0(/:jv) by A.3a. Since HjeAt — ^jeA. ^as n terms, the order of 
(3.2.16) is then 0{N-^n) = 0{N-^). Then, 
V[n I Aat] =0{N-') (3.2.17) 
Then, by (3.2.17) and (3.2.15), 
v [ F L 0 { y )  -  F ^ i y )  | A^v] = 0 { N - ' ) ,  
and 
li^V ^ Fiffiy) - Frfiy) \ Aiv] = 0, 
which proves the model consistency of Fcpiy) — F^iy) stated in part (a). 
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Part (b). Conditioning on Ajv, Ti, and Tn are independent. The term Tyv is the 
sum oi N - UN independent random variables multiplied by N~^. Assumption A.5a 
is sufficient for the Lyapounov condition for the sum I{Ui ^ li,) because all 
moments exist for the indicator functions. It follows that 
{v[r^ I Ajv] I Aat] } = 
-I/' 
= -  G(i>) l }"  ' { f - '  [ m  ^  "i )  -  G("i ) ] }  
= { G(>i.)[l - E ^ } 
i6A^ i€A5, 
converges in distribution to a standard normal as N 00. Analogously, Tl is the sum 
of n independent random variables multiplied by N~^. The random variable Ti defined 
in (3.2.5) can be written as 
n = ' 5^ 5«. (A,-'K-•'./?]) 
ieA' 
= 'V-' E E ^ »•) 
16 A' i6A<, 
=  ' ^ " 'EE  E  -" i 'Wi i ' " )  
e=i j€\t ieVt-At 
= Af-' E E 
e=i i6A< 
= iv-' E 
where the Zj = 5Zt6U<-A< ^ "») 3^® defined in A.6a for j £ A^v- Given As, the 
Zj are independent random veiriables with 
E { Z J \ A N ) = ^  ^ UijGiui) 
i€Ve-Ae 
and 
V{Zj \ An) = ^  [G(min[ufi,u.-J) -  G(u.^)G(u,-^)]. 
«i.«2€Ut—A< 
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The variables Zj are a linear combination of indicator functions. Condition A.6a is 
sufficient for the Lyapounov condition for the sirni Zj because all moments exist 
for the Zj. It follows that 
I  A y v ] - £ ; [ r A ,  I  A A , ] }  =  
= {Yly[zj \  Aiv]  E  -  E  I } '  
(3.2.18) 
converges in distribution to a standard normal as iV -> oo. Finally, since Ti and are 
conditionally independent given ks, and 
f^wiy) - Fi\f{y) = TL- TN, 
the sequence of random variables 
{V'[?m(j»  -F«(y)  I -  f^vfe)}  
converges in distribution to a iV(0,1) given A/v as .'V -)> oo. A 
3.2.2 Case B: E(Vi) = x,/? and V{Yi) = q{xi)~cr-; 13 known 
Chambers and Dunstan (1986) showed that estimator (2.3.4) is no longer model 
unbiased when the variance function of Y given x is misspecified. If the conditional 
variance of Y given x is not the same function specified in the construction of estimator 
(2.3.4), Fcoiy) ~ ^iv(^) is still asymptotically normal, but with mean different from 
zero (see Chambers and Dunstan, 1986, Section 3.2). In practice, the variance function 
of Y given x may be more difficult to specify correctly than the mean function of Y 
g i v e n  X .  T h u s ,  i t  i s  i m p o r t a n t  t o  s t u d y  t h e  s a m p l i n g  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  F i { y )  —  F f f { y )  
imder misspecification of the variance function. Theorem 3.2.3 contains some results for 
the misspecified case. The subindex N is often omitted in the discussion to simplify 
notation. 
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Theorem 3.2.3 Let {Aa^} be a sequence of samples selected from the sequence of finite 
populations {Uat}- Assume that the sample is divided into groups, each of size 
k^, as described in (3.1.3). Assume the superpopulation model 
Yi = Xili + q{xi)Ui (3.2.19) 
fori 6 Ua/-, with q{x) ^ h{x), where h{x) is the function used in constructing estimator 
(3.1.4). hi = h{xi) and qi = q(xi). The Ui = — Xi0\ are independent and 
identically distributed with E{Ui) — 0, V{Ui) = (J- and distribution function G{u). There 
exists an m/, such that 0 < m/, < /i(x,) < cx> for i € Ujy. There exists an Mx such that 
|x,| < Mx fori 6 Uiv. Let if be a fixed point. Let qi = — x,/?]. Assume A.la through 
A.4a from Theorem 3.2.2. Also assume 
A.5b The term |(iV — nyv)"*^ ~ positive for alt iV. 
A.6b The term |iV~^ HieAy ^ I  positive for all N, where 
V(Z-|Aa,)= £ 
= E.-6U^-A, ^ ^'j)J € An, q'ij = qi + h-\q-^hj - q-^h,)[y - x,^|, C is 
the bin that contains unit j, U; is the set of indices in bin i and kt — A^v fl U;. 
A.7b The distribution function G{u) is differentiable and there exists an Mg such that 
\dG{u)ldu\ < Mg for all u. 
A.8b The functions q{-) and h{-) are differentiable and there exists an Mq^ such that 
\d[q{x)~^h[x)\ldx\ < Mjh for alt x. 
A.9b The maxe{be) = where bg is the length of bin I. 
Let FLp{y) be the estimator (3.1.4) 0 used in (3.1.6). Then, 
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(a) The estimator Fiff{y) satisfies 
P{\hi3(y) - -^;v(y)| > e I An) = 0 
for all e > 0, where Fi^^Of) is defined in (2.1.2). 
(b) If the value of a in A.2a is greater than 0.5, then the sequence 
{v(F„te) - I - F»(j)} (3.2.20) 
converges in distribution to a A'^(0,1) random variable, where 
V { h s { y )  -  F M )  I &N ) = 
= 'V"'EE E + 
f=l jeA< ii,i2€U<-iV/ 
+ N-' ^  C(4)[L - G(^)L. 
i6A5, 
Proof. Part (a). Let 
Fiaiy) - F,y{y) =TL- TV, (3.2.21) 
where Ti, and are defined in (3.2.5) and (3.2.6) respectively. Under model (3.2.19), 
= £{/(£/,• 
= C(i) (3.2.22) 
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where g,- = q^^ly — Xil3] .  The summands in involve [[hJ^[Yj — x 30] ^ hi '[y - Xil3]) .  
All of the following inequalities are equivalent, 
^ -  ^i f ^ ]  
97^[^i - ^  < i j ^ h j h T ^ [ y  -  x i ( 3 ]  
Uj ^  qr^[y  -  Xi(3]  +  {qj^hjh-^  -  -  r, /?]  
Uj ^ qi + h-^{q-^hj -  q~^hi)[y -  n^] 
Uj^qi + Sij, (3.2.23) 
where 
4 = hr^{qj^hj -  q-^hi)[y -  x,/?]. (3.2.24) 
Then, under model (3.2.19), 
= G(qi  +  S, j ) .  (3.2.25) 
Using results (3.2.22) and (3.2.25) we can compute 
E^Tl I Ajv] = 'V-'EE u,VjG(9. + %), (3.2.26) 
ieA' iSAj, 
and 
E[7:v |Aiv] = iV-'5I<^(9«) 
i6a= 
= E E (3.2.27) 
«'6a<= j6a<. 
since wij = 1 for all i. Then 
E[FlM - F^(y) I A«] = AT-' 5] 2 u,«{Gfe + iy) - ff 
tSA' jefit, (3.2.28) 
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which will in general be different from zero. 
We study the magnitude of the model bias of Fiffiy) as an estimator of fWCy). By 
the mean value theorem and A.7b, 
Then, 
!£[?«(!/) - PAfte) I A;,] I = |Ar-' Y, ^ ij{a{4i+k) - G(«)>| 
i6A= j€\(, 
^ E E I {<^{«+4) - g(9,) } I 
ieAf jeAt, 
^ 'V"' E E '^'1 
j€At. 
The quantities Sij in (3.2.29) are 
4 = - 9,-
as defined in (3.2.24). Under model (3.2.19), 
(3.2.29) 
hi ^ = h{xi) ^ <mf^^ = (9(1) (3.2.30) 
for all J 6 Uiv- By A.8b and applying the mean value theorem, 
- qi ^hi Xi — Xj M. qh- (3.2.31) 
E the units i  and j  of (3.2.31) belong to the same bin, then 
J ^ j M,h ^ ( max be)Mgh = 0{Bp/) 
by A.9b. Finally, 
(3.2.32) 
y -  Xi(3 = 0(1) (3.2.33) 
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because y and /5 are fixed, and |x,| < Mx under model (3.2.19). Combining (3.2.30), 
(3.2.32) and (3.2.33) we have that 
4 = 0(i5i^^). (3.2.34) 
Then, since 
\ E [ F L 0 { y )  -  F ^ { y )  | | ^  N'' E 
iSA'  jeAt ,  
Sij Mg 
^ E E ) = o(^.v) 
igA' j6A<, (3.2.35) 
Then, by A.2a, the model bias of Fcgiy) as an estimator of F;v(y) decreases at a rate 
N~°. Then, under model (3.2.19), the local-residuals estimator (3.1.4) is asymptotically 
model unbiased. Note that assumption A.9b is essential in proving (3.2.35). Asymptotic 
model unbiasedness of Chambers and Dunstan estimator (2.3.4) does not hold when the 
variance function of K given x is misspecified since fi = 1 is used in constructing Fcoiv)-
With B = I the model bias in Fcoiy) as an estimator of Fp^{y) does not converge to 
zero as AT oo. 
The model variance of FL^{y) — Fjv(j/) is 
V { h M  -  F N { y )  I A^) = V { T l  I Aiv) + V { T s  \  A^r) (3.2.36) 
because the V}, i 6 Uiv are independent given Ajy. Under model (3.2.19), the indicator 
functions ^ y^ that appear in TV have 
=  v [ i {u ,  ^  « ) ]  
= G(«)[L - GFE)] 
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Then, 
v(t^ I A,,) = V(^N-' ^ [{Yi ^ y) | k^) 
ieA% 
= N-' ^ v[l(Yi ^ y) I A|v) 
'•€A'„ 
= W-^5;GW,)[l-G(,ii)). (3.2.37) 
ie/i.% 
By (3.2.23) we have that, 
B 
V(ri, |A,v) =l/(iV-'^^ Y, Uij/(/!-'K-ij:81$A-'[!i-x,/J]) |A;v) 
«=l jefit «6U«-A< 
= V('V-' E E E ^ 9i + k) I AA.) 
<=1 j6A< tgUf—A< 
= V'('V-' E E E ^ «.v) I Ajv), 
f=l i6A< t6U<-A( 
where q'j = <7,- + 5ij is defined in A.6b. Then, since under model (3.2.19) the Uj are 
independent, 
B 
v{n IA^)  =  v( /v - '  E  E  E s  9.^)  I A")  
?=l j6Af igUf— 
= '^"'EE' ' (  E  ^ 9o) I A«) 
<=1 jSAt i€Uf-A< 
= 'V"'EE E  "(.i"..iCov[/(£0^^-.),/((/,^^y |A«] 
<=1 i6A< »i,«2€Ur-A/ 
= 'V"' E E E [®(&i) - »&)''(««)]• 
(3.2.38) 
To study the asymptotic properties of (3.2.37) and (3.2.38), recall that the Vciriances 
G(g,)[l — G(9,)] that appear in (3.2.37) are bovinded by 
G(i)[l-G(?i)U0.25 
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and that the covariances G(min[4," that appear in (3.2.38) are 
bounded, in absolute value, by-
Then, 
|G(min fe , ^y )  -Cfe )G( , iv ) |<0 .25 .  
v(Th I $ 4-'JV-' = 0(/V-') (3.2.39) 
and 
v (n |A«)«4- ' iV-^52E( E 
1=1 jSAt i6U<—A/ 
as in (3.2.16). Then, by the same argument that is used in (3.2.17), 
V{Tl I Ayv) = OiN-'). (3.2.40) 
Combining (3.2.40) and (3.2.39) we have that 
v{ h 0 { y )  - Fiv(y) I A,v} = 0 { N - ' ) .  (3.2.41) 
By result (3.2.35), Fi0{y) is asymptotically model unbiased for Fi\{y), and, by (3.2.41), 
the model variance of Fiffiy) — Fp^{y) converges to zero as iV ->• oo. Thus, we have that 
the local-residuals estimator is model consistent for the finite population distribution 
function under model (3.2.19). 
Part (b). We will use an argument similar to the one used in proving part (b) oi 
Theorem 3.2.2. The terms Tf, and that appear in (3.2.21) are independent given A^v-
By assumption A.5b, 
{v(r« I - E{TM I A«)} = 
= {jV-2 Y, G(tli)[l - ^ [/(£/, ^ ii) - G(u,)]} 
.6AV .6A^ 
= {E - G(",)!}"'"{E «"•) - '?("•)]} 
(3.2.42) 
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converges in distribution to a standard normal. The term Ti cein be written as 
TL = - ''A ^  AR'B - I.V(3!) 
'€A^ jelit, 
«=1 i€A< t6U<-A< 
by (3.2.23), where q'^ = q,- + 5,j is defined in A.6b. Using the Zj defined in A.6b, 
= E.6U<-a,<^i3i{Uj ^ J € we have that 
<=i jeA< 
= jv-' E 
Then, by A.6b, 
{v(n  I A«)}-"={rt - £(n I  A«)} = 
= E  I A.v)}""'{/V-' ^ z; - N-'E{Z- I A,v)} 
jeAiv jeAAf 
= { E I 2 z; - £(Z-1 A,v)} 
i€A,v jeA^f 
converges in distribution to a standard normal. It follows that 
{ v {?ute) - f /vfe) lA;v)}""'{F„te)-e(Fu(!i) |A|v)} 
(3.2.43) 
converges in law to a N{Q, 1). To find the limiting distribution of 
{v{FlM - fjvte) I A„)}"'"{fu(j) -
we consider the fact that the model expectation of Fijjiy) — F!^{y) is while the 
model variance is 0{N~^). Since by assumption a > 0.5, 




Therefore, we can replace E{^Fiff{y) | Aiv) in (3.2.43) with Fsiy) to obtain the Umiting 
distribution of (3.2.20). • 
3.2.3 Case C: Y] ~ Gi/(y;x,); (3 known 
In Section 3.2.2, we proved that the local-residuals estimator is robust against mis-
specification of the variance function. In this section we study the case when both mean 
and v£u-iance of Y are misspecified. The superpopulation model that describes the rela­
tion between V and x is such that E[Yi |x,] and V{Yi |x,) are not restricted to be Xij3 and 
h{xi)-a- respectively. The residuals [V{Yi |x,)] —£'(Vi |x,)] are independent, but 
the residuals are no longer restricted to be identically distributed. The superpopulation 
model (3.2.45) in Theorem 3.2.4 is specified in terms of the distribution of Y given x. 
Theorem 3.2.4 Let {Aiv} be a sequence of samples selected from the sequence of finite 
populations Assume that the sample is divided into Bn groups, each of 
size k!\f, as described in (3.1.3). Assume a superpopulation model where the Yi are 
independent and 
P{Yi^y\xi) = GY{y;xi) (3.2.45) 
for i € U^v- Let hi = h{x{), where h{-) is the function used in constructing estimator 
(3.1.4)- Assume that there exists an such that 0 < mh ^ h{xi) < oo fori € U^v- Let 
y be a fixed point. Assume A.la through A.4a from Theorem 3.2.2 and 
A.5c For all iV, |(Ar — (y; ar,)]| is positive. 
A.6c For all N, 1 ^iv)| is positive, where 
V { Z j  I A;v) = ^ ^ (yni» (ytjji ^ j)] 7 
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^ ^ y i j ) i 3  ^ 1  
«€U<—A< 
Vij  =  y +  h j { h - ^  -  h j ^ ) y  +  h j { h J ^ X j  -  h -^Xi)0 ,  
i is the bin that contains unit j, U; is the set of indices in bin i and At = A^r nU<. 
A.7c The distribution function GY{y',x) is differentiable in y and x, and there exists 
an Mgg such that \dGY{y',x)/dy\ < Mgg and \dGY{y\x)ldx\ < Mgg for all y and 
X .  
A.8c The positive function h{x) is differentiable and there exists an Mhx such that 
\ h j { h ~ ^  -  h ~ ^ ) y  +  h j { h J ^ x j  -  h ' r ^ X i ) f 3 \  ^  | x , -  -  X j \ M h x  
f o r  a l l  X .  
A.9c The max({b() = where b( is the length of bin L 
Let FLffiil) be the estimator (3.1.4) with the true 0 used in (3.1.6). Then, 
( a )  T h e  e s t i m a t o r  s a t i s f i e s  
- -fWCy)! > e I Aiv) = 0 
for all c > 0, where Fis/{y) is defined in (2.1.2). 
( b )  I f  t h e  v a l u e  o f  a  i n  A . 2 a  i s  g r e a t e r  t h a n  0 . 5 ,  t h e n  t h e  s e q u e n c e  
{v{FUy} - ^ :v(v) I Ajv) - fivfe)} (3.2.46) 
converges in distribution to a iV(0,1) random variable, where 
B  
V ( F U v ) - F m  | a a , )  =  
<=1 j€A< «i,«2€Uf—Af 
X [ G Y  ( ^j) " G y  [ y i ^ y ,  x j ) G Y  x y ) ]  +  
+ iV-2 Y, Gr(y;x.)[l - Gy(y;x.)]. 
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Proof. Part (a). Let 
h0iy)-FN{y) = Tr^-TN, (3.2.47) 
where Ti and Ti^ are defined in (3.2.5) and (3.2.6) respectively. We will compute the 
expected value under model (3.2.45) of the indicator functions I ^hj^ [V} - Xj/3] ^ /i,"' [j/— 
Xi(3]j and ^ that appear in the definitions of Ti and TV respectively. The 
following inequalities are equivalent 
^ K^[y -
Y j  ^ X j f 3  + h j h - ^ [ y  -  x,/?] 
Y j  ^ y  +  -  h j ^ ) y  +  h j { h J ^ X j  -  h ~ ^ X i ) j 3  
Yj^y-¥li (3-2.48) 
V} ^ (3.2.49) 
where in (3.2.48) is 
5ij = hj{h~'^ - h~^)y + h j { h ~ ^ X j  -  h ~ ^ X i ) j 3  (3.2.50) 
and yij = y + Sij is defined in A.6c. Then, under model (3.2.45) we have that 
=  Grd  +  k- . ^ j )  (3 -2 -51 )  
and 
E [ l { Y i ^ y ) ] ^ G Y { y ; x i ) .  (3.2.52) 
Using (3.2.51) and (3.2.52) we have that 




£:[ryv lAyv] = AT-i 5];GK(y;x.) 
'S 
= E E ^ ijOrimxi), (3.2.54) 
ieA'ff j€At, 
because ^ i E A%. Then, the model bias of Fi0{y) as an estimator 
of F^iy) is 
E[FLff{y) - Fyv(y) | A^v] = ^ ^  a;,j{GV(y + ^ o;^j) - C?i'(y;x,)} 
•CA' jeAt, (3.2.55) 
which in general will be different from zero. The difference between distribution functions 
in (3.2.55) can be written as 
Griif + Sij;xj) - GV(j/; x.) = [Gyiy + x^) - GV(j/;xj)] + [Gv-(i/; x_,) - GV(y; x,)]. 
Then, by the triangular inequality, 
(i/ ) G y  ( i / ' ,  X,) I ^ I (j/ ! X j) G y ( ^ y ,  x j )  |  " ^  | G y  (j/,  X j )  G y { ^ y , x i )  .  
(3.2.56) 
Applying mean value theorem and A.7c on the right hand side of (3.2.56) we have that 
\ G Y { y  +  4 ;  X j )  -  G y { y ; x . )  ^  ( | 4 l  +  \ x j  -  X i \ ) M g g  
^  \ X j  -  X i \ { M h x  +  1 ) ^ 3 3  
by A.8c. Since units i  and j  are in the same bin, \ x j  — x,| ^ max;(6;), then 
\Gr(y-i-hj\'i)-GY^y-.xM $ max(6,)(Mte + l)Mjj 
= 0( V) (3-2.57) 
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by A.9c. The model bias of the local-residuals estimator is then 
! AatJI ^ N - ^  ^ ^  u}ij\pY{y + h\xj) - GY{y\Xi) 
ieA' jeAt, 
= E E 
i€A<= i€A<, 
= O(JB^v^). (3.2.58) 
Since by A.2a we have that B oo as N -)• oo, we have that is asymptotically 
model unbiased for Note that (3.2.58) indicates that the model unbiasedness 
holds even when both the mean function and the variance function of Y given x are 
misspecified. 
The variance of Fi^(y) - Fjv(j/) given A^v is 
V{FM) - F.wiy) I A^) = V{n I A,v) + V{T>, | A^) (3.2.59) 
because the V ] ,  i  G U^v are independent under model (3.2.45). The model variance of 
V { T y  I A.v) =  V { N - '  Y ,  [ { Y i  ^  y )  [ A.v) 
.•6A^ 
= iV-2 ^  Gviy;  x.)[l - Gy (y; x.)i (3.2.60) 
Using (3.2.49), the model varieince of Tl is 
B 
v{n I f w )  = V [ N - '  E E E <  A r ' K  - I  a a i )  
^=l J€A; i€Uf—Af 
= v{H-'Y.Y. E k), 
f= l  j€A< i€ i r<—A< 
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where is defined in A.6c. Then, since under model (3.2.45) the Yj are independent, 
B 
v[n  IA«)  =  k( w- ' ^  w )  I * « )  
f=l j€\t i€Ve—At 
= E ^ k) I A«) 
t=l j€A< i€U<—A< 
B 
'^.•u'^i2iCov[/(y;- ^ ^ y.-jj) | Ayv] 
f=l j€A< ii,«26U/—A< 
= '^"'EE, E 
f=l j6A< ii,»2€U<—A( 
WjjjWioj X 
^ [^v (rni^^[yiij» yiw'l' '^i) "^j)(y«2j' "^j)] • 
(3.2.61) 
As in Theorem 3.2.3, to study the asymptotic properties of (3.2.60) and (3.2.61), 
recall that the Vciriances GV(y; ^,)[1 — Gyiy'y a^f)] that appear in (3.2.60) are bounded by 
-I Gy(t/;x,)[l - GV(y;x.)] ^ 4 
and that the covariances GV(niin[y,jj,y,jj];xj) — Gy (y,u;-^i)6V(j/i2j;xj) that appear 
in (3.2.61) are bounded, in absolute value, by 
|Gy (min[y,-jj, yi2j]! Xj) Gy {j j i i j i  Xj)Gy Xj) [ ^ 4 
Then, 
v(Tff I Aiv) ^ 4-^iV-^ = 0{N-^) (3.2.62) 
and 
v ( l i | A « ) ^ 4 - ' i V - ^ f ; ^ (  Y ,  ' • " i f  
e=l j£At i€Ve-Ae 
as in (3.2.16). Then, by the same eirgument that is used in (3.2.17), 
v(Tl I Aiv) = 0{N-^). (3.2.63) 
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Combining (3.2.63) and (3.2.62) we have that 
V[h0{y) - FNiif) I Aa,} = 0{N-'). (3.2.64) 
By result (3.2.58), FL0{y) is asymptotically model unbiased for F[^f{y), and, by (3.2.64), 
the model variance of Fi0{y) — Fjv(t/) converges to zero as AT —> oo. Then, we have that 
the local-residuals estimator is model consistent for the finite population distribution 
function under model (3.2.45). 
Part (b). We will use an argument similar to the one used in proving parts (b) of 
Theorem 3.2.2 and Theorem 3.2.3. The terms Tl and Tn that appear in (3.2.47) are 
independent given Ayv- By assumption A.5c, 
{K(riv I AAr)}-^/-{T';v - E{T^ \ Av)} = 
= ^  Gy(y;x . ) [ l  -GK(y;x . ) ] } ' '^ '  x  
X E ^ i/;A) -(SV(t/;x.)]} 
ieA.% 
= { <^V(y;ar.)[i - GV(j/;x.)]} ' x 
X { [liYi ^ y-,Xi) - 6V(i/;x,)]} 
(3.2.65) 
converges in distribution to a standeird normal. The term Tl can be written as 
Tl = iV-' Y, E".i'(A7'K-<''.•'te-
t6A^ j€At^ 
= 'V"'EE E 
i=l i€A< i£U/—Af 
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by (3.2.49). Using the Zj defined in A.6c, Zj = ^ i/uO'i ^ we 
have that 
E E /=! j6A< 
= N-'  Y, Zi .  
Then, by A.6c, 
{v in  I A«)} - " "{7 ' t  -  E[n  I a a , ) }  =  
= {iV-' E I Aiv)}"'"{jV-' Y ,  -  N - ' E { Z j  I A«)} 
j'eAiv i6A/v 
=  {  ^  V(Zi  I  Aa,)}"'"{ 5] - E(Zi  I  A«)} 
ieAw j€A;v 
converges in distribution to a standard normal. 
To find the limiting distribution of 
{ v { h M  -  F ^ i y )  I Aiv)}''^'{Fi^(y) - ivv(t/)} 
recall that the model expectation of — Fjv(y) is 0{Bji^), while the model variance 
is 0 { N ~ ^ ) .  By A.2a, = 0 { N ° ) ,  and by the assumption that a  > 0.5, 
E[{v(F^e(y )  -  FM) I A«)}'"''{fMtt) - F«(i/)} | A„] = OI,N"^")  
= o( l ) ,  
(3.2.66) 
Eind the distribution result follows. A 
Part ( a )  of Theorem 3.2.4 shows that the local-residuals estimator of the finite pop­
ulation distribution fimction is model consistent even in the case when both the condi­
tional mean and the conditional variance of Y given x are misspecified. The assumption 
that the maximum of the bin lengths goes to zero as N increases is crucial for the local-
residuals estimator to be model consistent xmder misspecification of the conditional mean 
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and the conditional variance of V given x. We need a > 0.5 for the bias in the sum to 
go to zero faster than the standard error as N oo. Although, q > 0.5 is not necessary 
for the model consistency of Fi0{y) — Ff{{y). However, if a is close to 0.5 the rate of 
decrease in the bias is small. 
We will construct a model consistent estimator of the variance of F i { y )  — F;v(2/) 
based on the local-residuals estimator. Let 
Gy(y;x.) = Y i  ^  y ) ^  (3-2-67) 
J€\t, 
be the local estimator of the conditional distribution function of Y for x = x,-, evaluated 
at the point y, where 
Yij = Xii3 + hihf[Yj - x,^]. (3.2.68) 
In Corollary 3.2.1 we demonstrate that GY{y\^i) is model consistent for Gyiy', Xi) defined 
in (3.2.45). We use 6V(y; x,) to construct model consistent estimators of the components 
of V[Fi{y) — Fj>j{y) | A^v), where the components are 
B 1/ (n I A,v) = /v-^ ^  X; E " 
<=1 jgA/ At 
X [GV (min[yi,J, j?.„]; Xj) - G y  { y i j ;  x j )  G y  (i/.-jj;  Xj)  ]  
(3.2.69) 
defined in (3.2.61) and 
V { T m  \ k N ) = N - ^ J 2  (3.2.70) 
ieMif 
defined in (3.2.60). 
Corollary 3.2.1 Assume A.la through A.4a from Theorem 3.2.2. Assume that the 
value of a in A.2a satisfies 0 < a < I. Let the model 3.2.45 hold, and assume A.5c 
through A.9c from Theorem 3.2.4- Then, 
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( a )  F o r  a n y  y  a n d  x,- with i € Uyv, estimator (jv(y;x,) satisfies 
£;^|5y(y;x,) - C?y(y;x.) | Ajv) =0, 
where Gyiy^Xi) is defined in (3.2.67) and Gy(y;i,) is defined in (3.2.45). 
( b )  T h e  e s t i m a t o r  
B 
P (rt I A«) = jv-^ ^ 2 X 
i=i j6A< »i,«2eu<—Aj 
^  [ ^ v ( y « 2 i ] ' ^ j )  ~  (y»iji^ j ) G Y { y i i j ' i ^j)] 
(3.2.71) 
o f V { T i  I A,v) given by (3.2.69), satisfies 
Jim £(iV|K(n \A^)-V{n |A,v)| | A,v) = 0 
for any e > 0. 
( c )  T h e  e s t i m a t o r  
V(r,v I Ayv) = N - -  X! G Y { y ; x i ) [ l  -  GV(y;x,)] (3.2.72) 
t6A^ 
o f V { T i ^  I  A i v )  g i v e n  b y  ( 3 . 2 . 6 0 ) ,  s a t i s f i e s  
£(iV|K(riv \An)-V{TN I Ajv)| | Aat) =0 
for any e > 0. 
Proof. Paxt (a). By (3.2.48), (3.2.50) and (3.2.68), all of the following inequalities 
are equivalent, 
% ^  y 
Xi(3 + hihJ^[Yj - XjP] ^ y 
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Thus, the estimator (3.2.67) can be written as 
G v i m x i )  =  ^  y )  
JeAt, 
Under model (3.2.45), the conditional expectation of Gyiy^Xi) is, 
E ^ { p Y { y \ X i )  I ~ ^( ^ y + ^ »i(/3)) I 
jSA<, 
= (y + hm\ xj). 
By (3.2.57) we have that [^GV (y+^ij(/3); ^j) ~GY{y', x,)j is 0{B^^) for alH = 1,... , B.v, 
i £ U; — A< and j 6 A<. Because the upper bound is given for the maximum 
difference between x,- and x j  when i  and j  are in the same bin, by (3.2.57) we have 
max I max GV(y + S i j ; x j )  - Gy(y;x,) ^ 
^ '6U<—Af, j6A< J 
(3.2.73) 
Then, 
^^Gy(y;x,-) G y i y ' i X i )  | Gv(^,X|)j 
jSA/. 
= a,i,0( V) = 0(B;;'). (3.2.74) 
j€At, 
Furthermore, by A.4a, we have 
0 ^ Ij^h^ ^ uJxj ^ ^ 0^1 
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where u;,j = Tr^w^j . Therefore, it follows that Jf- = 0{kf^) for all i € Uiv, 
j  £  An-  Then, 
y ( G Y { y ' , X i )  -  G y i v ' j X i )  I = V^Gv(y;x,) | A/vj 
= ^ ^i j f { y j  ^ y  +  ^ i j { 0 ) )  I Aa^) 
J€A<, 
= +  W l^iv )  
j€At, 
- + ^ 'i(/5); ^j) [i - ^v(y + ^ ij(/3)! ^j)] 
J€A<, 
j e f i t .  
(3.2.75) 
Then, by Jensen's inequality, (3.2.74) and (3.2.75), 
|E(|Gy(y;x,) - GV(!/;-r,) |Aw)} ^ x.) - GV(y;x.) | A,v) 
= ^ E ^ G Y { y ; x i )  - G Y { y ; x i )  | A;v)] 
+ ^  (Gy{y; X, ) — Gyiy; x, ) | A/v j 
= 0(5i^-)+0(A:];}i), (3.2.76) 
hence. 
£'(|GK(:y;x,) - GV(y;x,) | Aiv) = 0[max(fi;;^\A:;v^^")]. (3.2.77) 
Because, by assumption 0 < q < 1 for the veilue of a in A.2a, Br^r —> oo and -> oo 
as iV oo, 
£'(|5v(y;^.) -Gy(y;x.)| I Aiv) =o(l), (3.2.78) 
and the result follows. 
Part ( b ) .  Results (3.2.74) and (3.2.75) are independent of y  and of the indexes i, 
and £. The order of (3.2.74) depends on assrunption A.9c, that the max({bi) = 0(5^^), 
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which is independent of y and x,. The order of (3.2.75) depends on assumption A.4a 
about the order of w.j as N oo, which is also independent of £, y and x,-. Because of 
(3.2.78), we have that 
E(I [GY (min[j/.-,j, y,y]; XJ) ~  G y  ( y . i i ;  x_,)5k xj)] 
- [Gy(min[y,-,j,y.„];x;) - Gv(t/,-,j;xj)Gy(y,„;x_,)] | | = O(1), 
(3.2.79) 
for any units t'l, io and j that belong to the same bin i. Then, 
£(/V[V'(ri I A«)-V(n |A»)] I Alv) = 
= ^ ^(K-'EE E 
^=1 j€A< «i.i2£U<—At 
X ^  [G 'v  (m in[y , " j j ,  y i2 j ] i  Gy  ^ j ^Gy  -^ j ) ]  
~ [^v(i£/i2i]'^j) ~ (i/iu'i^I I ^/V^ 
B 
?=l jSAt ii,«2€U<—A< 
X E^l [Gk (min[i/,-,j, y.-J; X j )  -  G y  { y i ^ j ;  x j ) G y  x j ) ]  
~  [ ^ y  (  y«ii]) • ^ j )  G y  ( y t i j i  X j j G y  (i/t"2ji ^j)] 1 j 
B 
= S S X) ^ 
;=1 j6A< ii,«26U<—A< 
E E (  E  ( 3 . 2 . 8 0 )  
f=l i6A< i6U<-A< 
By argimients similar to those used in (3.2.17), we have that the order of the right hand 
side of (3.2.80) is o(l). Thus, NV{Tc \ A^v) converges to lYV^Ti \ An) in Li. 
Pjut (c). As in peirt (b), 
£'^|Gy-(y;x.)[l - 5y(y;x.)] - Gy(y;xi)[l - Gr(y;z,Olj | A^v) = o(l). 
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Then, 
£;(|A^[V(rA, I A;v) I Ajv)]| |Aiv) = 
= e(\n-' ^  {Gy(j/;x,)[l -Gk(</;x.)] 
ieA.% 
- Gy(y;i.)[l-GyCyix,)]!! |AA^) 
^ N-' E(\GY{y;xi)[l - 5y(y;x.)] 
- GV(y;ar,)[l — GY[y\Xi)\ \ 
= N - '  Y .  ''(I) 
.•6A^ 
= o(l). 
Thus, NV{T:^ \ A^^) converges to NV[Ti^ | A^) in Li. • 
In section 3.3 we will use the results (b) and (c) from Corollary 3.2.1 to construct a 
variance estimator for Fi0{y) — F^iy)-
3.2.4 Case D: Y] ~ GY{y',Xi)', 0 estimated 
In this section we study the properties and distribution of Fi{y) when the parameter 
(3 is estimated by /3 given in (3.1.5). As in Section 3.2.3, the assumptions about the 
superpopulation model are specified in terms of the conditional distribution of Y given 
X. We will prove in Theorem 3.2.5 that the results of Theorem 3.2.4 hold when the 
parameter 0 is estimated from the data. Thus, the local-residuals estimator is model 
consistent for the finite population distribution fimction and approximately normally 
distributed, even if both the mean and the vjiriance of Y given x are misspecified in the 
superpopulation model. 
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Theorem 3.2.5 Let {Ayv} be a sequence of samples selected from the sequence of finite 
populations {Uiv}- Assume that the sample Ayv is divided into groups, each of 
size kfsi, as described in (3.1.3). Assume a superpopulation model where the Yi are 
independent and 
P{Yi^y\xi)=GY{y,Xi) (3.2.81) 
for i G Uiv. The set {xi,x2,... , x/i/} is assumed fixed and known. Let hi = /i(x,), where 
h{-) is the function used in constructing estimator (3.1.4). Assume that there exists 
an mh, such that 0 < m/, ^ h{xi) < oo for i 6 Assume A.la through A.4a from 
Theorem 3.2.2, and A.5c through A.7c from Theorem 3.2.4- .^Iso assume 
A.8d The positive function h{x) is differentiable and there exists an M^x such that 
\ h j { h j  X j  h -  x,-) ^ |x{ Xj|iV//,x 
for all X. 
A.9d The vaaxt{b() = where be is the length of bin L 
A.lOd The sequence of {x,- : i 6 A/v} is such that \f3 — d\-= Op(iV~^/-). 
Let Fc{y) be the estimator (3.1.4) estimated j3 used in (3.1.6) and let ^^{y) 
be the estimator (3.1.4) with the true (3 used in (3.1.6). Then, 
(a) The sequence 
converges to zero in probability for a fixed point y. 
( b )  I f  t h e  a  o f  a s s u m p t i o n  A . 2 a  i s  g r e a t e r  t h a n  0 . 5 ,  t h e n  t h e  s e q u e n c e  
{v(Fts{.i) - FM) I - F^a)} 
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converges in distribution to a standard normal random variable, where V{Fi0{if) — 
FN{y) I Ayv) is given in Theorem 3.2.4-
Proof. Part (a). The estimation error |F£,(y) - can be decomposed into two 
parts, 
h { y )  -  Fwte) = {ntt) - h n i v ) }  + {htW - fjvW)}. 
(3.2.82) 
For N^^^[FL{y) — F£,^(y)] to converge to zero in probability, we need to show that 
for any A > 0 and e > 0, there exists N\i such that N > N\c implies that 
- F l p M  > a I Ayv) < e. (3.2.83) 
Let Div be the event 0/v = |A'^^/^|F£,(y) - FL0{tf)\ > a|. By assumption A.lOd, for 
any  e  >  0  we can  f ind  r j  = and  such  tha t  fo r  N >  
P { \ ^ - 0 \ ^ r i ) < e f 2 .  
Then for all N >  iV^^, 
P (Z? jv |A^)  =  P { \ ^ - l 3 \ ^ r i ) P { D H \ k N A ' ^ - ( i \ ^ n )  +  
P { \ d - 0 \ <  r i ) P { D N  I  A i v ,  0 - f 3 \ <  n )  
<  t / 1  +  
P [ \ d  - /?| < ri)P{DH I Aiv, \^-i3\< v) 
^ e/2 + P(Av I A^f, I/? —/?| <//). (3.2.84) 
We extend the notation for Sij defined in (3.2.50) to 
4(6) = (3.2.85) 
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•• 
to make explicit whether 5ij is computed using (3 or /?. Let 
A,J = l {Y j  ^  y + ~  ^  y  +  ^»j(/3))-
By (3.2.48), we have that 
N"''\FUy) - fw(!/)| = JV"»|iV-' Y. E ^ y + hil)) -
i€\% j€At, 
i€A.% jefiti 
« E E ""'hn ^ » + huS)) - '(n « y + 
ieAJ, j6A<, 
=  ^ - i / 2^  ^^ . . | ^ . . | .  (3 .2 .86 )  
ieA.% jeA<, 
>*>» 
We will prove that (3.2.86) converges to zero in Li conditional on A/v and \(3 - (3\ <rf, 
that is, 
E [iV-^/2 ^ u;.-,|A,,| I A;v, 1^ - /3| < ^] —> 0 (3.2.87) 
.eA' J6A<, 
as N oo. Note that, conditional on A^v and \^ — f3\ < rj, 
• |A,j| can only take the values 0 or 1, 
• |A,j| = 1 only when 
y + ^ij{0) Xi ^ y 
y Xi ^ y ^ij^v 
• is a monotone function of 6, 
• S^J0•^ is then restricted to be between 
TTijf — min i)) and Mjj max (^fj(/j+T))» ^ij(,!3—n)) ^ 
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• by (3.2.50), the distance between and Mj, is 
Mr, — nifi = 
= |(^ + 77) - X \hj{h-^xj - /ir^x.)| 
= 2T]\hj{h-^Xj - /ir^a:.)|. (3.2.88) 
The expected value of (3.2.86) given \(3 —13\ < t] and An is 
ElN-"- E E I Aat, 13 - /3| < ,] = 
i6a' j6a<, 
= 'v-'" E E 
ica' je\e, 




= 1 I - !^\ <n) = P{y + m^<yj ^y + 4(/3)) + 
P { y  +  h m  <  Y j  ^ 2/ + Mri) 
= Gviy + - Gviij + m^\Xj). (3.2.90) 
An upper bound for (3.2.90) is 
Gviy + Mr,;xj) - Gyiy + Xj) ^ (M, - mj,)Mgg by A.7d 
= ^ri\hj{hJ^Xj - h-^Xi)\Mgg by (3.2.88) 
^ 2Ti\xi - Xj\MhxMgg by A.Sd 
^ 2ri{m^bt)MhxMgg. (3.2.91) 
The order of (3.2.91) depends on the order of rj and max< 6f, since for a fixed y both 
Mhx  and  Mgg  a r e  cons t an t s .  By  A . lOd ,  7  = 0 { N ~ ^ f ^ )  and ,  by  A .9d ,  m a x i b f  = 0 { B j f ^ ) .  
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Substituting (3.2.91) into (3.2.89) we have that 
E E I Aa,,1/3-^1 < ^] = 
ieAV jeA<. 
= JV-"2 ^ wo/'[|A.>l = 1 I A;v, |;8 - /3| <>/] 
•eA^ i&Kt, 
^ ^ ^  u J i j 2 r i { m ^ b e ) M h ^ M ,  
ie^% i€A/, 
= E E 
•eAj, ieAf, 
= 0 ( N - ' B ^ ' )  ^  ^  Wij 
i€A.% j^At, 
= o (  V) ,  (3.2.92) 
since ]CjgA< '*'0 = 1- A.2a, fljv = OiN"") -> oo as yV ->• oo, which implies that 
(3.2.86) converges to zero in Li. Then, conditional on A/v and \p — f3\ < rj, (3.2.86) 
converges to zero in probability, and we can find such that for any N > 
E E I A,V, 1,3-/31 < 7) < ^/2-
i6A'^ ieA<, 
(3.2.93) 
By (3.2.86), lV'/2|fi(j) - Fi.m\ « W"'" Eje*,, 
rence of the event Dn = 
I AT '''^X^teAj, ^ 
. Then, the occur-
^liy) — ^i,/3(y)| > -^1 implies the occurrence of 
. In other words, 
D« = {iV"=|Fite) - fw(j)| > A} C {jV-'/2 ^ Yi > a}, 
«"6A=, i€A<, 
and 
P(£>iv |A,v,|;3-/3|<77) <^/2 
«6A^ i6A<, (3.2.94) 
for all iV > iV'^ by (3.2.93). 
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For all N > max(N'^i, we have that both (3.2.84) and (3.2.94) hold. Then for 
any A/" > max(A/^j, 
P { N " ' ' \ h i y )  -  F L 0 { y ) \  > A I Aiv) = P { D N  I Aa.) < c. 
Hence, 
in probability. 
Part (b).  We can write each of the terms of the sequence 
{v ihe iy )  - P,v(j) I 
as 
{viFM) - Fdy) I Aiv)}"'"{Pttt) - '"jvte)} = 
= {v(?M(y) - fjvW) I - fw(j)} + 
+ -  F„ {y )  I A„r)}""'{fM(!/) - flvfe)}. 
(3.2.95) 
In part (a) we showed that — FLg{y)^ converges to zero in probability as 
N  —)• go. By (3.2.64) we have that V [ F L 0 { y )  — F ^ { y )  | Aat) is 0 { N ~ ^ ) .  Then the first 
term on the right hand side of (3.2.95), 
{ V ( F L M - F « ( y )  I A,v)}"'"{ft(!;) -
converges to zero in probability. By Slutsky's theorem, we have that 
\y(Fi0{y) - Fniy) | A^r)} '  ^ h i y )  -  Fjv(y)} 
and 
{v(hM) ' I A«)}"'"{?«(») - F„(j)} 
have the same asymptotic distribution given by part (b) of Theorem 3.2.4. • 
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3.3 Variance Estimation. Confidence Interval Construction 
Chambers and Dunstan (1986) present an estimator for the variance of the estimation 
error of Fcoiy)- The variance of Fcoiy) — F^iy), shown in (2.3.8), has two terms, 
one term that depends on the sample units, denoted by W"(y,/?), and one term that 
depends on the unobserved units, denoted by Wr(y,/?). The term W*(y,/?) is similar 
to the term V{TL | AN) that appears in (3.2.61), except that V{TL \ As) does not 
contain the variation due to the estimation of the parameter /?. The terms Wp(y,/?) 
and V{TN \ A/v) are equal up to a constant, V{Ti^ | A^^) = (1 — nN~^)^'Wr{y,/3). . 
Rao, Kovar and Mantel (1990) present a variance estimator for Fnfcxfdm^y) that is 
the variance estimator of a difference estimator. However, Rao, Kovar and Mantel (1990) 
do not give an estimator for the variance of FRKMdm{y) — Ft\{y). 
In this section we will present estimators for the variance of the estimation error 
FlOi) — Fisf{y) and the variance of the estimator F£,(t/) as an estimator of the super-
population distribution function. The estimator of the variance of F^iy) — Fi\[{y) is 
based on the variance of F£,(y) — Fjv(j/) given in Theorem 3.2.4. For the variance of 
Fiiy) — F{y) we present two estimators that are based on the Jackknife resampling 
method. Another estimator of the variance of Fi{y), beised on the distribution of the 
Zj defined in assumption A.6c of Theorem 3.2.4, is also suggested. 
In Theorem 3.2.5 we showed that F L 0 { y )  and Fi{y) have the same limiting distri­
bution. The effect of estimating 0 is of smaller order, 0(Ar~^fi]^^), than the order, 
0{N~^), of the variance of estimators F[,0{y) and F[^{y). We will consider the variance 
of FL0{y) — F{y) and the variance of F[,0{y) — Fjv(y) as approximations to the variance 
of F£,(y) — F{y) and the variance of Fi(y) — i^v(y), respectively. Furthermore, since by 
A.lOd, 1/3 — /3| = Op{N~^'-), we will replace /? by /3 to estimate the variances of FL0{y) 
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and F i 0 { y )  - F N { y ) .  
3.3.1 Estimation of the variance of Fii3{y) — Fnij)) 
By Theorem 3.2.4 and (3.2.59), the conditional variance of F t p i y )  — F ^ { i f )  is 
V ih f f iy )  -  FN{y)  I  Aa t )  =  V{TL I A^ )  +  l / (T^  [  A^ r ) ,  (3 .3 .1 )  
where 
V(n I A«) = iV-^ ^  ^  X 
<=l j€A/ iithSVt—At 
 ^ \f'Y ( niin[j/,-,j, yi2i\'i Xj) ~ Cry (i/iiji j^}^ Y {yiij'i 
and 
V{T!, I A,v) = Gr(y;x.)[l - Gy(y;a:.)]. 
.6A^ 
The term T l is the part of Fci3{ y )  — F;v(y) that depends on the sample units. The 
term Tat is the part of the estimation error that depends on the nonsample units. The 
following Theorem suggests a model consistent estimator for the analytical variance, 
given in (3.3.1), of Fisi^y) - F,w{tj). 
Theorem 3.3.1 Assume A.la through AAa.froin Theorem 3.2.2. .Assume that the value 
of a in A.2a satisfies 0 < a < 1. Let the model 3.2.^5 hold, and assume A.5c through 
A.9c from Theorem 3.2.4- Then, 
p(^\V„{y) - V{FL0{y) - Fiv(y) | Aiv)| > e  | A^v) = 0, 
where 
K e { y )  = v( Tc I A,,) + v(Tn I Aa,), (3.3.2) 
I Aiv^ is defined in (3.2.11) and V^TV | Aat^ is defined in (3.2.12). 
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Proof. By paxt (a) of Corollary 3.2.1 we have that G Y { y ; x i )  is model consistent 
fo r  Gviy^Xi), where Gyiy'^Xi) is defined in (3.2.67). Moreover, by parts (b) and (c) of 
Corollary 3.2.1, nV^L \ is model consistent for nVi^L \ ^n) and nV^T^ \ 
is model consistent for nV[Tff | Ayv). Therefore, from (3.3.1) an (3.3.2), it follows that 
(3 .3 .2 )  i s  mode l  cons i s t en t  fo r  V [ F i 0 { y )  -  F s { y )  |  A^v) .  k  
Note that estimator (3.3.2) allows us to evaluate the contribution of each component 
of the estimation error, the part due to the sample, and the part due to the unobserved 
units. In Theorem 3.3.2 we show that Vee(y) can be used to construct tests of hypotheses 
and confidence intervals for Fm^y) — F/v(t/). 
Theorem 3.3.2 Assume A.la through A.4a from Theorem 3.2.2. Let the model 3.2.45 
hold, and assume A.5c through A.9c from Theorem 3.2.4- assume that the value of 
a in .A.2a satisfies 0.5 < a < 1. Then, 
- FN(y)} (3.3.3) 
converges in distribution to a yV(0,1), where Vedy) is defined in (3.3.2). 
Proof. By Theorem 3.2.4, 
- FkW I AAr)}"'"{F„tt) - fjvtt)} 
converges in distribution to a ^'"(0,1). By Theorem 3.3.1, nVedy) converges in proba­
bility to nV{FL0{if) - F^iy) I Aiv). Then, 
[ v { F L 0 { y )  -  Fiv(y) | A/v)} ^ { h p i y )  -  My)} = 
= + 
+  ( { R . t e ) } " " '  -  { i ' ( f w t t )  -  F n ( y )  I { F w t e )  -  F w f e ) } .  
(3.3.4) 
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The last term in the right hand side of (3.3.4) converges to zero in probability. Thus, 
by Slutsky's Theorem, 
and 
{ v iF iA i )  -  FnH )  I 
have the same limiting distribution, given by Theorem 3.2.4. A 
By Theorem 3.3.2, we can use Ke(2/) and (3.3.3) to construct confidence sets and do 
hypo thes i s  t e s t i ng  fo r  t he  f in i t e  popu la t ion  d i s t r i bu t ion  func t ion  F ^ { y ) .  
3.3.2 Estimation of the variance of F ^ p ^ y )  —  F { y )  
The estimator F£,(y) is a weighted mean of indicator funtions as shown in (3.1.9). 
Similarly, estimator Fi0{y), where the true l3 is used in (3.1.6), is also a weighted mean 
of indicator functions, namely, 
F u i y )  = iv-' [ f(n ^ y ) + Y l  E -  ^>"1«''."'K - -r./SI)] • 
j€Aiv i6A<| 
Rearranging terms, we can write F ^ / s i y )  as 
pLeiy) = Af-' E [llXi iy)+ Y, ""i'Cr'K - •'i/'l « Ar'K -
j6Aiv 






is defined in A.6c in Theorem 3.2.4, Uj = ^\Yj — XjP], Ui = —  x,/?], and i j  is the 
b i n  t h a t  c o n t a i n s  u n i t  j .  
The analytical variance of F L 0 { y )  — F{ y )  can be computed and estimated by using 
an estimator similar to the one decribed in Theorem 3.3.2. In this section we will focus 
on the construction of alternative estimators. 
The local-residuals estimator is based on the model 
Yi = Xi0 + h{xi)Ui, (3.3.5) 
where the Ui are independent and identically distributed random variables with mean 
zero and distribution function G[u). Under model (3.3.5) the Zj are conditionally in­
dependent given A^v- In addition to being independent, for each bin £, the k random 
variables Zj with j £ At are identically distributed. 
Let Ij = I [Yj ^ y). Then, Ij are independent, but not identically distributed, even 
when the units are in the same bin. The expectation and variance of /(?} ^ y) are 
G{hJ^[y — Xjp]) and G{h~^[y — Xj^]) [l — G{h~^[y — Xj/3])], respectively. Under the 
assumptions of Theorem 3.2.4, for ji and in the same bin £, we have that 
\ E [ [ { Y j ,  ^  y )  I A ^ ]  -  E [ l { Y j ,  ^  y) I A,,] I = 0, (3.3.6) 
and, 
Jim |l/[/(VS. ^ y) I A„] - V[l(Yi, ^  y) | A;„] | = 0. (3,3.7) 
Results (3.3.6) and (3.3.7) suggest that we can approximate the model variiince of Fipi^y) 
by the variance of the n independent variables 
= I{Yj^y)+ Zj, (3.3.8) 
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for j  E and £ = 1,... , Asymptotically the C j  for all j  in the same bin, have the 
same model mean and model variance. Because the Cj are independent, 
V { F U v )  I A«) = V ( N - '  ^ C i  I An) 
i6Aiv 
bn 






= iV-2^fc,vo-2, (3.3.9) 
;=i 
where a} = I ^^v)- Note that V[Cj | A^) for j E At are not equal to 
(T^, but the quantities { V [ C j  | A;v) — o";} converge to zero a s  N  o o .  We propose two 
estimators of V[Fi0{y) | Ajv): 
(1) an estimator beised on the sample variance of the Cj, 
(2) a Jackknife estimator constructed by iteratively deleting one unit from the sample 
at a time and recomputing the local-residuals estimator with the n — 1 remaining 
units. 
The estimator based on the sample variance of the C j  is, 
m) = 'V-2 - 1)-' 52(Cj - £,)^ (3.3.10) 
e=i jeAt 
where £< = k~^ ^je/it sample variances aj = {k — 1)"^ ~  
asymptotically unbiased for a\, for £ = 1,..., The Jackknife based estimator is 
B t f  2  
Vj kw  =  E E -  fud ) )  . (3.3.11) 
e=i aeAt 
where .Q){y) is the local-residuids estimator computed from the reduced sample 
Aiv — {a}. The reduced sample Aiv — {«} is the set of indices remaining when unit a 
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is removed from bin ia in the original sample The estimator computed from the 
reduced sample is 
h0i-4y) = E + E (3-3-12) 
iefit 
where = A< — {q}, 
C j  =  l { Y i ^ y ) +  ^ • j l i h - ' [ Y i - X i l 3 ] ^ h - ' [ i i - x , 0 ] ) ,  
and, uj'j = adjusted weights when unit a is deleted. 
In practice, we have to estimate f3 to compute each We computed two 
versions of the Jackknife estimator: (1) one version that uses the 0 and the yij computed 
from the sample A^r, and (2) another version that recomputes l3 and yij for each of the 
n reduced samples Aiv — {Q:}• 
3.4 Estimation of the Superpopulation Distribution Function 
The finite population distribution fvuiction has N  jumps of magnitude N ~ ^  at the 
points yi for i G U/^f, provided that the y,- are different. Once the sample is selected and 
the yj are observed for j 6 A^v, we know where n of the iV jumps are located, provided 
that the yj are different. From a superpopulation perspective, the yj for j 6 A^v are 
a particular realization of the random variables Yj. Recall that the superpopulation 
distribution fimction is defined in (2.1.5) as 
ntf) = P(V $ i) = iv-' 2 p(v; ^ a IX = x,) 
.6U 
=  N - ' J 2 E l I ( Y i ^ y ) \ x  =  X i } .  
i eu  
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We define an estimator of the superpopulation distribution function as 
H'W = N-'Y, CT'K - ii/31). (3.4.1) 
«eu 
where Gu, and are defined in (3.1.6) and (3.1.5), respectively. The full-imputation 
local-residuals estimator of (3.4.1) can be written as 
H \ y )  = ~ -  ^.^1)] • 
i€A t6A<= 
(3.4.2) 
The difference between the local-residuals estimator (3.1.4), 
h i v )  =  i v - '  [ i ;  / ( v ^ « ! / )  +  E  -  ^i 3 l ) ] .  
j6A I'eA' 
and the estimator (3.4.2) is that the distribution function of the residuals is also esti­
mated for the sample units in (3.4.1), while in estimator (3.1.4) the quantities /(Vj ^ y) 
are taken for the units in the sample. 
We will consider the distribution of estimator (3.4.1) under the superpopulation 
model used in Theorem 3.2.4 for (3 known and for /? estimated from the data. 
3.4.1 Case E: Y i  ~ G y i y i X i ) ,  / 3  known 
We proved in Theorem 3.2.4 that the local-residuals estimator (3.1.4) is robust 
against misspecifications of the mean and variance functions in the superpopulation 
model. We will study the properties of the full-imputation local-residuals estimator 
F[\y) as an estimator of the superpopulation distribution function. In Theorem 3.4.1 
we will show model consistency and limiting normality of estimator (3.4.1). 
Theorem 3.4.1 Let {Aa/-} 6e a sequence of samples selected from the sequence of finite 
populations {Uiv}- Assume that the sample is divided into Bn groups, each of 
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size k^, as described in (3.1.3). Assume a superpopulation model where the Yi are 
independent and 
P{Yi^y \x i )  =  GYiy ;x i )  (3 .4 .3 )  
f o r i  €  Ua/ ^ .  L e t  h i  =  h { x i ) ,  w h e r e  h { - )  i s  t h e  f u n c t i o n  u s e d  i n  c o n s t r u c t i n g  e s t i m a t o r  
(3.4-1)- Assume that there exists an mh. such that 0 < m/, ^ h{xi) < oo for i £ Uyv- Let 
y be a fixed point. Assume A.la through A.4a from Theorem 3.2.2, A.7c through A.9c 
from Theorem 3.3.4, 
A.6e For any N, |iV~' ^ je\N I  '•s positive, where 
V ( 2 j  I  A / V  )  =  ^ ^ ijitj]', Xj) ~ (j/ii J t ^j) (yijjii 
Z j  =  ^  y i j ) J  e  A/v, 
«6U< 
y i j  =  y  +  h j { h - ^  -  h j ^ ) y  +  h j { h J ^ X j  -  h - ^ X i ) f 3 ,  
i is the bin that contains unit j and U; is the set of indices in bin I. 
Let F['^{y) be the estimator (3.4-1) with the true f3 used in (3.1.6). Then, 
(a) The estimator Fi^*g{y) satisfies 
^im P{|f/j(v)-F(j)|>£|&«)=0 
for all e > 0. 
( b )  I f  t h e  a  i n  A . 2 a  i s  g r e a t e r  t h a n  0 . 5 ,  t h e n  t h e  s e q u e n c e  
{v{F[Uy) I Aiv)}"'"{F/j(!/) - f (j)} (3.4.4) 
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converges in distribution to a iV(0,1) random variable, where 
B 
|A.v) X 
<=1 }^\t I'l,ijCUf 
X [Gy(min[y,'jj,i/tjj];Xj) 
(3.4.5) 
Proof. Paxt (a). Estimator (3.4.1) can be written as 
f/ife) = 'V-' Y ,  E ^  '•r'li/ - ^ ,/Jl) 
I'eUAf i6A<_ 
= 'V-' Y ,  E "'"'('•i«»+ 
«£U,v j6A/j 
by (3.2.48), where 5ij = hj{h~^ — h~^)y + hj{h~^Xi — h~^Xj)(3 is defined in (3.2.50). The 
superpopulation distribution function can be written as 
F { y )  = P(V ^ y) = N - '  Y .  ^ 1/ I ^ = x,) 




B f t  
=^- 'EEr  u; . iGV( i / ; x . )  
<=1 i6U<i6A< 
Bs 
-v-EEE u;oGV(y;x.), (3.4.7) 
«=1 i6A< i&ii 
because the — 1- Combining (3.4.6) and (3.4.7), the estimation error can be 
expressed as 
Bs 
p'i(y) - m = jv-' E E E-^ " ['ft- +^^ «) - • 
(=l )€», .€U, 
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The model expectation of (3.4.8) is 
E [ F [ j , ( y )  -  F ( y )  \  An] = e[w-' g ^ + ^ 'i) " gvfe;x,)} | an] 
/=1 i6A< i6U< 
bn 
=  ^ - E E E - . v  ^G y i y  +  S i j ;  X j )  -  G y i i f ,  x , ) J .  
tel jeAt i&Vt 
In Theorem 3.2.4 we proved that under assumptions A.7c, A.8c and A.9c, 
, max . max iGyiy+ '5ij-,xj) - Gyiy^Xi)] = 
«€u6 j€vt i j 
as shown in (3.2.57). Then, we have that 
I r 1 r 1 |c[F/a(!/)-F{i) |AA, = + 
«=1 j6A< ieUf 
bn 
\ G y { y  +  S i j ;  X j )  -  G y { y ;  x.) 
<=1 j6A< ieu^ 
Bs 
e=l J€At i€U< 
= O(Bn'). (3.4.9) 
Model unbiasedness of estimator (3.4.1) follows, since by A.2a we have that —)• oo 
as iV -> cx). Result (3.4.9) shows that model unbiasedness of (3.4.1) holds even when 
both the mean and variance function of V given x are misspecified. 
The model vjiriance of F [ p { y )  is 
Bn 
V ( F g ( y )  i an) = v(iv-'e e < » +4) i an) 
e=l j€Ae ieUe 
f=i seAt ieUe (3.4.10) 
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because the Yj are independent under model (3.4.3). Using the Zj defined in A.6e we 
can write (3.4.10) as 
Bn 
V ( F g ( i )  I A«) = iV-^ £ 53 v{Zi I Aa,) 
=/V-2 Y, y{Zj I A,,), (3.4.11) 
jeAAT 
where 
v{Zj  I Aa,) = v( 5]; uJi j I {Y j  ^  y  +  Si j )  
«6U,j 
= v'( $ !i.v)) 
i e V t j  
by (3.2.49), where £j is the index of the bin that contains unit j. Then, 
v (Z ; |A^)  =  v (^u .o / f tSs ;o ) )  
i6U<, 
— ^ ^ '*'iu<^t2iCov[/(Vj ^ y i ^ j ) ^ l ( Y j  ^ j/izj)] 
'Ii«26U«^ 
~ ^ ^ ( min[t/iij, t/iaj]; Xj) — GY Xj^^Qy {uiiji ^>)] • 
(3.4.12) 
Then, combining (3.4.10) and (3.4.12), we have that 
bn 
V{Fl:^ (il) I A«) = iV-2 53 ^  Y, " 
e=i jeAt «i.«26U« 
X [C?y (niin[yijj, yi2j\i Xj^ Gy Xj^Gy ^j)] • 
(3.4.13) 
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The covariances that appear in (3.4.13) are bounded, in absolute value, by 1/4. Then, 
v{P'i(y) I A«) = X 
?=1 jeA/ iii«2€U< 
^  \ f^Y(n i i ^ [y» i j i y i - i i \ i ^ j }  ( y i i j j ^ j ) ]  j 
bn 
f= l  j€A< i i , «2€U«  
X  I [Gy(n i in [y i , j , i / i j j ] ;X j )  ( i / i i j ! ( i / i j j ! ^ j ) ]  
Bjv 
4"^ 
'=1 i€A< t'l.ijSUf 
e=l je\t i^Ve 
bn 
= 4- 'Ar -=£  5^0 (1 )  
<=1 i6A^ 
= iV-iO(l) = 0(iV-^) (3.4.14) 
because (X),eu<'*''i) 0(1) as shown in (3.2.16). Thus, we have that F[p{y) is asymp­
totically model unbiased, by (3.4.9), and that the model variance of Fl'^^y) goes to 
zero as iV CO, by (3.4.14). Then, F[p{y) is model consistent for the superpopulation 
distribution function. 
Part (6). We proved in (3.4.13) that the model variance of is given by (3.4.5). 
We must show that (3.4.4) converges in distribution to a standard normal. The estimator 
F/^(j/) is a weighted sum of indicator functions, as expressed ui (3.4.6). All the moments 
of the indicator functions exist, then, A.6e is sufficient for the Lyapounov condition for 
the svun N~^ since a is assvuned to be greater than 0.5, 
{V(^i(!/) I Av)}'"'{F/jtt) - F&j = 
= { ' ' ( 'v - '  E  I - '" (» ) }  
j6A^r j £ A f f  
converges in distribution to a standard normal as iV -> oo. 
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3.4.2 Case F: K ~ Gy{y;xi); 0 estimated 
In Section 3.2.4 we proved that the results for estimator FLpHf) given in Theo­
rem 3.2.4 hold when (3 is estimated from the data. We will prove in Theorem 3.4.2 
that the results for estimator F/^(y) given in Theorem 3.4.1 also hold when 0 is es­
timated. Theorem 3.4.2 essentially reproduces Theorem 3.2.5 for the full-imputation 
local-residuals estimator. 
Theorem 3.4.2 Let {A;v} be a sequence of samples selected from the sequence of finite 
populations {U^v}- Assume that the sample is divided into groups, each of 
size ki\, as described in (3.1.3). Assume a superpopulation model where the Yi are 
independent and 
P{Yi^ y |x.) = GV(j/;x.) (3.4.15) 
for i G Ujv- The set {xi,... ,x,v} is assumed fixed and known. Let hi = /i(x,), where 
h{-) is the function used in constructing estimator (3.4-1). Assume that there exists an 
mh such that 0 < ^ h{xi) < oo for i € U;v- Let i) be a fixed point. .Assume A.la 
through A.4a from Theorem 3.2.2, A.5c through A.7c from Theorem 3.2.4, A.8d 
through A.lOd from Theorem 3.2.5. 
Let F[\y) be the estimator (3.4-1) and let F[p{y) be the estimator (3.4-1) with the 
true 0 used in (3.1.6). Then, 
(a) The sequence 
converges to zero in probability. 
( b )  I f  t h e  a  i n  A . 2 a  i s  g r e a t e r  t h a n  0 . 5 ,  t h e n  t h e  s e q u e n c e  
{ v { F [ ^ ( y )  I - fte)} 
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converges in distribution to a iV(0,1) random variable, where V{F[p{y) | Aw) i s  
given in Theorem 3.4-1-
Proof. Part (a). The estimation error |F/'(y) - F(y)| can be decomposed into two 
parts, 
{ ? / ' « )  -  F ( y ) }  =  {f/'W - f/'(j)} + {F/i(j) - Fte)}. 
(3.4.16) 
For N^^'[F['{y) - F[p{y)] to converge to zero in probability, we need to show that 
for any A > 0 and e > 0, there exists N\t such that N > A^,\j implies that 
P(I>l"^F[\y) - Fl^m > A I A«) < J. (3.4.17) 
Let Ds = — F[ff(y)\ > By assumption A.lOd, for any e > 0 we 
C£in find q = and iV,,£ such that for N > Nr,t, 
P { 0 - 0 \ ^ r j ) < t / 2 .  
Then for all N > 
F(£> /v |A iv )  =  P { \ ^ - / 3 \ - ^ r i ) P { D ^  +  
P { \ ^ - 0 \  <  t ] ) P { D N  I A n , 0 - / 3 \  <  T f )  
< c/2 + 
P { 0 - I 3 \ <  V ) P { D N  I  Aw, 0 - 0 \ <  T } )  
^ c/2 + P (Dw I Aw, 1/9 - /?| < //). (3.4.18) 
We extend the notation for Sij defined in (3.2.50) to 
4(6) = hjihr' - hj')y + h j i h f x j  -  h T ' x i ) b ,  (3.4.19) 
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to make explicit whether Sij is computed using /? or /?. Let 
=  t { Y j ^ y  +  S . - 0 ^ )  -  I  S i m ) ) -
By (3.4.6), we have that 
«€Ujv jeA<. 
-N- 'Y .  
I'eUjv 
^Y  E-oh iO^ y  +  h m )  - ' f t  
i€UAf ieA<, 
= 'V- '"EE"«h4  f®"")  
•eUwieA^, 
We will prove that (3.4.20) converges to zero in Li conditional on A^r and |/3 — 3\ < rj, 
that is, 
e [n -'/- J2 I A^, 0 - 0 \ < n ] — ^ O  (3.4.21) 
J6A<. 
as iV ->• GO. Note that, conditional on An and \f3 - (3\ < rj, 
• |A,jl can only teike the values 0 or 1, 
• I Ay I = 1 only when 
y  + ^i j [ 0 )  
y "I" ^«j{j3) ^ y ^ij{0)' 
• is a monotone function of 6, 
• S^j0^ is then restricted to be between 
jTiij — min (^»j(/?+7j)» 77)) and — max {^ij(p+Ti)i 1))' 
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by (3.2.50), the distance between m„ and is 
Mr, — TTlrf = \^ij{l3+n) ~ 
= \{/^ + ri) - --n)\ X- \hj{hJ^xj - hi ^x,)| 
= 2Tj\hj{h-^xj - /ir'x.)|. (3.4.22) 
<<»•» 
The expected value of (3.4.20) given \ / 3  — / 3 \< t ]  and A^v is 
£[.^-1/2 ^ ^  I aat, 1^ - /?| < /?] = 
«6Uwi6A<, 
= 'V-"- Y 1  E \ w - f f \ < v )  
= N-"- E E = 111?-,3| < n), 
«6Ujvi6A< (3.4.23) 
with 
P ( |  Ai j l  =  1  \  0  -  3 \  <  r j )  =  P { y  +  m r , < Y j ^ y  +  4(/3)) +  
P { y  +  ^i j { P )  < Y j ^ y  +  
= Gviy  +  -  Gviy  ^-TTi r t ^Xj ) .  ( 3 .4 .24 )  
An upper bound for (3.4.24) is 
Gviy "I" Mjf', Xj) (jyiy "t" ^Tji^j) ^ ^ri^Mgg by A./^d 
= 2T)\hj{h~^Xj - h'^^Xi)\Mgg by (3.4.22) 
^ 2ri\xi — Xj\MhxMgg by A.8d 
^ 2T]{m^b()MhxMgg. (3.4.25) 
The order of (3.4.25) depends on the order of rj and max; bt, since for a fixed y both 
Mhx and Mgg are constants. By A.lOd, t} = (9(iV~^/^) and, by A.9d, maxf b( = 0(Bj^^). 
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Substituting (3.4.25) into (3.4.23) we have that 
E E I Aa,-!?- /?! < >)] = 
«6Uwi6A<, 
= 'V-"' E E = 1 I AA,, |;3 - /J| < 
= iV-^/2 ^ ^  Uij2r}{m^b( ) M f , x M g g  
«6UAfi6A<, 
= OiN-'BT,') E E "0-
>€Uw j€A<,  
= (3.4.26) 
since X)jeA« ~ 1- A.2a, = 0{N° )  -> oo as iV ->• oo, which impUes that 
(3.4.20 )  converges to zero in L^. Then, conditional on A;v and |/? - /?| < rj, (3.4.20) 
converges to zero in probability, and we can find A''", such that for any N > iV'^, 
p(^V-i/2 ^ ^  > A I li? - ^1 < /?) < e/2. (3.4.27) 
«eUw>6A«, 
By (3.4.20), F[\ii) - F/^(j/)| ^ E.eu,,Ei€A,. ^oj^o' • Then, the occur­




P(£>^ I Aiv,|^-^1 < //) ^ P(iV-i/2 ^ ^  > A I Aiv,|;J-^| < ry) < e/2 
i€U V J€A/ (3.4.28) 
for N >  by (3.4.27). 
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For N >  max{Nj , t ,  then, we have that both (3.4.18) and (3.4.28) hold. Then for 
any AT > max(iV^<, 
P { N " ' \ F [ ' { y )  -  F ' l M  > a I A k )  =  P(D^ I  Ajv) < (. 
Hence, 
- F/ite)| 0 
in probability. 
Part (b). We can write each of the terms of the sequence 
-1/2 {y{pLs(y) I Aiv)}" - m} 
as 
-1/2 r-f. 
{y{Ftg{y) 1 A(v)}" "{?/'«) - f (!/)} = 
+ {nFuii) I - fte)}. (3.4.29) 
In part ( a )  we showed that N ^ ^ ^ ^ F [ \ y )  - F [ p { y ) ^  converges to zero in probability as 
N -)• oo. By (3.4.14) we have that V{F[0{y) \ k^) is 0{N~'^). Then the first term on 
the right hand side of (3.4.29), 
[ v ( F g ( y )  I  
converges to zero in probability. By Slutsky's theorem, we have that 
{v(F[im I - F(j)} 
and 
{v(F/j(j) I AAT)}""'{?£(») - Fte)} 
have the same asymptotic distribution given by part (b) of Theorem 3.4.1. • 
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4 MONTE CARLO RESULTS 
A Monte Carlo simulation was conducted to study the performance of the local-
residuals estimator and the performance of the variance estimators introduced in Section 
3.3. The superpopulation models used for generating the data and the model used 
in the construction of the local-residuals estimator are presented in Section 4.1. The 
results from the Monte Carlo simulation and a description of the methodology used in 
the reported Monte Carlo estimates is presented in Section 4.2. Comments about the 
performance of the local-residuals estimator £ire included in Section 4.3. 
4.1 Superpopulation models 
Three superpopulation models are considered. This set of models is by no means 
intended to be an exhaustive list of real situations, but represents different types of 
situations that we may encounter. The models are: 
Model 1: "Correct" model. Data are generated using the model specified in the con­
struction of the Chambers and Dunstan estimator with the distribution of the 
x-values skewed. For i = 1,..., iV: 
• Xi is generated from a Chi-square distribution with 3 degrees of freedom, 
• Ui is generated from a standard normal distribution, 
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• the value for y, is computed as i/,- = inax(0.01, 2 + x,- + u,). In most finite 
populations selected, all of the y values are strictly larger than 0.01. 
Model 2: "Heteroscedastic" model. Data £ire generated using the model with increjising 
variance introduced by Hansen, Madow and Tepping (1983). For i = 1,... , AT: 
• X, is generated from a Gamma distribution with density 
/(x) = .04xexp(—x/5), 
• yi given x; is generated from a Gamma distribution with density 
f { y  I x) = [6T(c)]-^y^-^exp(-j//6), 
where b  = 1.25x^^^(8 -I- 5x)~^ and c = .04x~^''^(8 + 5x)^. 
• Model 2 can be written as 
V;- = .4 + .25x + .25x^/''C/.-, 
where the Ui eire independent identiceiily distributed random variables with 
expected value zero and variance equal to one. 
Model 3: Model with quadratic mean. Data are generated using a quadratic relation 
between y and x. For i = 1,... , iV: 
• x,- is generated from a Uiiiform(0,10) distribution, 
• Ui is generated from a Uiiiform(-0.5, 0.5) distribution, 
• y{ is set equal to i/,= 5 + 0.2(x,- — 5)^ + u,-. 
The selected and nonselected points for a simple random sample of size 60 from a 
finite population of size 600 for Models 1, 2 and 3 are presented in Figures 4.1, 4.2 
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and 4.3 respectively. The fitted regression line for Model 1, from which residuals are 
computed, is also included in the figures. 
The average for samples of size 60 from Models 1, 2 and 3 are 0.861, 0.226 and 
0.025 respectively, where - y)^}{ Ej€A(2/i " y = 
and yj is computed using the ordinary least squares estimators for (3q and Pi as yj = 
/?0 + 0lXj. 
4.2 Methodology 
4.2.1 Seunpie sizes 
Two finite population sizes, N = 600 and N = 1200, are considered in the Monte 
Carlo study. A single set of auxilieiry variables xi,... , xjv was generated for each model 
and used in all Monte Carlo iterations. In each Monte Carlo iteration a new set of 
i/i,... , f/iv is generated and a simple random sample without replacement of n units is 
selected. The sample sizes considered are n = 60 for the population of iV = 600 and 
n = 120 for the population of size N = 1200. 
4.2.2 Selection of the number of bins 
In this section we will consider the problem of selecting the number of bins, B,  used 
to construct the local-residuals estimator. Intuitively, if we believe that the model with 
a single conditional density adequately represents the data, we would select one bin. 
Conversely, if we weint to be conservative against model misspecification, a larger value 
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Figure 4.1 Plot of y  against x  and estimated regression line for a sample 
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Figvire 4.2 Plot of y  against x and estimated regression line for a sample 
of size 60 from a population of size 600 generated by Model 2. 
Sample=*, nonsample=o 
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Figure 4.3 Plot of y  against x and estimated regression line for a sample 
of size 60 from a population of size 600 generated by Model 3. 
Sample=», nonsample=o 
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Let (3 be the least squares estimator of /3 defined in (3.1.5), and let 
Uj = yj - Xjfi, (4.2.1) 
be the observed residuals for j  £  k ^ .  Under the Chambers and Dunstan model, 
Uj = Yi-Xil3 (4.2.2) 
are independent and identically distributed random variables. The local-residuals esti­
mator is constructed under the assumption that if x, is "close" to xj, then the distribution 
of Ui is "close" to that of Uj. In both cases, the observed residuals (4.2.1) are used to 
approximate  the  d i s t r ibu t ion  func t ion  of  Uj .  
We use crossvalidation to determine the number of bins to use in constructing the 
local-residuals estimator. Crossvalidation for a sample of size k uses the k possible 
samples of size A; — 1 to predict the omitted element. Let unit a from bin £„ be the 
omitted element. For unit q, let 
^  < i )  (4.2.3) 
be the local estimator of the distribution function of the residuals evaluated at u, where 
— Q is the reduced sample in bin £„ after removing unit a, and the weights 
7rj;^j are the adjusted sampling weights for the remaining imits 
in bin . We construct a measure of how good is as a predictor o{P{Ua ^ it) 
in order to choose an "optimal" munber of bins. To do this, we select 20 values of u and 
>»s, 
evaluate both G<„[_o](u) and /(uq ^ u) at these 20 values. Let for jo = 1,... ..n h e  
the sorted values of Uj for j £ An. Let = u\yni2i\ for 7 = 1,...,20, be the selected 
va lues  o f  u ,  where  the  func t ion  [x j  i s  the  la rges t  in teger  tha t  i s  l ess  than  o r  equa l  to  x .  
Divisions of the sample into B = 1,2,..., Be bins are constructed, as described in 
(3.1.3), where Be is the maximmn munber of bins considered. The value of Be was 
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initially set at 20. For Model 3, the value of Be was changed to Be = 30 for samples of 
size n = 60 and to Be = 35 for samples of size n = 120. Then, for each B, we compute 
20 2 -I C(B) = E E ^(5(ti,)[i -5(6,)])" , 
aSAiv -7=1 (4.2.4) 
where G(u-r) = { ^ "7)- The criterion is an approxima­
tion to the mean integrated square error defined in (2.4.5). Let Bmin be the value of 
B that minimizes C{B). The number B = Bmin of bins is used to construct the local-
residuals estimator. In some cases the value of n/B is not an integer. The n sample 
units are assigned to bins as follows. Let X(j„) for jo = li ••• 1" be the sorted values of 
Xj  fo r  J  6  A/v .  For  j o  = 1 , . . .  ,n ,  un i t  j o  i s  ass igned  to  b in  f  =  1  -h  [ { jo  -  l ) {B /n ) \ ,  
where  the  func t ion  [xJ  i s  the  la rges t  in teger  tha t  i s  l ess  than  or  equa l  to  x .  
4.2.3 CEilculation of Monte Carlo means and variances 
The reported estimates are means, and functions of means, from M Monte Carlo 
itera t ions. Let a^t) and b^t) be two quantities computed in Monte Carlo iteration t for 
f = 1,..., M. The four types of estimates are: 
a. the mean of a^t), a(.) = M~^ TltLi ®(t)' 
b. the square root of a mean, (a(.))^/^, 
c. the ratio between two means r = a(.)(6(.))~\ 
d. the square root of a ratio 
The formulas used to approximate the variances of the estimators of items a. through 
d. are presented in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1 Formulas for the Monte Carlo estimators and Monte Carlo vari­
ances for the quantities presented in Tables 4.5 through 4.32 
Item reported Estimator Estimated variance of estimator 
a. Mean <•(.) = E"i "(0 £",(-(•> - %)? 
d. Square root of ratio r^^-
c. Ratio of means r = a(.)(6(.)) ' 
b. Square root of mean 4-na(.))-^M-2EfIi(a(o-a(.,)-
4-V-1(6(.))-2A/-2 - r6((,)2 
4.3 Monte Carlo results 
The estimators presented in Tables 4.5 through 4.32 are: local-residuals estimator 
(3.1.4), Chambers and Dunstan estimator (2.3.4), Rao, Kovar and Mantel estimator 
(2.3.13), a poststratified estimator defined below in (4.3.1), and the Horvitz-Thompson 
estimator (2.2.1). 
For each Monte Carlo iteration, the finite population distribution function and the es­
timators mentioned above were calculated at seven points y that represent the 5th, 10th, 
25th, 50th, 75th, 90th and 95th percentiles of the superpopulation distribution function 
F(y) defined in (2.1.5). The superpopulation quantiles were estimated by generating 
5000 finite populations from the corresponding models and computing the correspond­
ing  sample  quant i l es  f rom the  resu l t ing  iV  x  5000  va lues  o f  y .  
Two local-residuals estimators are considered, one based on the Bmin bins selected 
by the crossvalidation procedure that minimizes (4.2.4), identified as Local-residuals 
(c-val) in Tables 4.5 through 4.20, and another based on a fixed number of bins. Let 
denote the local-residuals estimator computed with Bmin bins and Fi,{y) denote 
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the local-residuals estimator computed with a fixed number of bins. For the population 
of size 600 we considered b = 6 bins, and for the population of size 1200 we considered 
5 = 10 bins. The number of elements per bin, Aryv, is equal to: Argoo = 10 and kuoo = 12. 
According to the assumption of q > 0.5 for the value of q in A.2a, we increased the 
number of bins more than the number of elements per bin when considering the larger 
population with n = 1200. 
The poststratified estimator that appears in Tables 4.5 through 4.32 is constructed as 
the average of two poststratified estimators: F^Wy) and F^]\y). The first poststratified 
estimator, Fji'(y), is constructed as follows: divide the population of size N in fijv 
poststrata of equal size, for /i = 1,... , fijv. The number of poststrata is 
the same as the number of bins used for the local-residuals estimator computed with a 
fixed number of bins. For the population of size 600, Bgoo = 6 and for the population 
of size 1200, Buoo = 10. The sample is assigned to the strata and the stratum sample 
sizes, n/i, are computed for /i = 1,... , B^f. Then, Fji'(t/) is defined as 
Bf t  
FiM = N-' x; Y, '(w < !»• 
A=1 J6A/. 
where Ah is the part of the sample that falls into stratum h. To compute the second 
poststratified estimator, Fpl\y), the population is divided into + 1 poststrata. The 
stratum sizes, for the first and last strata are equal to 2~^NB'^^, and the for 
the remaining strata are equal to for /i = 2,..., B.v- Then, 
B[ f+ l  
Yi 'Vf nr' £ /(ft  ^!/). 
A=i yeAft 
The poststratified estimator included in the tables is 
F.M = 2-' [f M(9) + f W(ii)]. (4.3.1) 
For either fij (y) or strata are collapsed when oae or more of the are zero. If 
the first or the last stratum is empty, the empty stratum is collapsed with the contiguous 
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stratum. If one of the middle strata is empty, say stratum h, the corresponding Nh is 
divided by 2 and 2~'-Nh. units are added to strata h — 1 and h + 1. If more than one 
stratum is empty, then the N units are recl£issified into 2 poststrata with units 
each. 
Table 4.2 presents the average number of bins selected by the crossvalidation pro­
cedure described in Section 4.2.2 for Model 1, Model 2 and Model 3, and for sample 
sizes of 60 and 120. An estimate of the distribution of Bmin for Model 1, Model 
Table 4.2 Average number of bins selected by the crossvalidation procedure 
for alternative models and sample sizes of 60 and 120. Be = 20 for 
Model 1 and Model 2; Be = 30 for Model 3, n=60; Be = 35 for 
Model 3, n=120; 10000 iterations for Model 1 and Model 2, 2500 
iterations for Model 3 
Sample size Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 
n = 60 1.310 2.397 13.571 
(0.011) (0.018) (0.084) 
n  =  120 1.345 3.171 19.912 
(0.011) (0.021) (0.104) 
2 and Model 3 is presented in Tables 4.3 and 4.4 for the populations of size 600 and 
1200 respectively. The columns corresponding to Model 1 show that almost 90% of the 
time the procedure selects Bmin = 1 for samples of size 60 and 120. Note that when 
^min = 1) the local-residuals estimator and the Chambers and Dunstan estimator are 
equal under simple random sampling. For Model 2, the crossvalidation procedure tends 
to select values of Bmin larger than the ones selected for Model 1. The values of Bmin 
are larger for the sample size of 120 than for the sample size of 60. For Model 3, it is 
clear from Table 4.3 and 4.4 that the procediure selects larger values of B^in than for 
other models. For Model 3, with Be = 35 and a sample size of 120, the average B^in is 
19.91, with a stemdard error of 0.10. 
I l l  
Tables 4.5 through 4.10 present the estimated bias in the estimated finite population 
distribution function of the estimators considered. In the following discussion, we use 
F{y) to denote any of the six estimators presented in the tables: defined in 
(3.1.4) with the number of bins selected by the procedure described in Section 4.2.2, 
Fiiy) defined in (3.1.4), Fcoiv) defined in (2.3.4), FRKMdm{y) defined in (2.3.13), Fp,{y) 
defined in (4.3.1) and FfiTiy) defined in (2.2.1). Let F{t){y) and FN{t){y) be the values 
of the estimator F{y) and of the finite population distribution function at the point 
y in iteration t for f = 1,... , A/. The estimated bias of an estimator is computed as 
— F!\r(t){y)}- Tables 4.5 and 4.8 present the bias for Model 1 for 
n = 60 and n = 120 respectively. Tables 4.5 and 4.8 show that when the model is 
correctly specified none of the estimators has noticeable bieis for the parameter values 
investigated. Although none of the biases represented in Tables 4.5 and 4.8 exceeds 0.2 
percent points, more than 5% of the entries are significantly different from zero for a 
test of level 5%. We discuss several explanations for the possible bias. 
The locaJ-residuals estimator for a fixed number of bins and the Chambers and 
Dunstan estimator are model unbiased when computed with the true 13. In Tables 4.5 and 
4.8 the local-residuals estimator and the Chambers and Dunstan estimator are computed 
using l3 defined in (3.1.5). The Rao, Kovar and Mantel estimator is asymptotically 
unbiased, but for a sample of size 60 may be biased. Note that none of the entries in 
Table 4.8 is significantly diflPerent from zero for the local-residuals estimators, for the 
Chambers and Dimstan estimator and for the Rao, Kovar and Mantel estimator. The 
bias in the poststratified estimator may be due to the collapsing algorithm described 
above. We could have used the method of collapsing strata presented in Fuller (1966) 
to obtain an unbiased estimator. 
The Horvitz-Thompson estimator is conditionally biased given the sample indexes, 
but unbiased when averaging over £ill possible simple random samples. Although in 
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Table 4.5 there are two out of the seven entries for the Horvitz-Thompson estimator 
that are significantly different from zero, none of the entries in the next five tables is 
significant at a 5% level. Thus, out of 42 entries, we have approximately 5% that are 
significantly different from zero. 
Tables 4.6 and 4.9 give the bias of the estimators for Model 2, for sample sizes of 60 
and 120, respectively. The Chambers and Dunstan estimator Fcoiy) is the most aflfected 
by misspecification of the variance function, followed by the local-residuals estimator 
computed with Bmin bins. For a sample size of 60, the Chambers and Dunstan estimator 
is overestimating the finite population distribution function by as much as 3.987 percent 
points for the 5th superpopulation quantile. The bias in the Chambers and Dunstan 
estimator does not decrease when the sample size increases to 120. For a sample of size 
120 the finite population distribution function is overestimated by 3.941 percent points 
for the 5th superpopulation quantile. 
The bias for the local-residuals estimator computed with Bmin bins does decrease 
when the sample size increases, due to the fact that the number of bins selected by the 
crossvalidation procedure are larger for samples of size 120 than for samples of size 60. 
The bias in the local-residuals estimator with six bins is less than half a percent point 
for the seven quantiles considered when the sample size is 60. When the sample size is 
120, the biases of the local-residuals estimator computed with a fixed number of bins 
for the quantiles investigated are less than 0.3%. The reduction in bias is proportional 
to the increase in sample size as the bins lengths decrease with the sample size. 
The three other estimators considered, FRKMdm{y)i Fpa{y) and are robust to 
heterogeneous variances. For both sample sizes, 60 and 120, the biases in the estimators 
^ 
FRKMdm{y)i Fpsiy) and FhtHi) are essentially zero. Thus, imder misspecification of the 
model variance function, the local-residuals estimator with fixed number of bins and the 
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FRKMdm{y) exhibit superior performance with respect to the bias criterion to that of 
the Chambers and Dunstan estimator. Also, the biases in the local-residuals estimator 
computed with Bmin bins for Model 2, although somewhat larger, are still significantly 
smaller than those of the Chambers and Dunstan estimator. 
Tables 4.7 and 4.10 give the bias of the estimators under Model 3, that is, when 
the mean function of the model has been misspecified. In this case, the poststrati-
fied estimator and the Horvitz-Thompson estimator have negligible bias. The biases of 
the other four estimators are functions of the quantiles and the sample size, with the 
local-residuals estimators with fixed B,  in general, having smaller bias than the three 
1^, 1^, 
estimators F£^'"(t/), F c o i y )  S'lid F R ^ M d m i y ) -  For lower quantiles the local-residuals es­
timator with fixed B has negligible bias, whereas the biases of the local-residuals with 
Bmin bins estimator, Chambers and Dunstan estimator and Rao, Kovar and Mantel 
estimator are significant. For upper quantiles, all estimators have comparable biases. 
Tables 4.11 through 4.14 show the contribution of the bias to the mean square error: 
|£'[F(y)] — F;v(y)| |£'[F(t/) — Fiv(j/)]^| , for Models 2 and 3 for the local-residuals 
estimators F^'"(t/) and F^iy), and for the Chambers and Dunstan estimator. For the 
Chambers and Dunstan estimator and for the local-residuals estimator F^"^{y) the bias 
makes an important contribution to the mean square error. The bias contribution to 
the mean square error for the local-residuals estimator with fixed B is negligible when 
either the mean or the variance have been misspecified. The bias in the local-residuaJs 
estimator with Bmin bins makes a significant contribution to the mean square error when 
the variance function has been misspecified, but the contributions are much smaller in 
magnitude than those of the Chambers and Dunstan estimator. For Model 2 and for 
Model 3, the bias contribution to the mean square error for the Chambers and Diinstan 
estimator does not decrease when the sjimple size increases. 
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Tables 4.15 through 4.20 show the square root of the mean square error for the 
Horvitz-Thompson estimator and the ratios of the root mean square errors of the other 
estimators to the root mean square error of the Horvitz-Thompson estimator for Models 
1, 2 and 3 and sample sizes of 60 and 120. When the model is correctly specified, Tables 
4.15 and 4.18, the Chambers and Dunstan estimator has the smallest mean square errors 
for the seven quantiles investigated for both sample sizes. The local-residuals estimator 
with Bmin bins is the second best with respect to the mean square error criterion, followed 
by the local-residuals estimator with fixed B. The root mean square error of estimator 
Fi{y) for the superpopulation median is about 60% of the root mean square error of the 
Horvitz-Thompson estimator for samples of size 60 or 120. 
For Model 2, Tables 4.16 and 4.19 indicate that the local-residuals estimator with 
fixed B, in general, has smaller root mean square error than the other estimators. The 
Chambers and Dunstan estimator is the estimator most affected by the variance mis-
specification of Model 2 for the sample size of 60. The local-residuals estimator with 
Bmin bins performs uniformly better than the Chambers and Dunstan estimator. 
For Model 3 and for a sample size of 60, Table 4.17 shows that both local-residuals 
estimators perform better than Fcoiy)^ FRKMdm{y) and FHr{y)i and the performance 
of the local-residuals estimators is similar to the performance of Fps{y). For Model 3 and 
for  a  sample  s ize  o f  120 ,  the  per formances  o f  the  es t imators  F™'"( j / ) ,  Fi{y ) ,  FnKMdmiy )  
and Fp3{y) axe similar. The local-residuals estimator with fixed B has uniformly smaller 
root me£m square error than the other estimators for the seven superpopulation quantiles 
considered. 
We can simimarize the results from Tables 4.5 through 4.10, referring to the bias of 
the estimators, and the results from Tables 4.15 through 4.20, referring to the root mean 
square error, as follows: 
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- the loc2il-residu£ds estimator with fixed B is robust in terms of bias against 
departures from the superpopulation model used to construct the estimator, 
- the local-residuals estimator with Bmin bins is less sensitive to misspecification 
than the Chambers and Dunstan estimator, 
-  the procedure that selects the number of bins seems to select too few bins for 
Model 2, and too many bins for Model 3, 
- the local-residuals estimator with fixed B has in general smaller mean square 
error than the Rao, Kovar and Mantel estimator, the poststratified estimator 
and the Horvitz-Thompson estimator, 
- the performance of both local-residuals estimators is superior to the perfor­
mance of the Chambers and Dunstan estimator when the model is incorrectly 
specified. 
We study the estimation of the variance for the local-residuals estimator with a 
fixed number of bins. Table 4.21 through Table 4.32, are related to the performance of 
the variance estimators studied in Section 3.3 for the model variance of Fi{y) — Kv(y) 
and the model veiriance of Fiiy) as an estimator of the superpopulation distribution 
function. The three estimators considered are Vedy) defined in (3.3.2), Vc{tf) defined in 
(3.3.10), and VjKiy) defined in (3.3.11). Estimator Ke(y) is an estimator of the variance 
of  the f ini te  populat ion est imat ion error  of  the local-residuals  es t imator ,  FL{y)  — F^{y) .  
Estimators Vc{y) and Vj^iy) are used to estimate the variance of the error of the local-
residuals estimator F£,(y) as an estimator of the superpopulation distribution function, 
Ftiy) — F{if), where Fi(y) is defined in (3.1.4) and F{y) is defined in (2.1.5). When 
the variance estimators are computed using the estimated /?, we use the notation Vee{y), 
Vc{y), and VjK{y), for the three estimators. The two versions of the jackknife estimator 
(3.3.11) that we mentioned in Section (3.3) are: 
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- v jkwo (y) for the version that uses the (3  and the y.j computed from the sample 
An ,  
- VjKiy )  for the version that recomputes (3  and for each of the n  reduced 
samples A;v — {«}• 
From Tables 4.21 through 4.26 one can see that for all combination of models and 
sample sizes considered, the average of estimator Vee{y) and the average of estimator 
Vciif) are, in general, very similar to the variance of Fi{y) — Fi\f{y) and to the variance 
of Fciy) - F{y), respectively. The mean of the estimator Vj^iy) is always greater than 
the mean of the estimator VjKwo{y)^ as may be expected from the fact that VjKVy) 
introduces additional variability due to the estimation of /? and recalculation of the y,j. 
Both Jackknife variances are greater, on average, than the variance computed using 
Vc{y ) .  
In Tables 4.27 through 4.32 we present results on the estimated probability that 
a 95% confidence interval constructed with one of the four variance estimators will 
contain the percentile of the finite population distribution function. Since the sampling 
fraction is 0.10 in both populations, the variance of Fi{y) — Fj^^y) is about 0.9 of 
the  var iance  of  F^ iy )  — F{y ) .  The  three  es t imators  o f  the  model  var iance  of  Fi{y )  — 
F(y) can be modified to obtain estimators of the model variance of F[,{y) — Fi^{y) by 
multiplying Vc{y), VjKwo{y) and VjkHi) by {I-nN~^). The standardized estimators 
are likely to converge faster to the limiting normal variable in the middle part of the 
distribution than in the tails of the distribution. Thus, in finite samples, the confidence 
intervals for the finite population distribution function evaluated at quantiles towards 
the tails of the distribution constructed using the limiting normal theory are likely to 
have inferior coverage probabilities to those of the confidence intervals for the finite 
population distribution function for quantiles near the middle part of the distribution. 
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<1^  
The coverage probabilities of the confidence intervals constructed with Vedy) and 
with 0.9V£(y) are very similar in Tables 4.27 through 4.32. Since Vc{y )  is much faster to 
compute than Ke(j/), we can approximate Ke(j/) by {l—nN~^)Vc{y) to reduce computing 
time. Due to the larger variances obtained for the jackknife estimators, the confidence 
intervals constructed with the jackknife estimators generally have coverage probabilities 
la rger  than  those  of  the  conf idence  in te rva l s  cons t ruc ted  wi th  Vee(y)  o r  { l—nN~^)Vc{y ) .  
For Model 1 and Model 2, the confidence intervals have probabilities close to 0.95 of 
including the finite population distribution value, especially for the middle part of the 
distribution. For Model 3, the confidence intervals for quantiles in the middle part of 
the  d i s t r ibu t ion  cons t ruc ted  wi th  the  four  var iance  es t imators ,  Vtdy ) ,  Vc{y ) ,  V jKwo{y )  
and VjK{y), tend to cover the percentiles of the finite population distribution function 
more than 95% of the time. 
Tables 4.33 through 4.38 are related to the local-residuals estimator with the number 
of bins selected by crossvalidation. We computed the variance estimator Vc{y) defined 
in (3.3.10) and constructed confidence intervals for the local-residuals estimator as an 
estimator of the superpopulation distribution function F{y). Tables 4.21 through 4.26 
show that for the local-residuals estimator constructed with a fixed number of bins, 
estimator Vciy) approximates the Monte Carlo variance of F[^{y) — F{y) very well. When 
B is selected by crossvalidation, we see that estimator Vc{y) does not approximate the 
Monte Carlo variance of F£,(y) — F{y) as well. In Table 4.33 through Table 4.38 we 
present the square root of the ratio between the Monte Carlo average of the Vc{y) and 
the Monte Carlo variance of F[,{y) — F{y) when the number of bins is selected by the 
crossvalidation procedure. Table 4.33 through Table 4.38 also include an estimation of 
the coverage probabilities of 95% confidence intervals for F{y). Tables 4.33 and 4.36 
show that the variance of Fi,{y) — F(y) is underestimated for the selected quantiles. The 
coverage probabilities for Model 1 are smaller than 95%. Towards the lower and larger 
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quantiles the difference between the estimated coverage probability and 95% can be quite 
s^, 
large. For Model 2, Table 4.34 and Table 4.37 show that the variance estimator Vc{y )  
is in general underestimating the variance of Fi{y) — F{y). The coverage probabilities 
are smaller than 95%, and the difference is larger for the sample size of ra = 120 than 
for n = 60. For Model 3 the variance of Vciy) is underestimated for some quantiles and 
overestimated for others. For Model 3 and the sample size of n = 120, the coverage 
probabilities are closer to 95% than for Model 1 and Model 2. In summary, variance 
estimator (3.3.10) underestimates the true variance when the number of bins is selected 
by crossvalidation. Variance underestimation leads to coverage probabilities smaller 
than the nominal coverage. 
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Table 4.3 Estimated distribution of the number of bins (B) selected by the 
cross-validation procedure for Model 1, Model 2 and Model 3 for a 
sample size of n = 60. = 20, 10000 iterations for Model 1 £md 
Model 2; B^ = 30, 2500 iterations for Model 3. Standard errors 
are smaller than 0.0047 for Model 1 and Model 2 and smaller than 
0.0064 for Model 3 
b  Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 
1 0.8783 0.3312 0.0000 
2 0.0500 0.3331 0.0000 
3 0.0286 0.1844 0.0000 
4 0.0164 0.0626 0.0000 
5 0.0106 0.0398 0.0028 
6 0.0052 0.0137 0.0088 
7 0.0042 0.0132 0.0260 
8 0.0022 0.0074 0.0424 
9 0.0018 0.0046 0.0724 
10 0.0008 0.0031 0.0908 
11 0.0008 0.0019 0.1144 
12 0.0004 0.0015 0.1012 
13 0.0002 0.0008 0.0904 
14 0.0001 0.0010 0.0820 
15 0.0001 0.0008 0.0892 
16 0.0000 0.0005 0.0700 
17 0.0001 0.0001 0.0536 
18 0.0000 0.0002 0.0340 
19 0.0002 0.0001 0.0320 
20 0.0000 0.0000 0.0188 
21 0.0000 0.0000 0.0148 
22 0.0000 0.0000 0.0168 
23 0.0000 0.0000 0.0144 
24 0.0000 0.0000 0.0092 
25 0.0000 0.0000 0.0052 
26 0.0000 0.0000 0.0028 
27 0.0000 0.0000 0.0024 
28 0.0000 0.0000 0.0020 
29 0.0000 0.0000 0.0016 
30 0.0000 0.0000 0.0020 
120 
Table 4.4 Estimated distribution of the number of bins { b )  selected by the 
cross-validation procedure for Model 1, Model 2 and Model 3 for a 
sample size of r = 120. Be = 20, 10000 iterations for Model 1 and 
Model 2; Be = 30, 2500 iterations for Model 3. Standard errors 
are smaller than 0.0046 for Model 1 and Model 2, and smaller than 
0.0057 for Model 3 
b  Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 
1 0.8734 0.1398 0.0000 
2 0.0457 0.3085 0.0000 
3 0.0322 0.2547 0.0000 
4 0.0176 0.1201 0.0000 
5 0.0109 0.0830 0.0000 
6 0.0071 0.0299 0.0000 
7 0.0051 0.0252 0.0000 
8 0.0031 0.0121 0.0000 
9 0.0015 0.0077 0.0008 
10 0.0011 0.0063 0.0052 
11 0.0007 0.0039 0.0240 
12 0.0003 0.0026 0.0212 
13 0.0003 0.0017 0.0424 
14 0.0004 0.0010 0.0504 
15 0.0002 0.0011 0.0704 
16 0.0000 0.0006 0.0700 
17 0.0003 0.0007 0.0592 
IS 0.0000 0.0003 0.0904 
19 0.0001 0.0003 0.0744 
20 0.0000 0.0005 0.0836 
21 0.0000 0.0000 0.0808 
22 0.0000 0.0000 0.0536 
23 0.0000 0.0000 0.0448 
24 0.0000 0.0000 0.0384 
25 0.0000 0.0000 0.0404 
26 0.0000 0.0000 0.0304 
27 0.0000 0.0000 0.0316 
28 0.0000 0.0000 0.0156 
29 0.0000 0.0000 0.0156 
30 0.0000 0.0000 0.0140 
31 0.0000 0.0000 0.0136 
32 0.0000 0.0000 0.0092 
33 0.0000 0.0000 0.0092 
34 0.0000 0.0000 0.0056 
35 0.0000 0.0000 0.0052 
Table 4.5 Estimated bias of alternative estimators of distribution function x 





































































































Table 4.6 Estimated bias of alternative estimators of distribution function x 





































































































Table 4.7 Estimated bias of alternative estimators of distribution function x 
100 for Model 3. Standard error in parentheses. N = 600, n = 60; 
2500 iterations for (c-val) and 10,000 iterations for all others 



































































































Table 4.8 Estimated bias of alternative estimators of distribution function 
X 100 for Model 1. Standard error in parentheses. N = 1200, 




































































































Table 4,9 Estimated bias of alternative estimators of distribution function 
X 100 for Model 2. Standard error in ])arentheses. N = 1200, 



































































































Table 4.10 Estimated bias of alternative estimators of distribution function 
X 100 for Model 3. Standard error in parentheses. N = 1200, 
n = 120; 2500 iterations for (c-val) and 10,000 iterations for all 
others 



































































































Table 4.11 Ratio of Bias square to Mean Square Error x 100 for Lo­
cal-residuals estimator and Chambers-Dunstan estimator for 
Model 2. Standard error in parentheses. N = 600, n = 60; 
10,000 iterations 
m  Local-residuals 
(c-val) 
Local-residuals 
{ B  =  6 )  
Chambers-Dunstan 
5% 37.29 2.03 65.68 
(0.60) (0.27) (0.40) 
10% 25.51 1.22 51.47 
(0.66) (0.21) (0.55) 
25% 0.95 0.71 4.91 
(0.19) (0.17) (0.42) 
50% 16.85 0.35 58.50 
(0.68) (0.12) (0.62) 
75% 11.75 0.29 31.17 
(0.58) (0.11) (0.73) 
90% 2.48 0.17 0.13 
(0.30) (0.08) (0.07) 
95% 0.04 0.02 8.20 
(0.04) (0.03) (0.57) 
Table 4.12 Ratio of Bias square to Mean Square Error x 100 for Lo­
cal-residuals estimator and Chanibers-Dunstan estimator for 
Model 3. Standard error in ijarentheses. N = 600, n = 60; 




(B  =  6)  
Chanibers-Dunstan 
5% 1.77 0.00 13.93 
(0.51) (0.01) (0.55) 
10% 1.40 0.00 6.00 
(0.46) (0.01) (0.44) 
25% 0.42 0.00 0.01 
(0.26) (0.01) (0.02) 
50% 0.09 0.14 0.02 
(0.12) (0.08) (0.03) 
75% 0.00 5.38 1.06 
(0.01) (0.43) (0.20) 
90% 0.96 1.33 6.79 
(0.39) (0.23) (0.51) 
95% 0.71 0.24 1.06 
(0.34) (0.10) (0.21) 
Table 4.13 Ratio of Bias square to Mean Square Error x 100 for Lo­
cal-residuals estimator and Chanibers-Dunstan estimator for 





(b = 10) 
Chambers-Diuistan 
5% 32.17 0.84 79.44 
(0.61) (0.18) (0.26) 
10% 23.79 0.62 68.40 
(0.65) (0.15) (0.39) 
25% 2.99 0.50 14.85 
(0.34) (0.14) (0.65) 
50% 13.37 0.07 77.76 
(0.61) (0.05) (0.34) 
75% 7.32 0.16 41.88 
(0.49) (0.08) (0.68) 
90% 2.71 0.12 1.68 
(0.31) (0.07) (0.26) 
95% 0.07 0.02 25.69 
(0.05) (0.02) (0.79) 
Table 4.14 Ratio of Bias square to Mean Square Error x 100 for Lo­
cal-residuals estimator and Chambers-Dunstan estimator for 
Model 3. Standard error in parentheses. N = 1200, JI = 120; 




{B = 10) 
Chambers-Dunstan 
5% 0.81 0.00 10.46 
(0.35) (0.00) (0.52) 
10% 0.81 0.00 4.29 
(0.36) (0.01) (0.39) 
25% 0.28 0.00 0.09 
(0.21) (0.00) (0.06) 
50% 0.03 0.02 0.02 
(0.07) (0.03) (0.03) 
75% 0.19 0.35 0.07 
(0.17) (0.12) (0.05) 
90% 0.72 2.81 0.97 
(0.33) (0.32) (0.20) 
95% 1.08 1.21 4.31 
(0.41) (0.22) (0.41) 
Table 4.15 Ratio of Root Mean Square Error (rMSE) of alternative estima­
tors to the rMSE of Horvitz-Thompson estimator, and rMSE of 
Horvitz-Thompson estimator x 100, for Model 1. Standard error 
in parenth<!ses. N = 600, » = 60-, 10,000 iterations 
Ratios of rMSE for alternative estimators: 
Local- Local- Chambers- Rao-Kovar Post-
residuals residuals Dunstan Mantel stratified 
( c - v a l )  { B  =  6 )  
rMSE xlOO of 
Horvitz-
Thompson 
5% 0.617 0.831 0.558 0.929 0.970 2.804 
(0.006) (0.005) (0.004) (0.004) (0.005) (0.028) 
10% 0.630 0.809 0.583 0.889 0.919 3.812 
(0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.038) 
25% 0.570 0.715 0.541 0.781 0.808 5.444 
(0.005) (0.005) (0.004) (0.005) (0.005) (0.054) 
50% 0.432 0.584 0.395 0.661 0.678 6.291 
(0.004) (0.005) (0.004) (0.005) (0.005) (0.063) 
75% 0.299 0.442 0.269 0.566 0.592 5.383 
(0.003) (0.004) (0.002) (0.005) (0.005) (0.054) 
90% 0.240 0.284 0.233 0.491 0.601 3.713 
(0.002) (0.003) (0.002) (0.004) (0.005) (0.037) 
95% 0.278 0.320 0.272 0.565 0.803 2.718 
(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.005) (0.005) (0.027) 
Table 4.16 Ratio of Root Mean Square Error (rMSE) of alternative estima­
tors to the rMSE of Horvitz-Thonipson estimator, and rMSE of 
Horvitz-Thompson estimator x 100, for Model 2. Standard error 
in parentheses. N = 600, n = 60; 10,000 iterations 
ny) 
Ratios of rMSE for alternative estimators: 
Local- Local- Chambers- Rao-Kovar Post-
residuals residuals Dunstan Mantel stratified 




5% 1.357 0.967 1.738 1.057 1.029 2.830 
(0.011) (0.005) (0.014) (0.003) (0.004) (0.028) 
10% 1.098 0.969 1.255 1.050 1.030 3.867 
(0.008) (0.005) (0.010) (0.003) (0.003) (0.039) 
25% 0.816 0.944 0.743 1.008 1.026 5.652 
(0.004) (0.004) (0.005) (0.003) (0.003) (0.057) 
50% 0.998 0.914 1.236 0.944 0.957 6.483 
(0.006) (0.005) (0.009) (0.004) (0.004) (0.065) 
75% 0.984 0.890 1.215 0.930 0.931 5.589 
(0.006) (0.005) (0.009) (0.004) (0.004) (0.056) 
90% 0.955 0.904 1.006 0.945 0.946 3.857 
(0.006) (0.005) (0.007) (0.004) (0.005) (0.039) 
95% 0.938 0.916 0.911 0.966 0.977 2.794 
(0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.004) (0.005) (0.028) 
Table 4.17 Ratio of Root Mean Square Error (rMSE) of alternative estima­
tors to the rMSE of Horvitz-Thompson estimator, and rMSE of 
Horvitz-Tliompson estimator x 100, for Model 3. Standard error 
in parentheses. N = 600, U = 60; 2500 iterations for (c-val) and 
10,000 iterations for all others 
m  
Ratios of rMSE for alternative estimators: 
Local- Local- Chambers- Rao-Kovar Post-
residuals residuals Dunstan Mantel stratified 
( c - v a l )  { B  =  6 )  
rMSE X100 of 
Horvitz-
Thompson 
5% 1.010 0.903 1.133 1.085 0.943 2.803 
(0.016) (0.005) (0.010) (0.005) (0.005) (0.028) 
10% 0.917 0.865 0.973 1.066 0.884 3.786 
(0.014) (0.005) (0.006) (0.004) (0.005) (0.038) 
25% 0.685 0.690 0.894 1.039 0.669 5.346 
(0.012) (0.005) (0.003) (0.003) (0.005) (0.053) 
50% 0.444 0.550 0.954 1.012 0.486 6.160 
(0.008) (0.005) (0.003) (0.002) (0.004) (0.062) 
75% 0.483 0.649 0.982 1.003 0.534 5.336 
(0.010) (0.005) (0.003) (0.001) (0.004) (0.053) 
90% 0.790 0.883 0.939 0.995 0.795 3.731 
(0.012) (0.006) (0.004) (0.001) (0.005) (0.037) 
95% 0.904 0.937 0.858 0.995 0.948 2.758 
(0.014) (0.005) (0.004) (0.001) (0.005) (0.028) 
Table 4.18 Ratio of Root Mean Square Error (rMSE) of alternative estima­
tors to the rMSE of Horvitz-Thompson estimator, and rMSE of 
Horvitz-Thompson estimator x 100, for Model 1. Standard error 
in parentheses. N = 1200, n = 120; 10,000 iterations 
m 
Ratios of rMSE for alternative estimators: 
Local- Local- Chamliers- Rao-Kovar Post-
residuals residuals Dunstan Mantel stratified 
(c-val) {B = 12) 
rMSE xlOO of 
Horvitz-
Thompson 
5% 0.609 0.873 0.554 0.928 0.960 1.968 
(0.007) (0.005) (0.004) (0.004) (0.005) (0.020) 
10% 0.628 0.836 0.580 0.874 0.903 2.664 
(0.007) (0.005) (0.005) (0.004) (0.005) (0.027) 
25% 0.557 0.730 0.526 0.761 0.780 3.836 
(0.006) (0.005) (0.004) (0.005) (0.005) (0.038) 
50% 0.420 0.613 0.372 0.654 0.670 4.401 
(0.005) (0.005) (0.003) (0.005) (0.005) (0.044) 
75% 0.311 0.500 0.279 0.571 0.590 3.804 
(0.003) (0.004) (0.003) (0.005) (0.005) (0.038) 
90% 0.304 0.413 0.291 0.564 0.595 2.665 
(0.003) (0.004) (0.003) (0.005) (0.005) (0.027) 
95% 0.309 0.399 0.299 0.604 0.699 1.927 
(0.003) (0.004) (0.003) (0.005) (0.005) (0.019) 
Table 4.19 Ratio of Root Mean Square Error (rMSE) of alternative estima­
tors to the rMSE of Horvitz-Thompson estimator, and rMSE of 
Horvitz-Thompson estimator x 100, for Model 2. Standard error 
in parentheses. N = 1200, n = 120; 10,000 iterations 
m 
Ratios of rMSE for alternative estimators: 
Local- Local- Chambers- Rao-Kovar Post-
residuals residuals Dunstan Mantel stratified 
(c-val) (B = 12) 
rMSE xlOO of 
Horvitz-
Thompson 
5% 1.359 0.980 2.199 1.055 1.024 2.011 
(0.015) (0.004) (0.017) (0.003) (0.003) (0.020) 
10% 1.130 0.986 1.530 1.051 1.026 2.752 
(0.011) (0.004) (0.012) (0.003) (0.003) (0.028) 
25% 0.875 0.980 0.778 1.011 1.024 3.923 
(0.009) (0.004) (0.006) (0.003) (0.003) (0.039) 
50% 1.068 0.934 1.695 0.943 0.960 4.467 
(0.010) (0.005) (0.013) (0.004) (0.004) (0.045) 
75% 0.966 0.913 1.395 0.927 0.936 3.912 
(0.010) (0.005) (0.010) (0.004) (0.004) (0.039) 
90% 0.916 0.921 0.975 0.949 0.952 2.719 
(0.009) (0.005) (0.006) (0.003) (0.004) (0.027) 
95% 0.924 0.936 0.932 0.966 0.975 1.970 
(0.009) (0.005) (0.006) (0.003) (0.005) (0.020) 
Table 4,20 Ratio of Root Mean Square Error (rMSE) of alternative estima­
tors to the rMSE of Horvitz-Thonipson estimator, and rMSE of 
Horvitz-Thompson estimator x 100, for Model 3. Standard error 
in parentheses. N = 1200, ii — 120; 2500 iterations for (c-val) 
and 10,000 iterations for all others 
n y )  
Ratios of rMSE for alternative estimators: 
Local- Local- Chambers- Rao-Kovar Post-
residuals residuals Dunstan Mantel stratified 
(c-val) {B = 12) 
rMSE X100 of 
Horvitz-
Thompson 
5% 0.979 0.913 1.060 1.052 0.932 1.977 
(0.020) (0.005) (0.008) (0.003) (0.005) (0.020) 
10% 0.906 0.866 0.963 1.042 0.871 2.700 
(0.018) (0.005) (0.005) (0.003) (0.005) (0.027) 
25% 0.671 0.678 0.919 1.026 0.672 3.850 
(0.013) (0.005) (0.003) (0.002) (0.005) (0.039) 
50% 0.436 0.463 0.965 1.007 0.430 4.396 
(0.009) (0.004) (0.002) (0.001) (0.004) (0.044) 
75% 0.429 0.492 0.973 1.000 0.433 3.826 
(0.009) (0.004) (0.003) (0.001) (0.004) (0.038) 
90% 0.632 0.743 0.962 0.997 0.586 2.640 
(0.013) (0.006) (0.003) (0.001) (0.004) (0.026) 
95% 0.811 0.878 0.918 0.993 0.812 1.908 
(0.016) (0.006) (0.005) (0.001) (0.005) (0.019) 
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Table 4.21 Square root of Monte Carlo estimated variance xlOO (*) and 
square root of Monte Carlo average of variance estimators x 100 
(**) for Model 1. Standard error in parentheses. N = 600, 
n = 60; 1000 iterations. Local-residuals estimator calculated with 
f i x e d  n u m b e r  o f  b i n s  { B  =  6 )  
F { y )  h { y )  -  F ^ ^ y )  
(**) 
K . { y )  
(*) 
h i y )  -  F { y )  
(**) 
V c { y )  
^  ( * * )  
^ j K w o i y ]  
(**) 
V j K i y )  
5% 2.252 2.244 2.332 2.326 2.431 2.445 
(0.024) (0.008) (0.024) (0.009) (0.009) (0.009) 
10% 2.975 2.965 3.094 3.079 3.218 3.235 
(0.031) (0.007) (0.032) (0.007) (0.008) (0.008) 
25% 3.710 3.745 3.875 3.891 4.066 4.080 
(0.036) (0.006) (0.038) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007) 
50% 3.535 3.551 3.657 3.680 3.845 3.855 
(0.036) (0.007) (0.037) (0.007) (0.008) (0.008) 
75% 2.319 2.374 2.358 2.430 2.536 2.516 
(0.023) (0.007) (0.024) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007) 
90% 1.124 1.109 1.067 1.093 1.125 1.121 
(0.012) (0.004) (0.012) (0.004) (0.004) (0.005) 
95% 0.909 0.837 0.872 0.813 0.829 0.917 
(0.009) (0.003) (0.009) (0.003) (0.003) (0.004) 
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Table 4.22 Square root of Monte Carlo estimated variance xlOO (*) and 
square root of Monte Carlo average of variance estimators x 100 
(**) for Model 2. Standard error in parentheses. N = 600, 
n = 60; 1000 iterations. Local-residuals estimator calculated with 
f i x e d  n u m b e r  o f  b i n s  { B  =  6 )  
F { y )  
(*) 




h { y )  -  F { y )  
(**) 
V c i i f )  
(**) 
V j [ \ w o i y )  
(**) 
^ K i y )  
5% 2.585 2.649 2.674 2.746 2.874 2.888 
(0.027) (0.011) (0.028) (0.011) (0.012) (0.012) 
10% 3.562 3.612 3.714 3.759 3.933 3.956 
(0.036) (0.010) (0.038) (0.010) (0.011) (0.012) 
25% 5.096 5.075 5.299 5.298 5.543 5.609 
(0.052) (0.007) (0.054) (0.008) (0.008) (0.009) 
50% 5.634 5.591 5.877 5.845 6.109 6.205 
(0.056) (0.006) (0.057) (0.006) (0.007) (0.008) 
75% 4.740 4.669 4.927 4.883 5.103 5.214 
(0.049) (0.007) (0.051) (0.007) (0.008) (0.009) 
90% 3.358 3.225 3.528 3.369 3.520 3.679 
(0.034) (0.009) (0.036) (0.009) (0.009) (0.010) 
95% 2.497 2.351 2.592 2.453 2.560 2.700 
(0.026) (0.009) (0.027) (0.010) (0.010) (0.011) 
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Table 4.23 Square root of Monte Carlo estimated variance xlOO (*) and 
square root of Monte Carlo average of variance estimators x 100 
(**) for Model 3. Standard error in parentheses. N = 600, 
n = 60; 1000 iterations. Local-residuals estimator calculated with 
f i x e d  n u m b e r  o f  b i n s  { B  =  6 )  
F i i f )  
(*) 
h { y )  -  F ^ i y )  
(**) 
K M  
{*) 
h { y )  -  F { y )  
(**) 
V c i y )  
(**) 
^ j K w o i y )  
(**) 
V m i y )  
5% 2.445 2.455 2.555 2.564 2.682 3.010 
(0.027) (0.010) (0.027) (0.010) (0.010) (0.015) 
10% 3.187 3.228 3.327 3.375 3.529 3.876 
(0.033) (0.008) (0.034) (0.009) (0.009) (0.014) 
25% 3.691 3.798 3.828 3.968 4.149 4.536 
(0.037) (0.009) (0.039) (0.009) (0.010) (0.014) 
50% 3.323 3.556 3.390 3.713 3.882 4.078 
(0.036) (0.010) (0.037) (0.011) (0.011) (0.012) 
75% 3.319 3.578 3.364 3.739 3.910 4.010 
(0.038) (0.011) (0.038) (0.011) (0.012) (0.012) 
90% 3.270 3.259 3.314 3.419 3.573 3.651 
(0.034) (0.009) (0.034) (0.009) (0.010) (0.011) 
95% 2.569 2.523 2.601 2.643 2.763 2.934 
(0.029) (0.010) (0.029) (0.011) (0.011) (0.014) 
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Table 4.24 Square root of Monte Carlo estimated variance x 100 (*) and 
square root of Monte Carlo average of variance estimators x 100 
(**) for Model 1. Standard error in parentheses. IV = 1200, 
n = 120; 1000 iterations. Local-residuals estimator calculated 
with fixed number of bins (B = 10) 
F { y )  
(*) 




h { y )  -  F(y) 
(**) 
V c i y )  
(**) 
^ J K w o  { i f )  
(**) 
V j K i y )  
5% 1.679 1.660 1.747 1.747 1.800 1.802 
(0.040) (0.010) (0.041) (0.010) (0.011) (0.011) 
10% 2.123 2.172 2.210 2.286 2.356 2.358 
(0.046) (0.009) (0.049) (0.009) (0.009) (0.009) 
25% 2.680 2.721 2.763 2.864 2.951 2.952 
(0.060) (0.008) (0.060) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008) 
50% 2.623 2.570 2.798 2.702 2.784 2.784 
(0.063) (0.009) (0.069) (0.009) (0.009) (0.009) 
75% 1.920 1.846 1.972 1.929 1.987 1.988 
(0.041) (0.008) (0.044) (0.009) (0.009) (0.009) 
90% 1.075 1.119 1.087 1.148 1.181 1.167 
(0.025) (0.006) (0.026) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007) 
95% 0.767 0.781 0.751 0.793 0.811 0.821 
(0.017) (0.005) (0.016) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006) 
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Table 4.25 Square root of Monte Carlo estimated variance xlOO (*) and 
square root of Monte Carlo average of variance estimators x 100 
(**) for Model 2. Standard error in parentheses. N = 1200, 
n = 120; 1000 iterations. Local-residuals estimator calculated 
with fixed number of bins {B = 10) 
m  h { y )  -  F i v ( 2 / )  
(**) 
K M  
(*) 






V j R - i y )  
0 %  1.858 1.877 1.962 1.977 2.038 2.034 
(0.044) (0.012) (0.046) (0.013) (0.013) (0.014) 
10% 2.571 2.585 2.716 2.726 2.810 2.803 
(0.057) (0.011) (0.060) (0.012) (0.012) (0.013) 
25% 3.841 3.679 4.008 3.886 4.007 4.020 
(0.088) (0.008) (0.095) (0.009) (0.009) (0.010) 
50% 4.199 4.010 4.357 4.239 4.369 4.381 
(0.094) (0.006) (0.098) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007) 
75% 3.474 3.381 3.659 3.577 3.686 3.712 
(0.078) (0.008) (0.084) (0.008) (0.008) (0.009) 
90% 2.382 2.363 2.473 2.498 2.574 2.619 
(0.054) (0.010) (0.054) (0.010) (0.010) (0.011) 
95% 1.800 1.743 1.868 1.842 1.897 1.934 
(0.043) (0.011) (0.045) (0.011) (0.012) (0.012) 
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Table 4.26 Square root of Monte Carlo estimated variance xlOO (*) and 
square root of Monte Carlo average of variance estimators x 100 
(**) for Model 3. Standard error in parentheses. N = 1200, 
n = 120; 1000 iterations. Local-residuals estimator calculated 
with fixed number of bins (B = 10) 
m 
(*) 




h { y )  -  F { y )  
(**) 
V c i y )  
(*») 
^ j K w o ^ y )  
(**) 
VOA-(y) 
5% 1.758 1.723 1.834 1.822 1.878 1.969 
(0.041) (0.011) (0.042) (0.011) (0.011) (0.014) 
10% 2.307 2.243 2.429 2.373 2.446 2.559 
(0.051) (0.009) (0.054) (0.009) (0.010) (0.014) 
25% 2.454 2.520 2.520 2.665 2.747 2.873 
(0.055) (0.010) (0.057) (0.010) (0.010) (0.016) 
50% 1.922 2.078 1.996 2.195 2.263 2.334 
(0.041) (0.012) (0.043) (0.012) (0.012) (0.014) 
75% 1.870 1.948 1.930 2.054 2.117 2.179 
(0.046) (0.013) (0.047) (0.014) (0.014) (0.015) 
90% 1.857 1.970 1.901 2.085 2.149 2.173 
(0.046) (0.011) (0.045) (0.011) (0.012) (0.012) 
95% 1.627 1.657 1.667 1.756 1.809 1.863 
(0.041) (0.010) (0.041) (0.011) (0.011) (0.013) 
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Table 4.27 Coverage probability for a 95% confidence interval of F/v(y) based 
on alternative variance estimators x 100 for Model 1. Stan­
dard error in parentheses. N = 600, n = 60; 1000 iterations. 
Local-residuals estimator calculated with fixed number of bins 
{ B  =  6 )  
Variance estimator used for the confidence interval 
F { y )  VeM 0.9Vi:(y) o.'^VjKwoiy) Q . W j K [ y )  
5% 89.24 88.86 89.52 89.68 
(0.44) (0.44) (0.43) (0.43) 
10% 92.96 92.64 93.38 93.48 
(0.36) (0.37) (0.35) (0.35) 
25% 94.92 94.70 95.40 95.50 
(0.31) (0.32) (0.30) (0.29) 
50% 94.28 94.08 94.78 94.92 
(0.33) (0.33) (0.31) (0.31) 
75% 93.84 93.18 93.82 93.78 
(0.34) (0.36) (0.34) (0.34) 
90% 92.64 90.72 91.48 91.22 
(0.37) (0.41) (0.39) (0.40) 
95% 89.60 86.76 86.70 89.56 
(0.43) (0.48) (0.48) (0.43) 
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Table 4.28 Coverage probability for a 95% confidence interval of F;v(y) based 
on alternative variance estimators x 100 for Model 2. Stan­
dard error in parentheses. N = 600, n = 60; 1000 iterations. 
Local-residuals estimator calculated with fixed number of bins 
(fi = 6) 
Variance estimator used for the confidence interval 
m KM 0.9Vc{y) 0.9Vjh-u,o{y) 0.9VjK{y) 
0% 90.46 90.06 90.88 91.10 
(0.42) (0.42) (0.41) (0.40) 
10% 93.18 92.80 93.50 93.36 
(0.36) (0.37) (0.35) (0.35) 
25% 93.44 93.12 94.18 94.24 
(0.35) (0.36) (0.33) (0.33) 
50% 94.72 94.58 95.56 95.86 
(0.32) (0.32) (0.29) (0.28) 
75% 93.34 93.28 94.22 94.56 
(0.35) (0.35) (0.33) (0.32) 
90% 91.12 90.90 92.02 93.16 
(0.40) (0.41) (0.38) (0.36) 
95% 88.06 87.80 88.72 89.40 
(0.46) (0.46) (0.45) (0.44) 
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Table 4.29 Coverage probability for a 95% confidence interval of F^iy) based 
on alternative variance estimators x 100 for Model 3. Stan­
dard error in parentheses. N = 600, n = 60; 1000 iterations. 
Local-residuals estimator calculated with fixed number of bins 
(5 = 6) 
Variance estimator used for the confidence interval 
F { y )  0.9Vc{y) 0-9VjKwo{ y )  O.WjkO / )  
5% 89.34 89.04 90.18 92.28 
(0.44) (0.44) (0.42) (0.38) 
10% 92.58 92.44 93.30 94.92 
(0.37) (0.37) (0.35) (0.31) 
25% 94.62 94.40 95.30 96.56 
(0.32) (0.33) (0.30) (0.26) 
50% 95.78 95.60 96.52 96.96 
(0.28) (0.29) (0.26) (0.24) 
75% 95.22 95.18 95.96 96.22 
(0.30) (0.30) (0.28) (0.27) 
90% 91.68 91.66 92.76 93.10 
(0.39) (0.39) (0.37) (0.36) 
95% 87.28 87.24 88.30 89.42 
(0.47) (0.47) (0.45) (0.43) 
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Table 4.30 Coverage probability for a 95% confidence interval of F^(y) based 
on alternative variance estimators x 100 for Model 1. Stan­
dard error in parentheses. N = 1200, n = 120; 1000 iterations. 
Local-residuals estimator calculated with fixed number of bins 
{B = 10) 
Variance estimator used for the confidence interval 
F { y )  KM 0.9Vc(p) 0.9]/jji'^o(il) 0.9V0k-(^) 
5% 92.70 92.70 93.30 93.30 
(0.82) (0.82) (0.79) (0.79) 
10% 94.40 94.40 95.10 95.10 
(0.73) (0.73) (0.68) (0.68) 
25% 95.20 95.40 95.90 95.90 
(0.68) (0.66) (0.63) (0.63) 
50% 94.30 94.30 94.70 94.70 
(0.73) (0.73) (0.71) (0.71) 
75% 93.40 93.20 94.10 94.10 
(0.79) (0.80) (0.75) (0.75) 
90% 95.10 94.00 95.00 94.90 
(0.68) (0.75) (0.69) (0.70) 
95% 93.90 92.50 92.90 93.50 
(0.76) (0.83) (0.81) (0.78) 
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Table 4.31 Coverage probability for a 95% confidence interval of Fiv(y) based 
on alternative variance estimators x 100 for Model 2. Stan­
dard error in parentheses. N = 1200, n = 120; 1000 iterations. 
Local-residuals estimator calculated with fixed number of bins 
{B = 10) 
Variance estimator used for the confidence interval 
0.9t/£(y) o . d V j K ^ o i i f )  0.9VOA-(y) 
5% 92.60 92.50 92.90 92.90 
(0.83) (0.83) (0.81) (0.81) 
10% 94.70 94.60 95.40 95.20 
(0.71) (0.71) (0.66) (0.68) 
25% 93.80 93.90 95.00 95.30 
(0.76) (0.76) (0.69) (0.67) 
50% 94.70 94.80 95.50 95.40 
(0.71) (0.70) (0.66) (0.66) 
75% 93.40 93.50 94.20 94.20 
(0.79) (0.78) (0.74) (0.74) 
90% 93.70 93.90 94.50 95.00 
(0.77) (0.76) (0.72) (0.69) 
95% 91.40 91.60 92.10 92.50 
(0.89) (0.88) (0.85) (0.83) 
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Table 4.32 Coverage probability for a 95% confidence interval of Fjv(j/) based 
on alternative variance estimators x 100 for Model 3. Stan­
dard error in parentheses. N = 1200, n = 120; 1000 iterations. 
Local-residuals estimator calculated with fixed number of bins 
(S = 10) 
Variance estimator used for the confidence interval 
F{:y) K A i f )  0.9Vc(ii) 0.9\6A:u,o(y) O.BVjkO/) 
5% 91.20 91.30 92.50 93.40 
(0.90) (0.89) (0.83) (0.79) 
10% 93.20 93.30 93.90 94.70 
(0.80) (0.79) (0.76) (0.71) 
25% 95.20 95.30 95.90 96.50 
(0.68) (0.67) (0.63) (0.58) 
50% 96.00 96.10 96.50 96.60 
(0.62) (0.61) (0.58) (0.57) 
75% 95.40 95.40 95.90 96.60 
(0.66) (0.66) (0.63) (0.57) 
90% 94.80 95.20 95.70 95.90 
(0.70) (0.68) (0.64) (0.63) 
95% 91.50 91.70 92.30 92.40 
(0.88) (0.87) (0.84) (0.84) 
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Table 4.33 Square root of the ratio between the Monte Carlo average of V c i y )  
and the Monte Carlo estimated variance of F£,(t/) — F(i/), and 
estimated covemge probabilities of a 95% confidence interval of 
F(y) based on Vc{y) for Model 1. Standard error in parentheses. 
N = 600, n = 60, B computed by crossvalidation, 2000 iterations. 
F { y )  
Square root of 
M y ) I V [ h { y )  -  F [ y ) \  
Coverage 
probability 
5% 0.786 0.861 
(0.016) (0.008) 
10% 0.787 0.866 
(0.014) (0.008) 
25% 0.835 0.891 
(0.014) (0.007) 
50% 0.912 0.928 
(0.016) (0.006) 
75% 0.934 0.941 
(0.021) (0.005) 
90% 0.709 0.838 
(0.013) (0.008) 
95% 0.597 0.745 
(0.011) (0.010) 
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Table 4.34 Square root of the ratio between the Monte Carlo average of V c { y )  
and the Monte Carlo estimated variance of Fc{y) — F{y), and 
estimated coverage probabilities of a 95% confidence interval of 
F{y) based on Vc{y) for Model 2. Standard error in parentheses. 
IV = 600, n =60, B computed by crossvalidation, 2000 iterations. 
Fiil) 
Square root of 
V c { y ) / V [ F U y )  -  F m  
Coverage 
probability 
5% 0.922 0.890 
(0.016) (0.007) 
10% 0.970 0.922 
(0.016) (0.006) 
25% 1.021 0.948 
(0.017) (0.005) 
50% 0.896 0.868 
(0.014) (0.008) 
75% 0.888 0.883 
(0.014) (0.007) 
90% 0.854 0.887 
(0.014) (0.007) 
95% 0.837 0.837 
(0.014) (0.008) 
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Table 4.35 Square root of the ratio between the Monte Carlo average of V c { y )  
and the Monte Carlo estimated variance of FL{y) — F{y), and 
estimated coverage probabilities of a 95% confidence interval of 
F{y) based on Vc{y) for Model 3. Standard error in parentheses. 
N = 600, n = 60, B computed by crossvalidation, 2000 iterations. 
F { y )  
Square root of 
V c ( y ) / V [ F c ( y )  -  F ( y ) }  
Coverage 
probability 
5 %  0.936 0.857 
(0.017) (0-008) 
10% 0.959 0.899 
(0.017) (0.007) 
25% 0.998 0.918 
(0.017) (0.006) 
50% 1.087 0.922 
(0.019) (0.006) 
75% 1.115 0.902 
(0.024) (0.007) 
90% 1.033 0-893 
(0.019) (0.007) 
95% 1.024 0.866 
(0.019) (0.008) 
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Table 4.36 Square root of the ratio between the Monte Carlo average of 
V c i i l )  and the Monte Carlo est imated var iance of  F i ^ y )  -  F { y ) ,  
and estimated coverage probabilities of a 95% confidence interval 
of F{y) based on Vc{y) for Model 1. Standard error in peirenthe-
ses. N = 1200, n = 120, B computed by crossvalidation, 2000 
iterations. 
m 
Square root of 
Vc{y)/V[Fdy) - Fm 
Coverage 
probability 
5% 0.801 0.879 
(0.014) (0.007) 
10% 0.787 0.882 
(0.013) (0.007) 
25% 0.840 0.904 
(0.013) (0.007) 
50% 0.910 0.934 
(0.016) (0.006) 
75% 0.923 0.933 
(0.017) (0.006) 
90% 0.707 0.822 
(0.012) (0.009) 
95% 0.620 0.759 
(0.011) (0.010) 
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Table 4.37 Square root of the ratio between the Monte Carlo average of 
Vciif) and the Monte Carlo estimated variance of F£,(t/) — F(y), 
and estimated coverage probabilities of a 95% confidence interval 
of F{y) based on Vc{y) for Model 2. Standard error in parenthe­
ses. N = 1200, n = 120, B computed by crossvalidation, 2000 
iterations. 
F i i f )  
Square root of 
V c { y ) / V [ F d y )  -  F m  
Coverage 
probability 
5% 0.837 0.868 
(0.015) (0.008) 
10% 0.900 0.902 
(0.014) (0.007) 
25% 1.006 0.936 
(0.016) (0.005) 
50% 0.868 0.870 
(0.013) (0.008) 
75% 0.912 0.919 
(0.015) (0.006) 
90% 0.948 0.929 
(0.015) (0.006) 
95% 0.923 0.906 
(0.015) (0.007) 
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Table 4.38 ^quare root of the ratio between the Monte Carjo average of 
V c { y )  a n d  t h e  M o n t e  C a r l o  e s t i m a t e d  v a r i a n c e  o f  F i { y )  —  F { y ) ,  
and estimated coverage probabilities of a 95% confidence interval 
of F{y) based on Vc{y) for Model 3. Standard error in parenthe­
ses. N = 1200, n = 120, B computed by crossvalidation, 2000 
iterations. 
F { y )  
Square root of 
V c { y ) / V [ h i y )  -  F { y ) ]  
Coverage 
probability 
5% 0.978 0.911 
(0.016) (0.006) 
10% 0.970 0.926 
(0.016) (0.006) 
25% 0.993 0.940 
(0.016) (0.005) 
50% 1.022 0.934 
(0.016) (0.006) 
75% 1.048 0.927 
(0.018) (0.006) 
90% 1.040 0.926 
(0.018) (0.006) 




There are some general comments that we can make about the local-residuals esti­
mator of the finite population distribution function. 
The local-residuals estimator w£is designed to overcome the sensitivity to model mis-
specification of the Chambers and Dunstan estimator, and to retain the good perfor­
mance of the model based Chambers and Dunstan method when the model is correctly 
specified. The robustness of the local-residuals estimator resides in the construction of 
small bins where it seems reeisonable to eissume a common distribution function for the 
residuals. The variance estimators for the local-residuals estimator e.xhibit robustness 
against model misspecification similar to the robustness of the local-residuals estimator. 
The local-residuaJs estimator is a nondecreasing function of y with limit of zero when 
y goes to — c» and limit equal to one as y -Hoo. The three estimators proposed by 
Rao, Kovar and Mantel (1990) fail to meet this property. 
The k { N  —  n )  imputed values yij used in the local-residuals estimator need to be 
computed only once. As shown in (3.1.9), the distribution function can be computed 
for as many y values as desired by using the yj from the sample and the yij imputed 
values, without recomputing the regression line or reusing the auxiliary information. 
Variance estimators can also be computed from the yj from the sample and the yij 
imputed values. This may be important in practice to save computation time when 
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there is a large niunber of auxiliary variables or a large number of points y where we 
want to compute the distribution function. 
The results of model consistency and limiting normal distribution for the local-
residuals estimator obtained in Theorem 3.2.3 and Theorem 3.2.4 require only that 
the number of bins increase as the sample size increases. Thus the theory holds for 
bins containing a fixed number of elements. Variance estimators that are consistent 
under the same conditions were developed. One variance estimator, that proposed in 
Theorem 3.3.2, requires the number of elements per bin to increase as N increases. 
When the number of bins increases faster than the number of elements per bin, by 
Theorem 3.2.4, the local-residuals estimator has a limiting normal distribution. On the 
other hand, when the number of bins is chosen on the basis of the sample, one may 
be able to choose a number of bins to get efficiency close to that of the Chambers and 
Dunstan estimator under a correctly specified model. 
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